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NAME
BURP -

The BUsiness Report Processor

SYNOPSIS
BURP

DESCRIPTION
BURP is a report generation package which may be used to create
general reports or may be used to create relational tables of data
that may be manipulated via relat ional database style BURP commands.
A functionally complete set of utilities also provides the ability
to manipulate complete reports.
The user friendly BROWSE and EDIT facil i ties provide
functional i ty to support the following report operations

*
*
*
*
*
*

*
*

c rea t e / rno d i f y rep 0 r t d a t a
search report lines
sort report lines
project report columns
select report lines
join two reports
apply mathematical equations
print reports

Screen based on line help

is available

in all

facilities.

FILES
/u/p/321/gS/devt
/u/p/321/gS/db
/u/p/321/gS/help

AUTHORS
Sandra Boyd
Mark Hattenfels
David McPherson
Tony Walls
Monika Wurth

LIMITATIONS
Due to MDBMS (Mini Data Base Management System) restrictions,
the report control database must be reorganized periodically,
in order to free the space occupied by deleted report records.

BUGS
None.
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Abstract
BURP is a report generation package which may be used to create
general reports or may be used to create relational tables of data that may
be manipulated via relational database style BURP commands. A
functionally complete set of utilities also provides the ability to
manipulate complete reports.
The user friendly BROWSE and EDIT facilities provide functionality to
support the following report operations:

*
*
*
*
*
*
*

create/modify report data
search report lines
project report columns
select report lines
join two reports
apply mathematical equations
print reports

SCTeen based on line help is available in all facilities
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Welcome to the BURP Technical Report. This report
explains the invisible aspects of BURP and should be read
in conjunction wi th the other BURP manuals in order to fully
appreciate what the complete BURP package has to offer.
The basic concepts of BURP are the screen manipulation
tacil i ties, the keyboard interface, the report control database
and the text manipulation data structures. ~The aspects of each of
these concepts is explained in the Basic Concepts section and theIr
use is explained in the What Happens Internally section.
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THE SCREEN INTERFACE
The Screen Interface in BURP is totaLLy controLLed by a L ir ,ed
subse t oft he camp I. e t e cur ses package (as opposed tom in i-cur E "'3) •
Screen manipulation is kept to a minimum using the curses roul,hes:
I nit so r ( )

-

de t e r min est e r min a L t y Pe , i nit i ali s esc u r s e s .~ a 1 a
structures and ensures that first refresh catt
clears the screen.

obreak()

-

transfers keyboard characters typed immediately
to the appLication program (rather than buffering
until an ASCII newline character is typed).
ALl.ows BURP to take action without having to type
newline char.

noeoho()

-

stops typed characters being echoed on the screen
by the teletype driver. This allows BURP to do
its own echoing when appropriate.

nonL()

- stops return from being translated into newline and
stops newL ine from being transLated into l inefeed.
This alLows curses to optimise cursor movement.

leaveok()

-

endwln()

reduces the need for cursor motions when curses
is updating the screen. BURP uses this function
and r e Lac ate sex p l i c t l y mo vest he cur so r aft e r
refresh.
this function is called before exiting BURP. It
res tor est he or i gin a l tty mo des, res e t s the
terminal into the proper non-visal mode, and
removes space aLlocated by curses data
structures.

mvaddstr() - wri tes a null terminated character string at
required position.

the

mvpr i ntw() - wr i tes format ted output to the screen, analogous
to the C function printfO
mvlnoh()

-

read a character from the screen from the
required posi tion.

mvaddoh()

- writes a character
required posi tion.

to the screen from the

olrtoeol() - clears the screen from the requested posi tion to
t he end oft he Line.
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olrtobot() -

clears the screen from
the end of the screen.

move ( )

moves

-

refresh()

NB.

the cursor
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to

the

the requested position

requested posi tion.

relects what is stored in the cU/-ses
screen/window onto the screen. This process
optimised as curses is already aware of what
currently being displayed on the screen.

key pad curses routines are not
of the BURP system.

to

used,

to enhance portabil

is

ty

THE KEYBOARD INTERFACE

Each Screen wi thin the BURP system has its own keyboard
interface. This approach was adopted so that individual
screens/functions could tailor their keyboard interface
requirements. ego only some functions allow scroll ing; some
functions have additional CNTL keys. If a general keyboard
interface routine was provided, some func-tions would have to make
multiple calls to this general routine until their data entry
requirements were satisfied. Therefore the creation and
maintenance of function based keyboard interface routines was
considered a more desirable approach and provides some
independance between functions.

THE USER'S FILE

The user's files is generally called a "report" and is stot-ed
in the /u/p/321/gS/UserFiles directory. A User file has a logical
record length of 128 characters, wi th any unused port i ton of a
report line being blank padded and the last character being an
ASCII newline character. The maximum report width of 128
characters was considered optimal for printing, text buffering
and I/O purposes.
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TEMPORARY FILES

Temporary files are required by many functions to manipulate
the ines of a report. These temporary files share the same
physical characteristics of the "user files". Temporary files
are allocated by the MkTemp() routine. These files are stored in
the Itmp directory and have a file name of the form
Itmp/BURPX99999 where 99999 is the process id of the BURP sess on
and X is a unique alphabetic character. When a temporary file
is no longer required it is removed from the Itmp directory.

LINE POOL & TEXT LINES CHAINS

When a browse or edi t session is ini tiated, a temporary fi le
is created for use as a temporary text file. This file is
required so that no maintenance of the user's file takes plac~
until the user commits himself to the changes via the SAVE, END
or MENU commands (depending on whether BROWSE or EDIT is being
used). When this temporary file is created, two linked lists,
refered to as the Line Pool and the Text Lines are created. Each
node in these chains contains a unique block number and a pointer
to the next node in the linked list (ie. a linked list with a
single forward pointer). The The Line Pool is a linked list
containing the block numbers of lines in the temporary file that
are yet to used. The Text Lines is a linked list containing the
block numbers of lines in the temporary file which are currently
being used; it also maintains the order in which they are to be
read when displaying the report. There are several atomic
functions which are used in order to maintain these two linked·
lis t s :
MoreLlnes() -

this routine increases the length of the
LinePool linked list to be consumed by the
TextLines linked list.

AllooLlne() -

this routine consumes the first node in the
LinePool linked list and insertes it at the
desired position in the TexlLines linked list.

-

this routine removes the desired node from the
Tex t L j nes l j nked l j stand i nser t es j t a l the
head 0 f the L i nePoo l linked lis t .

FreeLlne()

BURP
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This approach to the control of report lines and their
distribution in the temporary fi le ensures that when blocks are
no longer required, they may be overwri tten when new report lines
are inserted into the report. The logical sequence of 'active'
report lines is defined by the TextLines linked list.
There are several semi-atomic functions which use the
AllocLine() and FreeLine() routines in order to manipulate
of text and these associated linked lists:

ines

InsertLines() -

this routine inserts the required number of
report lines at the desired posi t ion in the
TextLines linked list. The inserted lines are
ini t ial ised to blanks.

DeleteLines() -

this routine deletes the required number of
report lines at the desired position from the
Tex t Lines linked lis t .

CopyLines()

this routine copies the required number of
report lines from the desired position in the
Text Lin e s lin ked lis t t 0 anew po sit ion I nth e
TextLines linked list.

MoveLines()

this routine moves the required number of
report lines from the desired position in the
TextLini:Js linked list to a' new position in the
TextLines linked list.

BURP
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THE LINE CACHE

When report lines are to be read from the temporary file the
block number from their associated entry In the rextLines linked
list is passed to a routine FindFrameBlockNo(). This IS one of
the routines which controls a cache of recently used report
lines. The Line Cache is an memory array which contains 15
entries <commonly called frames). Whenever a new block IS
required to be read from the temporary file, a Least Recently
Used (LRU) cache frame replacement algorl thm IS employed to free
a c a c he en try for use by the new b l 0 c k. 1 f t he lin e c a c he en try
to be freed has been modified, it is rewritten to the temporary
file prior to lhe cache being overwri lten by the new entry. Each
entry in the line cache has the followi ng items
block number

associated block number relative to start of
temporary Ii le.

user record

128 bytes of report
line block f i l e.

reference tag

the time piece used by

mod i f y

line read from the temporary
the LRU algori thm.

indicat~s rewri te of
line block required When
cache entry is removed by the LRU routine.

f l a9

There are several
line cache:

funclions which are used to manipulate the

FindFrame6lockNo() -

finds the frame containing the requested
block number. The frame cannot be located,
the LRU frame is found and allocated.

LookFrame()

looks for the frame containing the requested
block number.

FlndLRUFrame() -

finds the Least Recently Used (LRU)
line cache.

GetFrame()

returns a pointer

-

frees

FreeFrame()
ReadTmpF j l e ( )

-

CacheFlush()

in the

to the requested cache entry.

the requested block from the cache.

reads the reqUired block from the temporary
f i l e i n tot he line cache.

Wrl t.rmpFlle() - wri te the required block from the
to the tempo/-a/"y file.
In i tCache()

frame

initialise all cache entries prior
- write all modified lines
the temporary file.

ine cache
to use.

from the line cache to

•
BURP
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The Column Speci fications List is a linked list which is used
to store a copy of the column specifications of a report from the
data base. This list allows more efficient access and
manipulation of the column speci fications during an EDIT or
BROWSE session and the abil i ty to CANCEL any changes to the
column speci fications.
The procedure,
ReadCoLumnSpecs ()
reads the column speci fications from the
data base for a speci f ied report name and constructs the linked
list wi th single forward pointers. Each list node represents a
column of the report and contains a copy of the data stored in
the colcon record of the database. The ReadColumnSpecs procedure
returns the address of the root node of the list. The str-ucture
of the column specifications list node is contained in vars.h.
The Column Speci fications List
following facilities :-

is maintained in BURP by

the

EDIT

The report column headings ~re maintained
directly by the EDIT Facil i ty. The COLUMN
command of the EDIT Facility maintains the
number of columns, their widths, lengths,
start positions and their type.

PROJECT

The Co l umn Spec i fica t ions lis t i s re-bu i l t
according to the column numbers and the order
in which they are specified by the user in the
Data Entry Line.

JOIN

The Column Speci fications from the report to
be joined wi th the current report, that are not
columns on which the join is performed, are
added to the Column Specifications List of the
current reporJ.

SAVE

The contents of the Column Specifications List
replaces the column specifications in the data
base if the report exists. Otherwise, the
Column Speci fications List is used to create
the report in the data base. This command is
invoked automatically when the END or MENU
commands are used in the EDIT Faci l i ty.

On termination of an EDIT or BROWSE session the sp~ce
allocated to the Column Speci f icat ions List is freed using the
free () p rim i t j ve .

BURP
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BASE

Introduct ion

BURP utilises the MINI DATA BASE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM, MDBMS*,
for storing and retrieving report names and their corresponding
report control specifications. The implementation of the BURP
data base from the design stage was achieved in four consecutive
steps using MDBMS support utili ties.
i)

Data Base Def ini tion, DBD.

i)

Data Def ini tion Language, DDL**, defini tion and
compiliation.
The DOL provides a mechanism for the defini tion
of schemas, areas, records, keys, elements, sets, and
the constraints that are to be applied to each.

i)

Data Storage Defini tion Language, DSDL, defini tion
and compiliation.
The DSDL is a mechanism for the defini tion of the size
requirements of the data base.

iv)

Data Base Sub-Schema Generation, DBSSGEN.
The DBSSGEN provides a link between the data base
schema created in the above steps and the application
programs.

The report name and control specifications are maintained
in the BURP data base using MDBMS supported Data Manipulation,
OM, routines which-facilitate creation, retrieval and update
of data base records.
The MDBMS functions and utili ties used by BURP are described
in the following sections of this report. The descriptions are
BURP contextual. A more general synopsis of the MDBMS functions
and utilities may be obtained from the MDBMS User's Manual
si tuated in the Computing Science Laboratories of the University
of Wollongong.
In all references to a file name in th i s sect ion of
report the pref ix /u/p/321/g5/devt is assumed.
*

**

the

Mini DBMS, An Educational Database Management System.
K.J. McDonnel, Computer Science Department, Monash Universi ty
CLAYTON, VICTORIA.
The Data Defini tion Language (DOL) for MDBMS is a subset
of the language described in the CODASYL Data Description
Language Commi ttee's journal of Development (1978).

BURP
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Data Base Design (DBD)

The BURP data base has a simple hierarchic structure
containing two records, REPCON and COLCON. The REPCON record
is uniquely keyed on the report name
and
contains general report information.
************
The COLCON record is keyed on the column
* REPCON *
number and contains information for a
************
s j n g 1e col umn 0 f a r e p 0 r t. The
relal'ionship between these records is the
I CONTROL
set CONTROL.
Wi thin this set REPCON is
the owner record and COL CON is the member
V
record.
There may be many columns per
************
report,
hence,
there there may be many
* COLCON *
set
occurrences
per REPCON record. REPCON
************
records are inserted in ascending order
of report name and the COLCON records are inserted in ascending
order of column number wi thin a REPCON record. CONTROL sets are
to be inserted automatically when a COLCON record is inserted.
Duplicate column numbers wi thin a report are not permi tted.
Data Requirements
Repeon

Total

length 172 characters.

Report Name

8 character unique key.
The report name
must start with an alphabetic character,
any remaining characters can be any
combination of alphabetic, numeric and
nat ional characters.

Report Description

20 characters containing a description of
the report. The description is displayed in
the Catalogue Faciti ty and is maintained
by the DESCRIPTION/STATUS util i ty.

Report Status

1 character containing ei ther a 'T'
( Temporary>, or a 'P' ( Permanent >. The
status is displayed in the Catalogue
Faci l i ty, it defaul ts to 'T' and is
maintained by the DSCR/STAT Utility. The
Cleanup Utili ty deletes any Temporary
reports not accessed for 30 days or more.

BURP
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Report Heading

128 characters maintained by
facit i ty.

the EDIT

Date Last Access

6 character date in the form DDMMYY.
Maintained by the cataLogue.

Date Last Update

6 character date in the form DDMMYY.
Maintained when a report is saved.

Flag Ed; t

Single character containing ei ther '0',
false, or '1', true. This flag is set to
true by the Catalogue Fac i l i ty when a
report is selected for editing. Whilst this
flag is set to true no other user may
select the report for edi t ing, delete or
rename the report. This flag is reset to
faLse on ter-mination of the edi t session.

Number Browse

2 characters containing the number of users
currentLy browsing a report. This value is
incremented by the Catalogue Facil i ty when
a report is selected for browsing and
decremented on termination of the browse
session. A report may not be deleted or
renamed if this value is greater than zero.

Col con

Total

length 268 characters.

( All fields are maintained by Colwnn Speci fications List and
are updated on the data base when the report is saved. )
Column Number
Start Position

2 character unique key. Column numbers are
ass i g ned from 1 eft tor i g h t 0 f the rep 0 r t .
3 characters containing

of

the start position
the column relative to the User File.

Length

3 characters containing the Length of a
column.

Type

1 character containing either a ,cr,
character, or a 'N', numeric which
describes the type of data that can be
stored in the column. Mathematical
operations may be performed on numeric
columns only.

Number Decimals

3 characters containing the number of
decimaLs for a numeric column.

2 Column Headings

128 characters each, maintained by EDIT.

BURP
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Data Definition Language (DOL)

The DDL specification for
( burp.ddl )

the DBD is as follows

SCHEMA NAME IS REPORT.
AREA NAME IS BURP.
RECORD NAME IS REPCON
WITHIN BURP
KEY IS ASCEDNING REP-NM
DUPLICATES ARE NOT ALLOWED.
01 FILLER
03 REP-NM
03 DSCRPTN
03 REP-ST
03 HEAD1
03 HEAD2
03 DTEACES
03 DTEUPDT
03 FLAG-EDIT
03 NOBROWSE

TYPE
TYPE
TYPE
TYPE
TYPE
TYPE
TYPE
TYPE
TYPE
TYPE

IS
IS
IS
IS
IS
IS
IS
IS
IS
IS

CHARACTER
CHARACTER
CHARACTER
CHARACTER
CHARACTER
CHARACTER
CHARACTER
CHARACTER
CHARACTER
CHARACTER

172.

RECORD NAME IS COLCON
WITHIN BURP
KEY IS ASCEDNING COL-NUM
DUPLICATES ARE LAST.
01 FILLER
03 COL-NUM
03 START
03 LENGTH
03 COL-TYP
03 COL-DEC
03 COLHED1
03 COLHED2
03 COLHED3
03 COLHED4

TYPE
TYPE
TYPE
TYPE
TYPE
TYPE
TYPE
TYPE
TYPE
TYPE

IS
IS
IS
IS
IS
IS
IS
IS
IS
IS

CHARACTER
CHARACTER
CHARACTER
CHARACTER
CHARACTER
CHARACTER
CHARACTER
CHARACTER
CHARACTER
CHARACTER

268.
2.
3.
3.
1.
3.
64.
64.

8.

20.
1.

64.
64.
6.
6.
1.
2.

64.
64.

SET NAME IS CONTROL
OWNER IS REPCON
ORDER OF INSERTION LAST.
MEMBER IS COL CON
INSERTION IS AUTOMATIC RETENTION IS OPTIONAL
SET SELECTION IS THRU CONTROL IDENTIFIED BY KEY REP-NM.
END-SCHEMA.

12
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DDL does not allow the speci fication of non-character
fie 1ds .
Also, DOL has a maximum field width of 64 characters.
To overcome the problem of report and column headings
requiring 128 characters these fields were bisected for
ddl compilation and concatenated after the DBSSGEN
( step iv ).

The command, "ddl -u burp.ddl", cl-eates the UNIX file,
report.sch, which contains the compiled schema. This file is
used for the creation of the data base, DSDL, and for the MDBMS
reporting utilities (dbstat, dbrpg and dbcheck)'

Data Storage Definition Language COSOL)

The DSDL speci fication
rollows :( burp.dsl )

for

the BURP data base is as

area burp
page = 8192 bytes
size = 60 pages
buf Jers = 1.
The page size was chosen in consideration of the fact that
each page contains a fixed length ( 76 bytes) page header and at
mo s t 3 2 use r r e cor d s .
That i s
page size = 76 + ( 32 * Maximum record length)
= 76 + ( 32 * 268 )
= 76 + 8576
= 8652
Since the specification was "at most 32 user records", then
8652 is the maximum space requirement per page, hence, 8192,
2 to the power 13, was chosen.
The size, 60 pages, describes the number of pages available
to the data base.
The buffers, 1, describes the number of pages to be allocated
to an application program when the area is opened.
The command, "dsdl report < burp.dsl", initialises the data
base. The compiled schema ( report.sch ) and the size
requirements are combined to create the data base which resides
in the UNIX file, burp.

BURP
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Data Base Sub-Schema Generation (DBBSGEN)

The DBSSGEN is the final step in the creation of the BURP
data base. It creates a sub-schema that works as an interface
between the data base and the appl ication program. The
DBSSGEN command,
$ dbssgen -0 burp.subcl burp.ddl
=> translate c
=> qu i t
creates a file, burp.subcl, which contains 'C'
data structures that correspond to the recbrd layouts of the
records in the DOL, j .e. repcon and colcon. These structures
have been al tered so that single character arrays appear as
single characters and 64 character arrays are combined into
the required 128 character heading arrays. The altered forms of
these structures are stored in bUl-pdb.h which is included in all
application programs that access the ,data base.

14
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Data Manipulation (OM> Routines

The OM primi tives util ised by BURP to retrieve, create
and update report control speci fications are summarised
below. These maniulat ion primi t ives are not usable unless
the data base has been invoked and opened via the following
primitives
invoke ( "report"

aOpen ( "burp",

)

Invokes schema - "report".
Performed only once per BURP session
in the BURP mainline (main.c).

usage )

Opens the area for usage. If usaae is
"retrieval" only the primi tives lor
retrieval purposes are permitted. II
usage is "update" all the OM
primitives are permitted.

uwa ( "repcon", repcon )
uwa ( "colcon", colcon )
Defines lIle locations of the data
structures ( user work.areas ) of each
record.
Retrieval -

fin d q ( "r e pea n"

rep - nm" r "f irs t" )
Finds repcon record qual i I ied by
the contents of rep-nm in the repcon
uwa.
f rec ( "repcon", posn )
Finds the posn, "first" or "next",
occurence··of record repcon.
fset ( "control", pasn )
Used in sequence following a call
to either findq 0'- frec to ret,-ieve
the colcon record speci fied by posn,
"first" or "next" beneath the current
repcon segmen I.
get ()
Returns the current record to the
appropriate uwa.
r

"

Creat ion

store ( rname )

stores the data from the appropriate
uwa spec i f jed by rname, "repcon" or
"colcon" into the data base. Colcon
records are slored beneath the currenl
repcon record.

BURP
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Update 010 d

i f 'J

(

r name )

delete ( rname )

aclose ( "burp"

)

Replaces the current rname record,
"repcon", or "colcon", wi th the
contents of the appropriate uwa.
Deletes the current rname record.
I f r name is" repcon" then the
repcon segment is deleted along wi th
all corresponding sets and coloon
records. If rname is "oolcon" then
the current colcon record is deleted
along wi th the sets of which j t is a
member.
Closes the area. Any changes made are
moved to the data base.

Error Conditions

The status of each cal'l to a OM primi t-ive is mon; tared by
by the primitive call, dbsr (&DBStatus ), which returns the
contents of the data base status register in DBStatus. If
DBStatus is considered to be erraneous the message,
"DATA BASE ACCESS ERROR: 99999" will be displayed on the message
line of the current BURP screen. 99999 is the contents 01
DBStatus, the first 2 identify the OM primitive that caused the
error. For example
04
delete
08
store
10
frec
The remaining 3 digits identify the error, A complete list
of which may be found in the ~DBMS User's Manual.
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Data Base Maintenance

The performance of the BURP data base is an integral part
of the overall efficiency of the BURP system. MDBMS does not
support the re-use of deleted space, hence, it is necessary to
initialise the data base from time to time, depending on the work
load pLaced on the system, to maintain it's peak efficienoy. The
dbstat util i ty of MOBMS is a good way to moni tor the amount
of used, deleted and free space in the BURP data base. ( see
below for an example of the dbstat output from the BURP data base
when it is empty L If the amount of free space is not moni tored
and is reduced to the minimum, a data base aocess error WILL
resul t in a store operat ion wi th a return code of 08703 ( Space
exhausted in area ).
Data base ini tialisation is done simply by invoking the
shell conmand INITIALISE which performs the following tasks
a)

b)
c)

d)
e)

NOTE:

The loaddown file is removed j f it exists.
The oontents of the data base are loaded down on to
a file ( load ).
The data base sohema is recompiled. (dd I )
The da t a base ; sin it; ali sed.
(dsdl)
The contents of tlie file are loaded back onto the data
base.

The INITIALISE ut i l i ty should not be invoked whi lst
users are conneoted to the BURP system as loss of
updates and data inconsistency will result.
It is recomended that the INITIALISE function be
perfor:-med following completion of the CLEANUP Utility,
that is, once per week.

Obstat Output

Area:

'burp'

(60 pages)
Average
8116.7
Free space/page
100.02 %
Deleted spaoe/page
0.0
Free rec slots/page
31. a
96.82 %

Minimum
8101 (page 0)
99.83 %
0 (page 0)
30 (page 0)
93.75 %

Maximum
(page 1 )
100.02 %
0 (page 0)
31 (page 1 )
96.87 %
8117
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INTERNALLV

WHEN THE CATALOGUE IS USED
When BROWSE, EDIT or the PRINT UtiLi ty ;s requested the
CATALOGUE FaciLity is invoked to allow the user to seLect
the desired report. The CATALOGUE Facility Screen is dispLayed
aLong wi th the report names their description, status, last
access date and Last update date. The report names are read
ina l ph abe tic or de r from the d a tab a s e un til the end oft he d a t a
base or the end of the screen is detected. When there are more
reports on the data base than on the screen, use of the CTRL-N
key forces a qual i f ied data base caL L on the last repor t name on
the sareen to set data base posi tion. Sequential "next" caLls are
then made to extract the report names to be dispLayed. Each time
a screen of report names is displayed the report name at the top
of the screen is saved so that if a CTRL-P scroll operation is
requested the top of the previous screen is used to restore
pas; tion in the data base.
When the LOCATE command is issued the report name entered in
Data Entry Line is sear6hed for and if found becomes the top of
the display screen. Otherwise the next report name in aLphabetic
sequence becomes the top of the display screen. To minimise data
base accessing in the searching process, tests are made against
the report names that make up the tops of the scroll ing pages to
determine where sequential data base reads and name testing
should begin.
When a report is selected for processing, either by entering
the report name in the Data Entry Line or by selecting the report
from the List of names on the screen, the prooedure, HasAccess ()
is invoked to ensure that the user has the necessary access.
HasAccess (), performs the following edits on the report
name :a)
The corresponding data base repcon record is retrieved.
If the recor d was no t found and the reques t was made for
the BROWSE or PRINT Facility then an approriate error
message is displayed. Otherwise an EDIT session is
invoked for a new report.
b)
Ensures that the user has at least read access for the
BROWSE and PRINT Faci li ties and both read and wri te
access for the EDIT Facil i ty. Access author; ty checks
are made using the access () primitive.
c)
If the EDIT Facility is requested and the flag-edit
field on the data base is set to TRUE then access to
the report is not permitted as the report is currently
being edited by another user.
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On successful completio~ of the above edi ts the flag-ed; t
value in the data base is changed to TRUE if the EDIT Facility
is required, or the nobrowse field is incremented if the BROWSE
Faci l i ty is requested, before control is passed to the
appropriate Facility. Similarly, these fields are reset when
control is returned to the CATALOGUE.

WHEN A BROWSE/EDIT SESSION IS INITIATED

When an edit session is initiated, if the repot-t IS a new
report the column spec; f ication screen is displayed for the user
to establish his required column specifications. If the usetcancels this function he is returned to the catalogue screen
and the edi t session is cancelled.
When a browse or edit session is initiated, the column
specifications for the current report are established by invoKIng
the ReadColumnSpecs routine if the report already exists or by
reading the specifications established by column speci ficatlons
in the case that the report is new.
After establishing the report column specifications, the users
file <if it is an existing' report> is copied into a temporat-y
file the LinePool and TextLines linked lists are established. All
maintenance of the report lines and their logical sequence is
then performed through calls to the Line Cache routines and the
linked list maintenance routines.
After the report control data structures have been created,
the first page of report data, the column and report headings
and the BURP browse or edi t screen headings are displayed
on the screen, ~waiting the user's first response.
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WHEN THE MENU COMMAND IS USED

When the MENU command is used, controL IS returned thr-ough
the invoking screen functions to the BURP MainL ine which dispLays
the BURP Menu. If the MENU co~nand was invoked from EDIT then the
SAVE command is initiated prior to controL being returned to the
mainline.

WHEN THE END COMMAND IS USED

When the END command is used, control is returned to the
screen function that initiated the present screen function.
If the END command was invoked from EDIT then the SAVE command IS
initiated prior to control being returned to the previous screen
function. If the END command was invoked from HELP then the
contents of the taken on execution of HELP are restored before
control is returned.
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WHEN THE FIND COMMAND IS USED

When the FIND command is used, the Data Entry Line IS
deciphered to determine the find string and any text or column
boundary constraints. There are three distinct types of finds
that can be made; these di fferent types may be combined and are
categorised by
a)

Basic Full Report Find
This type of find searches the complete report bounded trom
the first character in the first column to the last character
i n the las t co l umn. I t i s specified on the data entry line as

===>
or

===>
b)

the find string contains blanks,

Full Report Text Find
This type of find searches the complete report bounded from
the first character in the first column to the last chat-actetin the last column. The Text Find searches for all occurrences
of the string where each character in the string may be In upper
or lower case. It is specified on the data entry line with a
first character ' t ' and surrounded by double quotes ("), as
follows

===>
c)

john
in the case that
"john smith"

t"john smith"

Bounded Find
This type of find searches the complete repo,-t, gIven a
column or a column range to search. This type of find is
specified on the data entry line as

===>

"john 7" 2
this will search column 2 for

the string' john 7'

===>

"john 7" 3 7
this witl search columns 3 to 7
s t ring ' j ohn 7'

inclusive,

for

the

From the EDIT n)ainl ine there are several parameters passed to
the FIND routine, these include the search string, and the x-y
posi tion at which the search is to begin. The Data Entry Line
buffer is first passed to the FIND lexical analyser for
deciphering of the find string, whether text mode is to be used
and determination of the effective search boundaries. Provided
the syntax is correct a linear search algorithm is then employed
to search the report data from the required find start posi tion
until an occurrence of the find string of the end of the report
data is encountered. The search algori thm uses the TextL.nes
linked list and the FindFrameBlockNo() to search the report lInes
in the i r log i ca l sequence. A s tat us, s t ring l oca t i on pas i t ion
and error message are passed back to the invoking routJne.
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WHEN THE RFIND COMMAND IS USED

When the RFIND (repeat find) command is used, the Data Ent,-y
Line is deciphered to determine the find string and any text or
column boundary constraints, as in the FIND command. The RFIND
command, however, di ffers from the FINO comnand in that the
search string is remembered and each additional find of the same
string starts from the position Iinmediately after the last found
string occurrence. Additionally, the COlnmand Cell is kept on the
RF I NO command pos i t i on on t he command line un t i l t he user
ex p lie i t Y mo v e s i t .
See

the preVious

section

ti tled

"WHEN THE FINO COMMAND

IS USED".
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WHEN THE PROJECT COMMAND IS USED

When the PROJECT command is used: the Project Specifications
List is created to facilitate the construction of the resultant
report. The column numbers spec; fjed by the user ,n the Data
Entry Line are extracted in sequence. For each column to be
projected a node is added to the Project Specification List
containing the start ing posi t ion and length of the column from
the Column Specifications List. The starting position of the the
column in the resultant report is calculated and moved to the
node.
When the Project Specifications List is compLete the CoLumn
Speci f icat ions List for the resul tant repol-t is constructed.
Each report line in the TextLines linked l i s t is modified to
contain only the data for the projected columns in the
sequence speci fied by the Project Speci fications List.
If the user required projection wi th suppression of like
report lines then the SORT command is used wi th a supress oplion
before the space allOcated to the Project Specifications List is
freed and controL is returned to the BROWSE faci l i ty to display
the resultant report.
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WHEN THE SELECT COMMAND IS USED

The SELECT command is used to apply boolean expressions to
columns of data to suppress the display of report lines that do
not satisfy the boolean expression being applied. The boolean
expression involves combinations of constant factors, colLllnn
numbers, preceeded wi th a 'c' to distinguish then from the
con s tan t f act 0 r s, and the f 0 l l ow i n gop era tor s :

=-

<> > -

>= () -

equal to
< - less than
not equal - to
<= - less than or equal to
greater than
& - and ( join operator)
greater than or equal to
I - or ( join operator)
to order the precedence of opera t ions

When t he SELECT command is used, the Da t a En try Line 's
deciphered to determine the boolean test to be appl ied to the
lines of the report. A typical select ion may look like:

===> 02 = "john smith" & {oS <> mary

06

>= 23.72}

The deciphering of the boolean test is performed by a lexical
analyser tai lor wri tten for BURP's Select command and a Yacc **
generated parser.
The rules given in the Yacc speci fication are as follows:
%start

final

%token AND OR RELOP COLUMN STRING NUMERIC
%l eft OR
%l eft AND
%%
1* beginning of
f ina l

expr

expr

expr AND expr
expr OR expr
piece

piece

{ TreeRoot.dummytreeptr

{

$$

{

$$

COLUMN RELOP COLUMN
COLUMN RELOP STRING
COLUMN RELOP NUMERIC
, (
expr ' )

.

%%

rules section *1

.

=
=

=

MakeNodeC
MakeNode (

{
{
{
{

$$
$$
$$
$$

=
=
=
=

$1;

);
);

)

)
)

MakeNode( . . . . );
MakeNode ( . . . . ) ;
MakeNode( . . . . >;
$2;

}

}
}
)
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As the input is parsed, a binary expression tree is built which
represents the comparison operations and their precedence.
When the syntax of the boolean expression has been successfully
evaluated, the column/constant types are compared to ensure that
numeric columns are only compared with numeric columns or numeric
constants. If any descrepency is discovered, an appropriate error
message is returned to the invoking procedure.
When the types of columns and constants has been successfully
checked, the boolean expression is evaluated for each line in the
report. This is done via recursive decent of the binary
expression tree which was buiLt by the parser. An integer wi th
value 1 (true) or 0 (false) is returned to the evaluation
routine. When the false vaLue is returned a calL to the
DeLeteLines routine is made, in order to remove the line which
did not satisfy the seLection expression from the TextLines
linked Lis t .

**

Yacc

: Yet Another Compi ler Compi Ler , Stephen C. Johnson,
Bell Laboratories, Murray Hill, New Jersey
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WHEN THE JOIN COMMAND IS USED

When the JOIN command is used, the Column Specifications 01
the join report are retrieved from the data base and the Join
Spec; fications Screen is presented to the user. This screen
contains layouts of both the current report and the join report.
The spec; fication of which column{s) of both reports are to make
up the Join Keys is done by entering the same Join Number In the
required column of each report.
If the SUBMIT command is used the Join'Numbers entel-ed ,n
the current report's columns are matched against the Join Numbers
entered in the join report's columns. For each Join Number a
node is added to the Join Speci f ications List containing the
column number, start and length of the corresponding columns.
When the Join Speci fications List is completed both reports
are sorted on the columns which make up the Join Keys by
invoking the SORT procedure. After sorting the Column
Speci fications for each column of the join report that are not
part of a Join Key are added to the Column Speci fications List
of the current report. The TextLines linked list is used to
extract the lines in the current report. The file containing the
sorted join report is read and the Join Specifications List IS
used to compare the data from both report lines. If the Join Keys
match then the data in the columns from the join report is added
to the current report line, otherwise the current report line is
removed from the current report or a new line is added to the
current report. This joining procedure is continued until the end
o f bot h f i 1e s i s de t e c ted.
The j 0 i n per for me d j s a n a t u r a l j 0 j n
which can best be described by the following example.
Current Report
A
A

B

o
E
F

Join Report
A

B
E
E

Resultant Report
A
A
B

E
E

On completion of the JOIN the space allocated to the JOIn
Speci fications List and the Column Specifications List for the
join report is freed and the temporary file containing the join
report is unlinked before control is returned to the BROWSE
Facility to display the resultant report.
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WHEN THE SORT COMMAND IS USED

When the SORT command is used, the Data Entry Line IS
deciphered to determine the type of sort to be performed. The
SORT command serves as an interface to the UNIX sort functIon, by
building the necessary command string from the users
specifications.
There are two types of sort performed by this
function,
a)

Full File Sort.
The report is loaded into a temporary file from the TextLlnes
linked list and one of the following UNIX system calls aloe
made :i )
i )
i )

ascending
descending
suppression

sort < BURPa99999 > BURPb99999
sort -r < BURPa99999 > BURPb99999
sort -u < BURPa99999 > BURPb99999

The temporary file BURPb99999 becomes the temporary report
file for the EDIT or BROWSE session. The TextLines linked
list, Line Cache, etc .. are reloaded from this temporary
f i l e .
b)

Column Sort.
Each line of the report is loaded into a tempo,-ary file.
r f the rep art l j n e s are rea d from the Text lin e s lin ked lis t
unless the sort request is to so,-t the Join Report ( see
"WHEN THE JOIN COMMAND IS USED" ). In this case the temporary
file is loaded directly from the appropriate User File.
Before each report line is loaded into the temporary fIle an
Internal Field Seperator, IFS, currently a tilda (->, IS
mo vedt 0 the 5 i n g l e c h a r act e r t hat s e per ate s the d a t a j n e a c h
column. This IFS character facilitates the identification of
each column by the UNIX sort function. The UNIX sort
function's IFS character is changed from the default
whi tespace characters to a tilda using the -t option.
The
following examples show how the user's input is translated
into the required Unix system call:i )
i )

user input
system call
user input
system ca II

1 2 4d
sort +0 -1 +1 -2 +3 -4 -r -11nd 2 5
sort +0 -n -1 -r +1 -2 -u - t -

Input/Output re-direction is the same as in a Full File sort.
On completion of the sort the TextLines linked list, Line
Cache etc .. are reloaded from the sorted temporary file
changing all IFS characters back to a blank.
All temporary files no longer required are unlinked before
control is returned to the invoking procedure.
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WHEN THE MATH COMMAND IS USED

The MATH command is used to apply mathematical expressions to
numeric columns of data. Expressions must contain a target column
identi fier and may be self referencing. The mathematical
expression involves combinations of constant factors, column
numbers, preceeded wi th a 'c' to dist inguish then from the
constant factors, and the following operators:

* -

I - division
mUltiplication
- - slibtra,ctlon
+ - addi tion
() - to order the precedence of evaluatIon

NB. operators

*

and I

taken precedence over operators + and I

When the MATH command is used, the Data Entry Line IS
deciphered to determine the equation to be applied to the lInes
of the report. A typical math expression may look like

===>

c2

= c3 *

«25.6 + c8 -

c4) I

<02 I

100»

The deciphering of the expression is par formed by a leXical
analyser tailor wri tten for BURP's Select command and a Yacc **
generated parser.
The rules given in the Yacc speci fication are as follows:
%5 tar t

fin a l

%token COLUMN CONSTANT MULT DIVIDE ADD SUBT
%left ADD SUBT
%left MULT DIVIDE
%%
1* beginning of

rules section *J

f ina l

COLUMN

'

expr

expr MULT
expr DIVIDE
expr ADD
expr SUBT
piece

piece

%%

::

'

expr

COLUMN
CONSTANT
'(' expr ')'

expr
expr
expr
expr

{

strcpy(target,$1); TreeRoot
{
{
{

{

$$
$$
$$
$$

{ $$
{
{

$$
$$

=

=
=
=

=
=
=

MakeNode ( ...
MakeNode{ ...
MakeNode{ ...
MakeNode{ ...

MakeNode{
MakeNode{
$2;

}

);
);
);
);

}
}
}

}

); }
); }

=

$3;

)
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As the input is parsed, a binarv expression tree is built which
represents the atomic mathematicaL operations and their precedence.
Only columns wi th numeric types may speci fied in an expression.
When the syntax of the expression has been successfuLly
parsed, a dummy evaluat ion is performed to ensure that the target
column is large enough to hold the result of the expression. If
the target is not large enough, the expression is not evaluated
and a message is returned to the invoking procedure. The
evaluation of the expt'ession is done via recursive decent of the
binary expression tree which was built by the parser.
A double
precision floating point value is returned to the evaluation
r 0 uti n e ; t his val u e i s can ve r ted from do u b 1e flo a t t 0
alphanumeric, based on the formating rules defined in the column
specifications. Any blank field referenced dUl'ing evaluation will
be converted to zero. An attempt to divide by zero will t-esuLt In
the intermediate result being set to zero, and an appropriate
error message will be returned to the invoking procedure after
evaluation of the expression for all the report lines.

**

Stephen C. Johnson,
Yacc : Yet Another Compiler Compiler
Bell Laboratories, Murray Hill, New Jet'sey
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WHEN THE RESTORE COMMAND IS USED

When the RESTORE co~nand is used. all
last SAVE or UPDATE command are ignored.

changes made since

the

If the RESTORE command is invoked from the EDIT or BROWSE
Facilities then the current temporary file IS re-created and the
appropriate User File is re-loaded as per "WHEN AN EDIT/BROWSE
SESSION IS INITIATED".
If the RESTORE command is invoked from the DESCRIPTION/SrATU~
Util i ty then the current description and status displayed on the
screen are replaced wi th the description and status trom the
data base.
l' t he RESTORE command is invoked from the SECURl TY F ac i lit Y
then the report access permissions currently displayed on the
screen are replaced with the reports actual access permiSSIons.
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WHEN THE COLUMN COMMAND IS USED

When t he COLUMN Command is used, con t ro l i s passed tot he
Column Speci fications Facil i ty which creates a New Colwnn
Sepcifications List ( Newlist ) to facilitate the alteration of
the column speci ficat ions of a report. The Newl ist has the same
form as the Column Specifications List (OrigList ) in that there
IS one node
for each column. However, each node of the Newllst
contains the folloWing extra Information :Finish Posi tlon

Old Column Number

Previous Pointer

This field contains the finIshing position
of each column. This field IS displayed
on the screen and is used to ensure that
when a column length IS altered that the
resulting report does not exceed the
maximum report width.
This field contains the original column
number. This fIeld is used In conjunctIon
with the Origlist to perform the necessary
updates to the User File. This field IS
not displayed.
This field contains a pOinter to the
prevIous node in the list for scrolling
purposes.

If an EDIT session of a new report IS Invoked then the
COLUMN command is invoked automatically. In this case the
Or i 9 lis t doe s n' t ex i s t sot heN ew lis t i s c rea ted Wit h 0 n e nod e
In which the Column Number field is set to "1 " and all other
fields are initialised.
I f the user al Lers the length of a column the f j ni sh pas it Ion
of that column, and both the start and finish positions of each
remaining column to the end of the list are calculated
automatically by the RecalcPositions () procedure.
When the ISRTCOL command is issued the AllocColumn ()
procedure is invoked to insert the speci f ied number of nodes
atter the node identi tied by the Data Cell. The column number In
each node from the insert posi tion is then updated to maintaIn a
sequence by the RecalcNumbers () procedure.
When the OLETCOL command is issued the FreeColumn ()
procedure is invoked to delete the specified number of nodes
starting from the node identi fied by the Data Cell. The column
numbers, start and finish positions of the columns atter the
deleted columns are re-calculated.
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When the COpyCOL command is issued a number of nodes are
copied from one posi tion in the Newlist to another. The first
step of this command ident if ies the number of nodes to be copied
and the starting node. A check is made at this stage to ensure
that the duplication of these columns will not exceed the report
width maximum. The second step of this command identi fies the
node where the copy is to be made.
The nodes are copied by
invoking the CopyColNewList () procedure, this procedure finds
the node to be copied, inserts the new node using the AllocColumn
() procedure and then copies the data into the new node. The
column numbers, start posi tion and finish posi tion in each node
starting from the copy to position are re-calulated.
When the MOVECOL command is issued a number of nodes are
moved from one posi tion in the Newlist to another. The first
step of this command identifies the number of nodes (columns
to be copied and the starting node. The second step of thiS
command ident If ies the node, to where the move is to be made. fhe
nodes are first copied using CopyColNewLisl () procedure and then
deleted from the old position using the FreeColumn () procedure.
The column numbers, start and finish posi tions are recalculated
as in the other comnands.
When the UPDATE command IS issued the contents of the Newllst
are checked for- errors. If the Newlist is valid then Column
Speci fications are updated as follows :a)

b)
c)

d)

A Changelist is created from the Newlist and the
Origlist. Each node corresponds to the changing of a
an originaL column's specifications and contains the
following data
FlagCharType - signals that the column is to become a
character column.
NewStart
- the original columns new start posi tlon.
OldStart
old stat-t position.
NewLength
new length.
OldLength
old length.
NewNumDec
new number decimals.
The Newlist is used to create the CoLumn Speci ficat/ons
List for the resultant report.
The Textlines linked list is used to extract the repo/-t
lines from tile temporary file. Each line is rebulit
from the Changel ist. Changed Numeric columns are
reformatted using the PutNum () procedure.
The space allocated to the Origlist, Newlist and
Changelist is freed using the free () primitive.
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WHEN THE INSERT COMMAND IS USED

When
taken to
a)

b>

the INSERT command is used the
insert the specified number of

following steps are
Lines .nto the report

The InsertLines() procedure IS caLled, passing the number
of Lines to be inserted and the posi tion at which the
lines are to be inserted.
For each line to be inserted, a call is made to the
AllocLine routine to allocate a node from the LinePool
and insert i t at the desired place in the TextLines
linked l i s t . A line cache frame is allocated for the new
report line and the actuaL report line IS initialised to
blanks.

WHEN THE DELETE COMMAND IS USED

When the DELETE comman~ is used the
taken to delete the specified number of
a)

b)

following steps are
lines from the repo'-t

The DeleteLines() procedure is called, passing the number
of lines to be deleted and the position at which the
lines are to be deleted.
For each line to be deleted, a call is made to the
FreeLine routine to remove the affected nodes trom the
TextLinBs Linked l i s t ; as nodes are removed they as
placed at the head of the LinePool linked l i s t . ThiS
practise of reclaiming unused entries ensures that space
allocated of nodes and space allocated In the temporary
fiLe is not wasted.
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WHEN THE MOVE COMMAND IS USED

When the MOVE command is used the
taken to move the speci fied number of
a)

b)

following steps are
lines In the report

The MoveLines() procedure is called, passing the number
of lines to be moved and the posi tion to which the
lines are to be moved.
For each line to be move,d, a call is made to the
AllocLine routine to allocate a node from the LlnePool
and insert it at the desired place. in the TextLines
lin ked lis t. A l i nee a c h e frame I s a l l 0 cat e d for the new
report line and then the actual report line is copied
from its original position to its newposJlion. The
FreeLine routine is then called to remove the original
node from the TextLines linked l i s t ; when a node IS
r emo v e d I I j s p lac e d a t I he he ado r the Lin e P 0 0 l lin ked
lis t.

WHEN THE COpy COMMAND IS USED

When the COpy command is used the
laken to move the speci fied number of
a)

b)

following steps are
lines in the report

The CopyLines() procedure is called, passing the number
of lines to be copied and the posi tion to which the
lines are to be copied.
For each line to be copied, a call is made to the
AllocLine routine to allocate a node from the LinePool
and inse/-t it at the desired place in the TextLlnes
linked l i s t . A line cache frame is allocated for the new
report line and then the actual repo/-t line is copied
from its original position to its new position.

,..
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WHEN THE PRINT COMMAND IS USED

When the PRINT command is used, the P'-Int Specifications
Screen is displayed. The user has the ability to alter the
default print specifications and to request the totalling of
columns, as desired.
I f the SUBMIT command is used then a print
request is built in the following manner
A temporary file is created to store the formatted report.
If the PRINT command was invoked directly from either the
EDIT or BROWSE Fac; l i ty then the report data is read from
the TextLines linked l i s t . Otherwise the report data is taken
from the User File specified by the user when the PRINT Utility
is requested from the Ut i l i t ies menu.
The report headings are set
Sp e c i f i cat ion san dar e mo v edt 0

up as per
the prj n t

the Print
I' i l e .

I f the user requi res totall ing of columns then a Column
Totals List is created. Each node of this list contains the
column number, start posi I ion and length of each column to be
totalled as well as a field in which the running column total
stored.

IS

For each report line the value in the columns to be totalled
is added to the corresponding total in the Column Totals List. If
printing of of totals only was not requested then the t-epot- t line
is moved to the print file. The column totals are format ted and
rna v edt 0 the p r i n t I' i l e a n d the s y stern cal l ,

lp -s
the print

file

requested

< BURPX99999
to

send

is executed for each copy of
the print file to the printer.

Before control is returned to the
space allocated to Column Totals List
print file is unlinked.

invoking procedure the
is freed and the temporary
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WHEN THE SAVE COMMAND IS USED

When the SAVE command is used, the following steps are
taken to save the contents of the report currently being ed; ted
or browsed:a)
b)
c)

The corresponding I-eport User Fi Le is created using lhe
creal () pl-;mitive.
The report lines are retrieved from the TextLines Linked
list by the FindFramBlockNo () procedure and are wl-itten
to the User File.
The UpdtColumnSpecs () procedure is called to move the
contents of lhe Column Specifications Lisl and the ,-eport
heading to the data base. If the report being saved is a
new report then a repeon record is stored in the data
base containing the report defauL ts and a colcon record
is-stored for each node of the Column Speci fications
Lisl. Olherwise lhe date last updaled and report heading
fields are modi f ied and all colcon segmenls are deleted.
The new colcon segments are then stored as above.

WHEN THE HELP COMMAND IS USED

When t he HELP command is used, the f i 1e names from the
/u/p/321/gS/help directory that conlain the help information are
moved to a static filename array. Each file contains a single
screen of help text pertaining to the current facil; ty being
used.
The procedure, help (), is invoked which saves the contents
of the current screen before displaying the first page of help
information. The pages of text are displayed in lhe sequence
speci f ied by lhe order of the fiLename array when the ENTER key
or CTRL-N is pressed by lhe user. Usage of CTRL-P displays the
previous page of help lext. The display of the pages wraps around
in both directions when either the bottom 01- the top of filenames
in the array is detected.
When the END command is used the saved screen is restol-ed
before control is returned to the invoking screen lunclion.

eURP
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WHEN THE PRINT UTILITY IS USED

When the PRINT Utili ty is used the CATALOGUE Facil; ty
n v 0 ked t 0 allow the use r t 0 s e lee t the rep 0 r t name t 0 be
printed. See "WHEN THE CATALOGUE IS USEO".

IS

i

When the report to be printed is selected from the CATALOGUE
Feciti ty the PRINT Command is invoked.
See "WHEN THE PRINT
COMMANO I S USED".

WHEN THE RENAME UTILITY IS USED

When a report name to be renamed is entered the HasAccess ()
procedure is invoked to ensure t ha t .
a) The report exists.
b) The user has both read and write acceSs to the ,-eport.
c) The report is not currently being ed! ted or browsed.
The new report name is' checked for val idi ty and non-existence
by the RptNoExist () procedure.
When the UPDATE command is
taken to rename the report:-

issued the following steps a,-e

a) The ReadColumnSpecs () procedure is called to retrieve
the Column Speci ficat/ons for the report to be renamed.
b) The repcon record is retrieved and a copy of the conlents
is slored Tn lhe data base under lhe new report name.
c) The delele () primitive is called to delele the repcon
and colcon segments of the renamed report from the data
base.
d) A colcon record for each node of the Column Speci ficatlons
Lisl is slored in the data base under the new report name.
e) The following system call is performed to move the
contents of the old User File to the new User File.
mv /u/p/321/g5/UserFiles/XX /u/p/321/g5/UserFiles/YY
Where XX is the old report name and YY is the new report
name.

BURP
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WHEN THE DELETE UTILITY IS USED

When a
procedure
a) The
b) The
c) The

report name to be deleted is entered the HasAccess {)
is invoked to ensure that.
report exists.
user has both read and wri te access to the report.
rep 0 r t i s not cur ,- en t l '1 be i n 9 e d i ted 0 r brow sed.

When the UPDATE command is
taken to rename the report:-

issued the following steps are

alA quaLified data base caLL is made to position the
data base at the report name to be deleted.
b) The deLete () primitive is caLLed to deLete the repcon
and colcon segments of the current report.
b) The foLlowing system call is performed to delete the
appropriate User File.
rm /u/p/321/g5/UserFiLes/XX
Where XX is the report name to be deleted.

WHEN THE COPY UTILITY IS USED

When a report name to be copied is entered the HasAccess ()
procedure is invoked to ensure that :a) The report exists.
b) The user has at least read access to the report.
The "copy to" report name ;s checked for validi t'1 and
non-existance by the RptNoExist () procedure.
When the UPDATE command is
laken to copy the report:-

issued the following steps are

a) The ReadColumnSpecs () procedure is called to retrieve
the Column Speci f ications for the report to be copied.
b) The repcon record for the copy report is retrieved and a
copy of the contents is stol-ed in the data base under the
"copy to" report name.
c) A colcon segment for each node of the Column
Specifications List is stored in the data base undel- the
" cop y t 0
rep 0 r t .
d) The f 0 1 1ow i n g s y stem cal l i s per for me d t 0 cop y the Use r
I,

F i l e.

cp /u/p/321/g5/UserFiLes/XX /u/p/321/g5/UserFiLes/YY
Where XX is the copy report name and YY is the "copy to"
report name.
e) The following system call is performed to give group
wri te access to the "copy to" User Fi leo
chmod g+w /u/p/321/g5/UserFiLes/YY

BURP
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WHEN THE DESCRIPTION/STATUS UTILITY IS USED

When a
invoked to
a) The
b) The

report name is entered the HasAccess () procedure is
ensure that .
report exists.
user has both read and wri te access to the report.

If the report name is validated then the repcon reco/-d
for the report is retrieved from the data base and the report's
description and status are displayed.
When the UPDATE command is issued the description and status
in the data base for the current report are replaced by the
contents of the corresponding fields on the screen.
When the RESTORE command is issued the description and status
on the screen are replaced by the contents of the corresponding
fields from the data base for the entered report name.

r'
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WHEN THE SECURITY UTILITY IS USED

When a
invoked to
a) The
b) The

report name is entered the HasAccess () procedure
ensure that.
report exists.
user has both read and wri te aCcess to the report.

IS

the report name is val idated then the access permissions
the report are retrieved by the system call,
stat ( "/u/p/321/g5/UserFiles/XX", &stbuf )
where XX is
the report name and stbuf is a structure of type stat <. declared
in the include sys/stat.h ) and contains the fields :st_uid
owner identity.
st_gid
group ident i ty.
and st_mode
contains the owner, group and other access
permIssions. i.e. read, wri te and execute.
I f

for

Owner permissions are extracted from 5t_mode by masking
st_mode with the octal constant, 0000600, and testing the
reSUlting value value. That is:0000600
Read and wri te access.
0000400
Read access only.
0000200
Wrj te\access only.
otherwise
No access.
Group permissions are extracted from st_mode by masking
st_mode wi th the octal constant, 0000060, and testing the
resulting value lor 0000060, 000~040 etc .. as above.
Other permissions are extracted from st_mode by masking
st_mode wi th the octal constant, 0000006, and testing lhe
resulting value for 0000006, 0000004 etc .. as above.
When the UPDATE command is issued the getuid () primitive
i sin v 0 ked too b t a i nth e cur r en t use rid e n tit y. 1 f t he use r'
ident i ty does not equal the owner ident j ty of the report
( st_uid ) then the user is not permitted to update the access
permissions and an error message is displayed. Otherwise
the access permissions are upd~ted using chmod system calls.
For example :Permi ss ion
System Call

Add owner read access.
chmod u+r /u/p/321/g5/UserFiles/XX

Permi S5 ion
System Call

Add Group read and write aocess.
chmod g+r lu/p/321/g5/UserFiles/XX
chmod g+w /u/p/321/g5/UserFiles/XX

Permission
System Call

Remove olher read and wri te access.
chmod 0= /u/p/321/g5/UserFiles/XX

Where XX is the reporl name.
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WHEN THE CLEANUP UTILITY IS USED

When the CLEANUP Ut i l i ty is used, the following steps al-s
taken to delete "old" reports. An "old" report has a Temporary
status and a last access date less than 30 days from the current
date.
a)

The time () procedure is invoked to obtain todays date
in seconds since the 1st January 1970, GMT. The number 01
seconds since the above date 30 days ago is calculated
by subtracting 30 x 60 x 60 from todays' date in seconds.

b)

The localtime () procedure is called to obtain the
calendar- fo,-mat of the date 30 days ago. ( Localtime
returns a pointer to a structure of type, tm. The
time functions and their relavent structure declerations
are stored in time.h ).

c)

Each repcon record in the data base is read and if the
report has a Temporary status the last access date is
checked.

d)

If the report is to be deleted then the delete ()
primitive is invoked to delete the ,-eport and all
colcon records from the data base.
The following system call is used to deleted the
corresponding User File :rm lu/~/g5/UserFiles/XX
Where XX is the report name.
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REPORT ENVIRONMENT
Report Definition
A report can be viewed as a series of horizontal lines of data
formatted into variable width. vertical oolumns ( fields ). with
each horizontal line consisting of a set of related data.
Report Name
The name of a report is unique and can ~e a maximum of 8
characters. It must start with an alphabetic character and
can contain alphanumeric and national ( @ ~ $ ) characters.
Report Specification Restrictions
The report can be a maximum of 126 characters wide and
the length of the report is restricted to the l imi t of the
hardware/software environment.
A report can contain a maximum of 63 columns. Each column
is separated by a blank character, which is included in the
width of the report. There are two types of columns - character
and numeric. Only the numeric column is rest~icted to a width
of 16 characters for mathematical calculation purposes.
Column specifications for a report are not
creation.

fixed upon its

Report Storage
The report data is stored in a flat file and the report
speci fications are stored on a database.
(see BURP TECHNICAL
REPORT for a more detailed explanation)
Report Security
Each report has its own access permission tags which
specify the accessing permissiQns of users for that report.
A report has permission tags for the owner of the report ( the
person who created the report ), the group which the owner
belongs to, and for al l users of BURP. For each of these, the
owner of the report can set up the permission tags in the
Report Security Utili ty to READ and/or WRITE access. Read access
gives only browse, print and copy access to a report, whereas
wri te access gives you browse, edit, print, copy, rename, delete
and update access to a report.
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Report Catalogue

A catalogue of all the reports which currently exist in BURP
is displayed whenever a report is to be selected for browsing,
editting or printing. ( see Report Catalogue Facility section in
this manual for further details)
Report Display

A report may be displayed in the Browse or Edi t Facil i ties.
The report is displayed as follows: ( see Figure 1.1 )
Report Name - the name of the report currently being browsed
or editted. It is displayed on the second line of the screen,
enclosd wi thin brackets.
Report Heading - the heading of the report is displayed on
the fourth line of the screen.
Report Column Headings - the headings for each column of
report data are bounded by the width of the column and are
displayed on the fifth and sixth lines of the screen.
Column Number Line - the column numbers for each column are
displayed on the seventh line of the screen.
Report Data Section - the report data is displayed on the
remaining section of the screen ( excluding the very last line ).
Figure 1.1

Edi t Faci l i ty - Display of

'STUDENTS' report.

IEDIT I MENU END
RETURN INSERT DELETE MOVE COPY
PRINT SAVE CANCEL HELPI
I<STUDENTS) ===>
I
1================================================================================\
1
CSCI 201 - MID SESSION EXAM RESULTS
1
ISTUDENT
I
INUMBER
STUDENT NAME
RESULT
I

1-------1------------------------------2------3----------------------------------1
18200356 ANDREWS RAYMOND GREG

ATKINSON BRUCE ROBERT
18212985 BAILEY GEOFF THOMAS
18200506 BAKER JOHN DAVID
18203671

PASS
CREDIT

A report may be a maximum of 126 characters wide. The screen
can only display 80 characters at the one time. Also. a report
may be longer than the 16 lines of report data that can be
displayed at the one time. So, scrolling options are provided
to scroll the report display horizontally and vertically.
( refer following section - Scrolling Options)
The
Number
always
may be

Report Heading, Report Column Headings and the Column
Line are only scrolled horizontally so that they are
displayed on the screen. Whereas, the Report Oata Section
scrolled hor~zontally ( wi th the headings) or vertically.

I
I
I
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MENU OPTION SELECTION
There are three menu screens in BURP - the BURP Main Menu and
the Utilities Menu and the Tutorial Menu. See relevant sections
in the FACILITIES AND UTILITIES chapter of this manual for a
detailed description of the options which are available from the
menus.
The menu options are selected as follows
Data Cell
,

The Data Cell is an inverse-video portion that
select a menu option.

is used to

The Data CelL is aLways visible on the. screen and the 'HOME'
position of the Data CelL is the facility name in the top
left-hand corner of the screen.
The Data Cell is moved by using the arrow keys: down arrow to
move down the list of options and the up arrow to move up the
list of options.
Selecting A Menu Option

A menu option is seLected by moving the D~ta Cell
required option and pressing the 'ENTER' key.

to the

NOTE: To select a menu option the Command Cell must be at
'HOME'

pas it ion.

its
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COMMAND EXECUTION
Comnand Line
The Command Line is the first line of every screen. It
displays the name of the current facility, followed by the
commands avai lable in that faci l i ty. ( see Figure 1.2 )
Figure 1.2

Browse Facili ty Command Line

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

lBROWSE

I

MENU END FIND RFIND PROJECT SELECT JOIN SORT RESTORE

PRINT SAVE HElPI

I
I

I

1

I

Command Cell
The Command Cell is an inverse-video portion that is used to
indicate the command to be executed.
The Command Cell is always visible on the screen and the
'HOME' pos i t ion 0 f t he Command Ce II is the f so i lit y name in the
top left-hand corner of the screen.
Seleoting A Command

A command is selected by moving the Command Cell across the
Command Line to the required command. The Command Cell is moved
by using the 'TAB' key to move it forwards across the Command
Line and by using the 'ESCAPE' key to move it backwards.
Executing A Command
-~

A command is executed by moving the Command Cell to the
required command and pressing the 'ENTER' key. Some commands
may require additional information which is entered on the Data
Entry Line. ( see following section on Data Entry for an
explanation of the Data Entry Line)
Once a command is successfully executed, the Command Cell will
be returned to the Home position, except when executing the
following commands:
- RFIND command - the Command Cell is not moved to the Home
posi tion so that the RFIND command can be repeatedly executed to
continue searching for a string occurrence.
- MOVE command - this command is a two step command, and
after the first step is executed, the Command Cell is not moved
until the second step is completed. Moving the Command Cell off
the command before completing the second step will cancel the
command. This is th~ case for all other two step commands COPY, MOVECOL and COPYCOL.

!"

!
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DATA ENTRY
Data CeL L

The Data Cell is an inverse-video portion that
indicate a field to update.

is used to

The Data Cell is always visible on the screen and the Home
pos i t ion 0 f the Oa t a ee II is the f ac i lit y name in the top
left-hand corner of the screen.
The Data Cell is moved by using the arrow keys: down arrow to
move down the screen, up arrow to move up the screen, left arrow
to move left across the screen and right arrow to move right
across the screen.
A field to be updated is indicated by moving the Data Cell
to the required field and pressing the 'ENTER' key.
NOTE: To update afield,
pos i \ ion.

the Command Cell must be at

j

ts Home

Data Entry Line
The Data Entry Line is the second line of each screen which
involves data entry. The Data Entry Line is to the right of the
of the '===>' symbol. This symbol only appears when there is
a Data Entry Line for that particular screen, otherwise the
second line of the screen is blank.
On some soreens, the Data Entry Line is preceded by the
current report name enclosed in brackets. ( see Figure 1.3 )
Figure 1.3

Browse Facili ty Command Line and Data Entry Line

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

IBROWSE I MENU END FIND RFIND PROJECT SELECT JOIN SORT RESTORE
I(REPORT ) ===)

PRINT SAVE HELPI

I
I

The Data Entry Line is used to enter data
or to enter information for the execution of
Cursor is used on the Data Entry Line and it
the Data Entry Line by using the 'CLEAR' key
and the 'HOME' key to move it backwards.

for updating fields
commands. The
may be moved along
to move it forwards

I
I
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Entering Data

Data may be entered into a field by moving the Data Cell to
the field to be updated, entering the required data on the Data
Entry Line and pressing the 'ENTER' key. ( see Figure 1.4 )
The Data Entry Line will be cleared and the data will appear
in the field indicated by the Data Cell. However, if the data
entered on the Data Entry Line is invalid in some way, i t will
no t be moved tot he fie l d, j t wi l l r ema i n on the Da t a En try
Line and an error message will be displayed explaining why the
data is inval id. Data may be inval id for a number of reasons it may be too long or of the wrong type, etc ..... The error
message displayed will explain why the data is incorrect.
Figure 1.4

Edit Facility - 'STUDENT' report.
Step one, enter data and position the Data Cell.

IEDIT : MENU END
RETURN INSERT DELETE MOVE COpy
I(STUDENTS) ===) HOIST

PRINT SAVE CANCEL HELPI
I

1================================================================================1
I
CSCI 201 - MID SESSION EXAM RESULTS
ISTUDENT
STUDENT NAME
RESULT
INUMBER

1
I
1

1-------1------------------------~-----2------3----------------------------------1

18200356
16203671
18212985
18200506

ANDREWS RAYMOND GREG
ATKINSON BRUCE ROBERT
BAILEY GEOFF THOMAS
BAKER JOHN DAVID
step two,

lEDIT : MENU END
I{STUDENTS) ===)

PASS
CREDIT

after pressing 'ENTER',

RETURN INSERT DELETE MOVE COpy

I
I
I
the field

is updated.

PRINT SAVE CANCEL HELPI
J

1================================================================================1

1
CSCI 201 - MID SESSION EXAM RESULTS
I
1STUDENT
I
INUMBER
STUDENT NAME
RESULT
I
1-------1------------------------------2------3----------------------------------1
18200356 ANDREWS RAYMOND GREG
PASS
1
18203671 ATKINSON BRUCE ROBERT
CREDIT
1
18212985 BAILEY GEOFF THOMAS
H DIST
I
18200506 BAKER JOHN DAVID
To do a simple change of a field which already contains data,
such as a mistyped character, redisplay the incorrect field on
the Data Entry Line.
A field can be redisplayed by moving the
Data Cell to that fie1d and using CNTL-D. Now, move the cursor to
the mistyped character and change j t. Then press 'ENTER' to
update the field. If this redisplaying option is available, then
CNTL-O will be displayed on the bottom line of the screen, with
the scrolling options.
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Leading blanks are automatically removed from the data entered
on the Data Entry Line when entered into a field. To enter data
wi lh leading blanks, use a , ..... , to begin your data entry so that
the leading blanks are not removed. ( see Figure 1.5 )
Some fields to be updated may be longer than the Data Entry
Line. For example, entering the report heading which may be a
maximum of 126 characters. Even though the Data Entry Line is
only 64 characters long in the Edit Facility, you may enter a
heading longer than the Dala Entry Line. Just continue typing and
the heading will be scrolled to the left, character by character.
The cursor may be moved forwards and backwards along the Data
Entry Line to redisplay the heading to check j t before you enter
it into the report. ( see Figure 1.5 )
Figure 1.5

Edit Facility - 'CSCI211' report displayed.
Steps to enter a report heading wi th leading blanks
and longer than the data entry Line.

First 64 characters entered for
bLanks indicated by the ......

I EDIT : MENU END
I(CSCI211 ) ===> ~

the report heading, wi th leading

COLUMN LINE FIND RFIND SORT MATH
PRINT SAVE CANCEL HELPI
CSCI 211 - STUDENT ASSIGNMENT AND EXAMINATION RESULTS - 191

1================================================================================1
l

I

1

I

1-------1------------------------------2--3--4--5--6--7--8--9--10-----11---------1
I

I

The report heading is now entered, and the first 3 characters have
been scrolled of the left end of the Data Entry Line.
I EDIT : MENU END
I(CSCI211 ) ===>

COLUMN LINE FIND RFIND SORT MATH
PRINT SAVE CANCEL HELPI
CSCI 211 - STUDENT ASSIGNMENT AND EXAMINATION RESULTS - 1986 I

1================================================================================1

I
I

I
I

1-------1------------------------------2--3--4--5--6--7--8--9--10-----11---------1
I

I

The heading is entered and
Heading Line.

1 EDIT I MENU END
(CSC I 211 ) ===>

I

is displayed

in fuLL on the Report

COLUMN LINE FIND RFIND SORT MATH

PRINT SAVE CANCEL HELPI
I

I==~=============================================================================1

I
I

CSCI 211 - STUDENT ASSIGNMENT AND EXAMINATION RESULTS - 1986

I
I

1-------1------------------------------2--3--4--5--6--7--8--9--10-----11---------1
I

1
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SCROLLING OPTIONS
The display of data may be scrolled using the Scrolling
Options provided for that particular screen. The Scrolling
Options available for a particular screen are displayed on the
bottom line of the screen. ( see Figure 1.6 ) They are:
CNTL-L
wiLl scroll to the left-most data
CNTL- R
w ill s c r 0 l l tot her i g h t -mo s t d a t a
CNTL-P
will scroll to the prey page of data
CNTL-N
wi II scroll to the next page of data
Figure 1.6

Browse Facili ty Scrolling Options

I
I

ICNTL-L : LEFT

CNTL-R: RIGHT

CNTL-P: PREY

CNTL-N: NEXT

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------Scrolling Data
Data may be scrolled vertically a certain number of lines or
horizontally a certain number of characters by entering the
number on the Data Entry'Line and executing the Scroll Option.
( see Figures 1.7 and 1.8 ) Scroll ing of a report is confined to
the report boundaries, ie.
a horizontal scroll request will
scroll to the furthest edge of the report data; this edge is
dependent on the total report width.
Figure 1.7

Edit Facility - 'STUDENT' report.
S t e p 0 n e, en t err e qui r eme n t s t 0 s c r 0 l l
to the right 4 characters.

the rep 0 r t

JEDIT : MENU END
RETURN INSERT DELETE MOVE COPY
PRINT SAVE CANCEL HELPI
I(STUDENTS) ===> 4
I
1================================================================================1
I
CSCI 201 - MID SESSION EXAM RESULTS
I
ISTUDENT
I
STUDENT NAME
RESULT
I
INUMBER
1-------1------------------------------2------3----------------------------------1
18200356 ANDREWS RAYMOND GREG
PASS
I
18203671 ATKINSON BRUCE ROBERT
CREDIT
I
18212985 BAILEY GEOFF THOMAS
H DIST
I
18200506 BAKER JOHN DAVID
CREDIT
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After the scrolling option CNTL-R is executed,
report will be scrolled left 4 charaoters.

'EDIT : MENU END
I(STUDENTS) ===>

RETURN INSERT DELETE MOVE COpy

10

the

PRINT SAVE CANCEL HELP!

I
1================================================================================1
I CSCI 201 - MID SESSION EXAM RESULTS
lENT
IER
STUDENT NAME_
RESULT

I

I
I

1---1------------------------------2------3--------------------------------------1
1356 ANDREWS RAYMOND GREG
PASS
I
1671 ATKINSON BRUCE ROBERT
CREDIT
I
1985
1506

BAILEY GEOFF THOMAS
BAKER JOHN DAVID

Figure 1.8

IEDIT : MENU END
!(STUDENTS) ===>

H DIST
CREDIT

I

Edit Facility - 'STUDENT' report.
Enter requirements to scroll the report up one line.

RETURN INSERT DELETE MOVE COpy

PRINT SAVE CANCEL HELPI

1
I
1================================================================================1
I
CSCI 201 - MID SESSION EXAM RESULTS
ISTUDENT
INUMBER
STUDENT NAME
RESULT

I
I
I

1-------1------------------------------2------3----------------------------------1
16200356 ANDREWS RAYMOND GREG
PASS
I
16203671 ATKINSON BRUCE ROBERT
CREDIT
I;
! 8212985 BAILEY GEOFF THOMAS
HOIST
I:
18200506 BAKER JOHN DAVID
CREDIT
After the scrolling option CNTL-N is exeouted. the
report will be scrolled to display the next line
of report data. The report headings and the column
number line are not scrolled vertically.

IEDIT : MENU END
I(STUDENTS) ===)

RETURN INSERT DELETE MOVE COpy

PRINT SAVE CANCEL HELPI

I
1================================================================================1
I
CSCI 201 - MID SESSION EXAM RESULTS
ISTUDENT
INUMBER
STUDENT NAME
RESULT

I
II
I

1-------1------------------------------2------3----------------------------------1
18203671 ATKINSON BRUCE ROBERT
CREDIT
I.
18212985 BAILEY GEOFF THOMAS
HOIST
I:
18200506 BAKER JOHN DAVID
CREDIT
!
1820173J COWIN CATHERINE JANE
OIST
II
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MAIN MENU FACILITY
The Main Menu Facil; ty is the facility you connect to when
you start your BURP session. You can choose one of the facil ities
displayed on the screen:
Browse Facility - to browse a report
Edi t Faci L i ty - to edi t a report
Utilities Facility - to perform utility functions
Tutorial Facility - to display BURP tutorial information
Exit Facil; ty - to end a BURP session
ALL these facilities are discussed in following sections of this
chapter except for the Exi t Faci l j ty. Select ion of the Exi t
Facility option will terminate your session with BURP.
The HELP command is also available from the Main Menu
Facili ty. Execution of this command will return you the TutoriaL
Menu screen as would the selection of the Tutorial option.
Figure 2.1

BURP Main Menu Screen

I MENU :

HELP I

I

J

1=================================================================================1
ppppp
BBB88
RRRRR
U
U
R
B
B
U
U
R
P
P
B
B
U
U
P
P
R
R
ppppp
U
BBBBa
U
RRRRR
u
u
B
a
R R
P
B
B
U
P
U
R
R
UUUUU
P
BBBBB
R
R

BROWSE
EDIT
UTILITIES
TUTORIAL
EXIT

Display report data.
Create or update report data.
Perform utility functions.
Display information about BURP.
Terminate BURP session.

For HELP: press 'TAB' key once, then press 'ENTER'

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

•

!
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REPORT CATALOGUE FACILITY
The Report Catalogue Faciltiy displays the existing reports
in BURP, in alphabetical order. The Report Catalogue Screen is
displayed whenever the Edi t or Browse Faci li ty is selected from
the Main Menu Screen or whenever the Print Utili ty is selected
from the Util itles Menu Screen. The catalogue of reports is
displayed for the selection of an existing report to either
browse, edi t or print, or to specify a new report to create in
the Edi t Faci l i ty.
The following information is displayed for each report
Report Name: the unique name of, a report
Report Description: a short text to describe the report,
maintained in the Description/Status Utility and defaults to
the Repor t Name when the repor t i s crea ted.
(see the
Repor t Oeser i pt ion/Status Ut i l i ty sect ion in thi s chapter)
Report Status: indicates if the report has a temporary or
permanent status, maintained in the Description Status Utility
and defaults to temporary. ( see the Report Description/Status
Utility section in this chapter)
Last Access Date
date the report was last browsed or edi tted.
Last Update Date: date the report was last editted.
Report Catalogue Screen

Figure 2.2

I CATALOGUE : MENU

END

LOCATE

HELP I

I ===)
I
1=================================================================================1

I
I
1

REPORT

REPORT
NAME

CATALOGUE

DESCRIPTION

STATUS

LAST
ACCESS

LAST
UPDATE

THE LATEST BUDGET
UNIVERSITY COURSES
CSCI101 STUDENT MARKS
CSCI102 STUDENT MARKS
CSCI201 STUDENT MARKS
CSCI311 STUDENT MARKS
CSCI321 STUDENT MARKS
ENVIRONMENTAL STUDY
UNIVERSITY FACULTIES
UNIVERSITY LECTURERS
UNIVERSITY MAJORS
MONTHLY SALES
INVITE LIST - PARTY
USEFUL PHONE NUMBERS
1986 STUDENT LIST
UNIVERSITY SUBJECTS
CNTL-N: NEXT

TEMPORARY
PERMANENT
PERMANENT
PERMANENT
PERMANENT
PERMANENT
PERMANENT
TEMPORARY
PERMANENT
PERMANENT
PERMANENT
PERMANENT
TEMPORARY
PERMANENT
PERMANENT
PERMANENT

30/05/86
30/01/86
30/01/86
30/01/86
30/01/86
30/01/86
11/04/86
30/05/86
30/05/86
30/05/66
30/04/86
15/05/86
21/03/86
03/05/86
30/05/86

18/05/86

18/05/86
21/04/86
15/07/86
06/10/86

I
I
I

1---------------------------------------------------------------------------------1
I
ADDRESS
COMMON USE ADDRESS
PERMANENT
20/03/85
26/01/86
,
1
BUDGET
COURSES
I
I
CSCI101
CSCI102
I
CSCI201
I
I
CSCI311
I
CSCI321
I
ENVIRON
FACULTY
I
I
LECTURER
I
MAJOR
I
MONTHSAL
PARTYLST
I
PHONENOS
I
I
STUDLIST
SUBJECT
I
ICNTL-P : PREV

15/07/86
12/09/86

21/04/86
04/04/86
21/04/86
21/04/86
21/04/86

30/04/86
12/05/86

26/01/88
08/04/86
21/04/88

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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Selecting A Report From The Catalogue
To select a report, ei ther enter the name of the report on
the Data Entry Line of the Report Catalogue Screen and press the
'ENTER' key or indicate the report from the catalogue displayed
wi th the Data Cell and press the 'ENTER' key. If the report you
wish to indicate is not currently displayed on the screen, you
can use the scrolling options to scroll the catalogue of reports
or you can use the LOCATE command to automatically scroll the
catalogue to that report. To locate the report entry, enter the
report name on the Data Entry Line and execute the LOCATE
command. ( see the COMMAND chapter in this manual for a detailed
explanation of the LOCATE command)
The catalogue displays all the reports, even though you may
not have suf f icient access author i ty to select some of the
reports. If you attempt to select a report for editting and you
do not have WRITE access for this report or you attempt to select
a report to browse or print and you do not have at least READ
access for this report, a message will be displayed, the report
will not be retrieved and you will remain in the Report Catalogue
Facility to select another report.
Specifying A New Report Name

A new report may be created in the Edit Facil ity, by
speci fying a new report name in the Report Catalogue Faciti ty.
To speci fy a new report, enter the name of the new report
on the Data Entry Line of the Report Catalogue Screen and press
the 'ENTER' key.
The new report name must be unique, a maximum of 8 characters,
start with an alphabetic character and contain alphanumeric
and/or national ( @ K $ ) characters.
Returning To The Main Menu Facility

Execution of ei ther the MENU or END commands will return you
tot he Ma in Menu Fac i lit y .

BURP
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BROWSE FACILITY
The Browse Facility displays the report selected from the
Report Catalogue Facili ty.
You may browse a report which is currently being edi tted or
browsed by someone else using BURP.
You must have at least READ access to a report to be allowed
to browse it. ( See the Report Environment section in thig
manual (or an explanation of report acoess permissions)
Display Of The Report
The report is displayed as follows
(see Figure 2.3 )
Report Name - the name of the report currently being browsed.
It is displayed on the second line of the screen,
enclosd wi thin brackets.
Report Heading - the heading of the report is displayed on
the fourth line of the screen.
Report Column Headings - the headings for each column of
report data are bounded by the width of the column and are
displayed on the fifth and sixth lines of the screen.
Column Number Line - the column numbers for each column are
displayed on the seventh line of the screen.
Report Data Section ~ the report data is displayed on the
remaining section of the screen ( excluding -the very last line ).
The display of the report data may be temporarily altered by
executing the relational commands available in the Browse
Faci l i ty.
Browse Conmands
The commands available in the Browse Facili ty are displayed
on the Command Line, and are as (allows:
MENU - return to the Main Menu Facility.
END - return to the Report Catalogue Facili ty.
FINO - to find an occurrence of a string in the report.
RFIND - to continue finding occurrences of a string.
PROJECT - to suppress the display of speci fied columns.
SELECT - to suppress the display of selected lines of data.
JOIN - to join the report being browsed with another report.
Execution of this command will return you the Join Specifications
Faci l i ty for entry of the joining specl f jcat ions.
SORT - to sort the lines of report data.
RESTORE - to restore the display of the report, after it has
been changed with the above commands.
PRINT - to print a hard copy of the report.
SAVE - to create a new report.
HELP - to display help information for the Browse Facili ty.
See the COMMAND chapter of this manuaL for a more detailed
description of these commands.
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Browse Facil; ty Screen

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

I BROWSE : MENU END FIND RFIND PROJECT SELECT JOIN SORT RESTORE
PRINT SAVE HELP I
I
I <CSCI201 ) ===>
1=================================================================================1
I
CSCI 201 - STUDENT RESULTS
I
ISTUDENT
At A2 A3 A4 AS ME FE TOT FINAL
I
INUMBER
STUDENT NAME
10 to 10 10 10 20 40 100 GRADE
1
1-------1------------------------------2--3--4--5--6--7--8--9--10-----11----------1
18200356 ANDREWS RAYMOND GREG
5 4 6 7 3 11 28 S9 PASS
I
18203671 ATKINSON BRUCE ROBERT
6 6 7 9 7 15 28 71 CREDIT
,
18212985 BAILEY GEOFF THOMAS
7 7 8 9 8 12 28 72 CREDIT
I
5 6 6 6 6 11 27 62 PASS
I
18200506 BAKER JOHN DAVID
18230175 BISHOP GREG ALLAN
6 7 7 7 8 16 29 73 CREDIT
1
6 3 4 8 a 12 17 63 PASS
I
18216826 BROWN JOHN DAVID
9 9 10 10 10 19 28 96 HOIST
I
18134433 CARR ELIZABETH JANE
7 7 9 8 8 15 27 73 CREDIT
I
18143870 CLARK JAMES ANDREW
6 7 6 8 7 13 21 61 PASS
I
18200173 COOPER PAUL FRANK
8 9 9 8 8 18 31 82 DIST
I
18215239 DAVIS STEVEN JOHN
9 10 10 10 10 19 37 96 HOIST
I
18215493 DOYLE ANDREW PETER
18248311 DUFFY MAUREEN ALICE
4 4 6 6 8 12 20 54 PASS
I
6 6 9 7 9 13 22 72 CREDIT
I
18211036 EDWARDS PETER JOHN
7 7 7 7 8 12 19 70 CREDIT
I
18222727 EVANS JUDITH ALISON
18218892 FARRAR MELISSA JANE
8 8 9 9 10 16 32 63 OIST
I
18206973 FISHER EDDIE
3 3 7 7 6 11 20 S2 PASS
I
ICNTL-L : LEFT
CNTL-R: RIGHT
CNTL-P
PREV CNTL-N: NEXT
I
Browse Scrolling Options

The Scrolling Options available in this facility are displayed
on the bottom line of the screen. See the Scrolling Option
section in the BURP ENVIRONMENT chapter of this manual tor a more
detiled explanation of these options and how they are executed.
Creating A New Report

The report being displayed in the Browse Facili ty may be
temporarily modified by using the relational commands available
PROJECT, SELECT, JOIN and SORT. This modified version of the
report can be saved into a new report, by entering the name of
the new report on the Data Entry Line and executing the SAVE
command.
Printing A Report

The report being displayed in the Browse Facili ty may be
printed by executing the PRINT command. Execution of the PRINT
command will display you the Print Speci (ications Screen for the
entry of neoessary information for the printing of the report
< see the section on the Print Report Utility in this chapter ).
If the report being browsed has been temporarily modified, the
modified version of the report will be printed.
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The Join Speci fications Facility displays the skeletons of
two reports to be joined for the entry of the join
speci fications.

the

JOIN SPECIFICATIONS FACILITY

Display Of Reports To Be Joined
The following information is displayed for each report
Report Name - the names of the two reports being joined.
Report Ti tle Header - the headings for both reports.
Column Headings - the column headings for each column for
both the reports.
Column Numbers - the column numbers for each column for both
reports.
Figure 2.4

Join Specifications Screen

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------~

I

JOIN t CANCEL SUBMIT

HELP

~

I (C5C1201 ) ===>
~
1================================================================================={
I
C5CI 201 - STUDENT RESULTS
i
(STUDENT
FINAL
I NUMBER
STUDENT NAME
GRADE
\
1-------1---------------------~--------2------3----------------------------------~

I
(
I

(CSC1211 )
CSCI 211 - STUDENT RESULTS
(STUDENT
I NUMBER
STUDENT NAME
I
I

FINAL
GRADE

1-------1------------------------------2------3---------------------------------I
I
I
I
I
I
I
f

fCNTL-L : LEFT

CNTL-R: RIGHT

CNTL-D: DISPLAY

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------~

J

1

1

I
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Entering Join Specifications

To speci fy a column from the first report to be joined with a
particular column of the second report, you enter the same number
into each of these columns. These two columns must have the same
column specifications. The joining of two reports may be
performed on more than one column. This is specified by entering
a unique number for each column into the appropriate columns of
the first report and entering the corresponding numbers into the
desired columns of the second report.
The display of the report columns may be scrolled left or
right for the entry of the join specifications by using the
sorolling options.
For Example, report A and B have the following speci f icat ions:
A

-

oolumn 1 , character type column, width = 7
oolumn 2, character type column, width = 30
cotumn 3, character type column, width = 6

-

column 1 , character type column, width = 7
column 2, character type column, width = 30
column 3 , character type column, width = 6

B

Report A has student reSUlts for one subject and report B has
student results for another subject. Both these reports have a
student number, a student name and a grade for the completed
subject. To create a report for students who did both these
SUbjects, and join their results for these two subjects, join the
reports on their first two columns.
To join these two reports on
their first two oolumns - enter a '1 ' into the first column of
report A and a '1 ' into the first column of report e, and enter a
'2 ' into the second column of report A and a '2 ' into the second
column of report B.
An example
8260784
An example
8260784

line of report A SMITH Johnathon Andrew
line of report A SMITH Johnathon Andrew

CREDIT
PASS

The report being browsed will have the first three columns of
report A joined wi th the third column of report B, if the first
two columns of each report have similar entries to be joined.
The example lines above would be joined to give the following
l joe

:

8260784 SMITH Johnathon Andrew

CREDIT PASS

BURP
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Joining The Reports
When you
execute the
two reports
is returned

have finished entering the join speci fications, you
SUBMIT command to join the two reports. After the
are successfully joined, the Browse Facility Screen
wi th the reports joined together.

When the two reports are joined, the resulting report will be
truncated, if neccessary, to the 126 character maximum report
width. Any columns which cross this boundary will be omi tted.
Cancelling The Join Request
To cancel the joining of the two reports, you can execute the
CANCEL command and return to the Browse Facil i ty.
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EDIT FACILITY
The Edi t Facility displays the existing report selected from
the Report Catalogue Facili ty or the new report specified in
the Report Catalogue Facility.
You may edit a report which is ourrently being browsed but
not currently being ed; tted by someone eLse using BURP.
You must have WRITE aocess to an existing report to be allowed
to edit it. ( see the Report Environment section in this manual
for an explanation of report acoess permissions)
The Edit FaciLi ty aLLows you to update the report heading,
the column headings, the ooLumn speoi fjcations, and the report
data.

Display Of The Report
The report is displayed as follows: < see Figure 2.6 )
Report Name - the name of the report currentLy being browsed.
It is displayed on the second line of the screen,
encLosd within brackets.
Report Heading - the heading of the report is dispLayed on
the fourth line of the screen.
Report Column Headings - the headings for each ooLumn of
report data are bounded by the width of the oolumn and are
displayed on the fifth and sixth Lines of the soreen.
Column Number Line - the column numbers for each column are
displayed on the seventh Line of the soreen.
Report Data Section - the report data is displayed on the
remaining section of the screen ( excLuding the very Last Line ).

Edit Commands
The Edit Faoility has a primary and a secondary command Line.
To display the secondary oommand line, execute the LINE command.
To redisplay the primary oommand line, execute the RETURN
command. ( see Figure 2.5 )
Figure 2.5

EDIT I MENU END

Edi t FaciL i ty, Primary Command Line

COLUMN LINE FIND RFIND SORT MATH

PRINT SAVE CANCEL HELPI
I

Edi t Facili ty, Secondary Command Line

EDIT : MENU END

RETURN INSERT DELETE MOVE COpy

PRINT SAVE CANCEL HELPI

~' I
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The corrvnands ava i lable in the Edi t Fac i l i ty are as follows :
MENU - save the report and return to the Main Menu Facil i ty.
END - save the report and return to the Report Catalogue
F ac j lit Y •
COLUMN - to display the Column Speci fications Facility, to
update the column specl fications for the report.
LINE - to display the secondary corrvnand line.
RETURN - to display the primary command line.
INSERT - to insert l ine(s>.
DELETE - to delete l ine(s).
MOVE - to move line(s).
COPY - to copy l ine(s).
FIND - to find an occurrence of a string in the report.
RFIND - to continue finding occurrences of a string.
SORT - to sort the lines of report data.
MATH - to apply arithmetic formulae to columns of report date.
PRINT - to print a hard copy of the report.
SAVE - to save the report or create a new report.
HELP - to display help information for the Edit Facil ity.
See the COMMAND chapter of this manual for a more detailed
descripticn of these commands.
Figure 2.6

I EDIT : MENU END
1 (CSCI201 ) ===>

Edit Facility Screen

COLUMN LINE FIND RFIND SORT MATH

PRINT SAVE CANCEL HELPI
1

I~~=~=~~=======~=~====~===========================================================1

1
CSCI 201 - STUDENT RESULTS
I
A1 A2 A3 A4 A5 ME FE TOT FINAL
I
1STUDENT
INUMBER
STUDENT NAME
10 10 10 10 10 20 40 100 GRADE
I
1-------1------------------------------2--3--4--5--6--7--8--9--10-----11----------1
18200356 ANDREWS RAYMOND GREG
5 4 6 7 3 11 28 59 PASS
I
6 6 7 9 7 15 28 71 CREDIT
1
18203671 ATKINSON BRUCE ROBERT
18212985 BAILEY GEOFF THOMAS
7 7 8 9 8 12 28 72 CREDIT
1
18200506 BAKER JOHN DAVID
5 6 6 6 6 11 27 62 PASS
1
18230175 BISHOP GREG ALLAN
8 7 7 7 8 16 29 73 CREDIT
I
18216826 BROWN JOHN DAVID
6 3 4 8 8 12 17 63 PASS
r
18134433 CARR ELIZABETH JANE
9 9 10 10 10 19 28 96 HOIST
I,
18143870 CLARK JAMES ANDREW
7 7 9 8 8 15 27 73 CREDIT
I;
18200173 COOPER PAUL FRANK
6 7 6 8 7 13 21 61 PASS
Ii
18215239 DAVIS STEVEN JOHN
8 9 9 8 8 18 31 62 DIST
I
16215493 DOYLE ANDREW PETER
9 10 10 10 10 19 37 96 HOIST
II.,
18248311 DUFFY MAUREEN ALICE
4 4 6 6 8 12 20 54 PASS
Il
18211036 EDWARDS PETER JOHN
6 6 9 7 9 13 22 72 CREDIT
11
18222727 EVANS JUDITH ALISON
7 7 7 7 8 12 19 70 CREDIT
Il
18218892 FARRAR MELISSA JANE
8 8 9 9 10 16 32 83 DIST
'I
18208973 FISHER EDDIE
3 3 7 7 6 11 20 52 PASS
II
ICNTL-L : LEFT
CNTL-R: RIGHT
CNTL-P
PREV CNTL-N: NEXT
I~

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 1

1
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Edit Scrolling Options

The Scrolling Options available in this facility are displayed
on the bottom line of the screen. See the Scrolling Option
section in the BURP ENVIRONMENT chapter of this manual for a more
detiled explanation of these options and how they are executed.
Updating The Report

The report headings, column headings and report data may be
updated. The lines of report data may be inserted, deleted, moved
and copied. Columns of data may also be updated by altering the
column specifications for the report. The entry of data is
explained in greater detail in the Data Entry section of the
BURP ENVIRONMENT chapter of this manual.
Saving The Report

Once the entry of report data is completed, the report can be
saved by executing one of three commands:
SAVE - the report will be saved and you will remain in the
Ed it Fac i lit y.
END - the report will be saved and you will be returned to the
Report Catalogue Faci l i ty.
MENU - the report will be saved and you will be returned to
the BURP Main Menu Facit'i ty.
Creating A New Report

Once the entry of report data is completed for a new report,
it can be created by executing one of the following commands
SAVE - the new report will be created and you will remain in
the Edi t Faci l i ty.
END - the new report wilt be created and you will be returned
to the Report Catalogue Facili ty.
MENU - the new report will be created and you will be returned
to the BURP Main Menu Facility.
Also, a new report can be created wi th a copy of the report
currently being editted, by entering the name of the new report
on the Data Entry Line and executing the SAVE command.
The new report will have the following access permission tags
created, which may be updated in the Report Securi ty Utili ty
- you ( the owner) will have READ and WRITE access.
- your UNIX group will have READ and WRITE access.
- all other users will have READ access.
The descr ipt ion of the new report is set to the report name
and the status of the new report is temporary. The report
description and status may be updated in the Description/Status
Utility.
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Printing The Report
The report being displayed in the Edit Facility may be
printed by executing the PRINT command. Execution of the PRINT
command will display you the Print Speoifioations Screen for the
entry of necessary information for the printing of the report
( see the section on the Print Report Utility in this chapter ).
If the report being editted has been updated and not saved, the
modified version of the report will be printed.
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COLUMN SPECIFICATIONS FACILITY
The Column Specifications Facit i ty displays the column
specifications of the report being created or updated in the
current Edit session.
When a new report is specified (or creation in the Report
Catalogue Facility, you will be required to specify the report's
column specifications before you will be displayed the report in
the Edit Facil ity for the entry of report data.
The column specifications of a report may be changed after
it is created by executing the COLUMN command in the Edi t
Facili ty. ( see the COMMAND chapter in this manual for a more
detailed description of this command) You may insert, delete,
move and copy columns of report data. The column width and number
of decimals can also be changed. Only the type of an existing
column may not be altered.
DispLay Of Column Specifications

The following specifications are displayed for each column
of the report
Column Number - the sequence number for that column.
Type - there are two types of columns; character (C) and
n ume ric ( N) .
Width - the number of characters in a column, not counting
the blank character between columns.
Number Decimals - number of decimals for a numerio type oolumn
ie. the number of integers after the decimal point.
Start Posi tion - the number of characters from the beginning
of a report line, that the column starts in.
Finish Position - the number of characters from the beginning
of a report line, that the column ends in.
Column Heading - the heading for the column.
While updating the column specifications, the column numbers
are automatically resequenced. Also, when you update the width of
the column, the start and finish positions of the columns within
the report are recalcultedj the last finish position being the
current report width.
The column headings of existing columns are displayed to aid
the updating of columns. When a new column is created, the
column heading is blank and is entered in the Edi t Facility.
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Figure 2.7 Column Speci fications Screen

I

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------CANCEL HELP I
COLUMNS : UPDATE ISRTCOL DLETCOL MOVECOL COPYCOL

I (C5C1211 ) ===>
I
1=================================================================================1
I

I
I

COLUMN
NUMBER

COLUMN SPECIFICATIONS
TYPE
NUMBER
START FINISH
CIN WIDTH DECIMALS
POSN
POSN

COLUMN
HEADING

I

1---------------------------------------------------------------------------------1
I
I

t
2

C
C

7
30

1
I
I
I
I
I

3
4
5
6
7
8

N
N
N
N
N
N

2
2
2
2
2
2

I

9

N

STUDENT NUMBER
STUDENT NAME
A1 10

I
I

A2
AS
A4
AS

t

1

FE 40

I

1
9

7
38

0
0
0
0
0
0
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I
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CNTL-L

LEFT

CNTL-R: RIGHT

CNTL-P: PREY

CNTL-N: NEXT

Entering Column Specifications

The follOWing column speci fications may be updated for each
column :
Type - There are two types of columns; character (C) and
numeric (N). Columns should be specif jed as character unless they
are to contain numbers for mathematical purposes. The type of an
eXisting column may not be changed. Only the type of a new
column may be changed.
Width - A character column must be at least one character
wide. A numeric column width must include an extra character for
a sign, thus it must be at least two characters wide. If the
numeric column is to have decimals, then the width must also
include characters for at least one number before the decimal
point and the decimal point itself. The maximum width of a
numeric column is 16, to preserve precision in mathematical
calculations.
Number Decimals - number of decimals are only entered for a
numeric column to specify the number of integers after the
decimal point.

I
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The total width of the report is restricted to 126 characters.
The width of a report includes the width of each column and a
blank character between each column. The report width restriction
will restrict the insertion of columns and the specification of
column widths. The total number of columns possible is 63. These
would have to all be character type columns, one character wide.
Also, there must be at least one column in a report. When you
begin to enter your column spec! fications for a new report, a
new first column will be automatically created. This first column
will also be created if you attempt to delete all the columns of
a report.
Columns can be inserted, deleted, moved and copied by
executing the following commands ~
ISRTCOL - to insert new coLumn(s).
DLETCOL - to delete column{s).
MOVECOL - to move column(s).
COPYCOL
to copy column(s). in two steps - this command is
These commands are discussed in more detail in the COMMAND
chapter of this manuaL.
Updating The Report With The New Column Speoifications

When you have finished entering the column specifications,
you execute the UPDATE command to update the report columns.
After successfully updat,ing the columns, the Edit Facility screen
is displayed for the entry of report data.
If the column width or number decimals of an existing column
is increased or decreased, the data in that column will be
truncated or padded as follows:
- decreasing a character column, the data will be right
truncated.
- increasing a character column, the data will be right padded
wi th blank cha~acters.
- decreasing the width of a numeric field, so as to decrease
the amount of digi ts before the decimal point, the data will
be left truncated.
- decreasing the number of decimals of a numeric field,
the decimals will be right trunc~ted.
- increasing the number of digi ts before the decimal point,
the data will be left padded wi th blanks.
- increasing the number of decimals, the data will be right
padded wi th zeros.
Canoelling Column Specifioations Update

To cancel the change to the column specifications of a report,
yoU can execute the CANCEL command and return to the Edi t
Faci l i ty wi thout changing the columns of the report. Also, if you
were creating a repQrt and entering the oolumn speci fications for
the fir s t time, the c rea t ion 0 f the rep 0 r t 0 a n be canc ell e d by
executing the CANCEL command, and you will be returned to the
Report Catalogue Screen.
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UTILITIES FACILITY

The Util j ties Faoility is a menu facili ty which displays the
report util ities available for selection
Print Report - to print a report
Copy Report - to copy a report
Rename Report - to rename Q report
Delete Report - to delete Q report
Report Description/Status - update report description/status
Report Security - to update report security
All these facil ities are discussed in folloWing sections of this
chapter.
The HELP oommand is also available from the Main Menu
Facili ty. Execution of this command will temporarily display ~
relevant seotion of the Tutorial Faoility. After reading the
displayed 'help' information, you can return to the Utili ties
Menu Screen by executing the END command.
Execution of the MENU or END commands will return you to the
Main Menu Screen.
Figure 2.8
I
I

Utilities Menu Screen

UTILITIES : MENU

HELP

I
I

1=================================================================================1
UTI LIT I E S

PRINT

- initiate hardcopy output

COpy

- copy a report

RENAME

- rename a report

DELETE

- delete a report

DESCRIPTION/STATUS - update report description and
report status

SECURITY

- change report securi ty

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

1
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

1

I;
I:

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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PRINT REPORT UTILITY
The Print Report Utility displays the print speoifications
required to obtain a hard copy of a report. The report to be
printed is seleoted from the Report Catalogue Facility whioh is
displayed when the Print Report Utility is selected from the
utilities Facility,
Figure 2.9

Print Speoifications Screen

I PRINT l SUBMIT CANCEL
I (PAYROLL ) ===>

HELP I

I
1=================================================================================1
I
I

PRINT

I

COPIES

I

I

I

CENTRE REPORT
CENTRE HEADING

I
,
I

I
I

SPECIFICATIONS

I

TOTALS
TOTAL COLUMNS

I

PRINT TOTALS ONLY

I

I

===>

I

===> Y <YIN)
===> Y (YIN) WITHIN THE REPORT

===>
===>

(COLUMN NUMBERS OR ALL)
N (YIN)

I
I
I

I

I
I
I
I

I
I
I

I
I
,

I
'CLOCK
INUMBER

EMPLOYEE PAYROLL
EMPLOYEE NAME

WEEKLY
WAGE

YEAR TO
DATE

,
,
I

1-------1------------------------------2------3--------4--------------------------1
I
I
ICNTL-L : LEFT

CNTL~R:

RIGHT

Entering The Print Specifications
The following print specifications are required to be
entered :
Copies - the number of copies of the report to be printed.
The default is one.
Centre Heading - indicate if the report heading is to be
centred with respect to the report data. The default is 'V', to
centre the heading.
Centre Report - indicate if the report data is to be centred
on the page. Default is 'V', to centre the report data.

I
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Total Columns - the numeric columns of the report to be
totalled are speci fied by entering the column numbers or by
entering 'all' if all the numerio oolumns are to be totalled. The
report heading, column headings and column numbers are
displayed at the bottom of the screen to aid the specification
of the oolumn numbers to be totalled. This display of the
report headings and column numbers may be scrolled horizontally
using the scrolling options.
Print Totals Only - indicate if only the totals of the
columns specified in the 'TOTAL COLUMNS' field are to be printed
without the report dala. Defaults to 'N', to print the totals
with the report data.

Submitting The Print Request
After entering the print specifications, the report can be
printed by executing the SUBMIT command. You will be returned
to the Report Catalogue Screen, so you can either select another
report to print or leave the Print Report Utility. The hard copy
will be sent to the printer paired to the terminal you are using.

Cancelling The Print Request
Execution of the CANCEL command will return you to the Report
Catalogue Screen without printing the report.
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COPY REPORT UTILITY
The Copy Report Utili ty provides the facility to create a copy
of an existing report.
Figure 2.10

Copy Report Utility Screen

------------------------------------------------~------------------------------

I COpy UTILITY I MENU END UPDATE
HELPI
I ===)
I
1================================================================================1
I
I
I
I

I

COpy FROM REPORT ===>

I

,
1

COPY TO REPORT

===)

I
I

1
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Speoifying The Report To Be Copied

The name of the report to be copied is entered into the "COPY
FROM REPORT" field. You must have at least READ access to the
report to be copied. If you have insufficient access authority to
the report to be copied, a message will be displayed when you
attempt to copy the report, the report will not be copied and you
can then re-enter the report to be copied or leave the utility.
Specifying The Report To Be Created

The name of the report to be copied to and created is entered
into the "COPY TO REPORT" field. This report must be a new report
and have a new, unique name. If this report name is invalid, a
message will be displayed when you attempt to copy the report,
the report wilt not~be oopied and you can then re-enter the
report name to be copied to or leave the utility.
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Copying The Report

After specifying the report names, the report is copied to the
new report by executing the UPDATE command. A message will be
displayed to indicate that the report has been suooessfully
copied.
The new report will have the following access permission tags
created, which may be updated in the Report Security Utili ty
- you ( the owner) will have READ and WRITE aocess.
- your UNIX group will have READ and WRITE access.
- all other users wtll have READ access.
The description of the new report is set to 'the report name
and the status of the new report is temporary. The report
description and status may be updated in the Description/Stat~s
UtiLity.
Leaving The Copy Utility

Execution of the END command will return you to the Utili ties
Facility and execution of the MENU command will return you to
the Main Menu Facility. If you execute either of these commands
after entering the report names for the report copy, and before
executing the UPDATE command. the report will not be copied.
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RENAME REPORT UTILITY

The Rename Report Utility provides the facili ty to rename an
existing report.
Figure 2.11

Rename Report Utility Screen

I RENAME UTILITY I MENU END UPDATE

HELPI

I ===>
1
1================================================================================1

I
1
I
I
I
I
I
1
1
I
I
I
I
I
I

REPORT NAME
NEW REPORT NAME

===>
===>

I
I
I
I
I
I

Specifying The Report To Be Renamed

The name of the report to be renamed is entered into the
"REPORT NAME" field. You must have at least WRITE access to the
report to be renamed. If you have insufficient access authority
to the report, a message will be displayed when you attempt to
rename the report, the report will not be renamed and you can
then reenter the report to be renamed or leave the util i ty.
Specifying The New Report Name

The new name of the report is entered into the "NEW REPORT
NAME" field. This report name must be unique. If the report name
is inval id, a message will be displayed when you attempt to
rename the original report, the report will not be renamed and
you can then reenter the new report name or leave the utili ty.
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Renaming The Report

Af ter spec i fy i ng the repor t names, the rapor t i s renamed us i ng
the UPDATE command. A final check is performed by the UPDATE
command to make sure no-one else is editting or browsing the
report. If someone is editting or browsing the original report,
the report wi lL not be renamed. If no-one is edi tting or browsing
the repor t, the repor t wi lt be renamed and a message wi II be
displayed to indicate that the report has been successfully
renamed.
The new report will have the same access permission tags as
the old report. The description and status of the new report is
the same as that of the oLd one.
Leaving The Rename Utility

Execution of the END command will return you to the UtiLities
FaciLi ty and execution of the MENU command will return you to
the Main Menu Facili ly. If you execute either of these commands
after entering the report names for the report rename, and before
executing the UPDATE command, the report wilt not be renamed.
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DELETE REPORT UTILITY

The Delete Report Utili ty provides the facili ty to delete an
existing report.
Figure 2.12

Delete Report Utility Screen

I DELETE UTILITY I MENU END UPDATE

HELPI

I ===>
1
1================================================================================1
I

I
I
I
I
1
I
1
I
I

REPORT NAME

===>

I
I
I
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1
I
1
1
I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I
1
I
I
I
I
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I
I
I
I
I
1
I
I
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Specifying The Report To Be Deleted

The name of the report to be deleted is entered into the
"REPORT NAME" field. You must have at least WRITE access to the
report to be deleted. If you have insufficient access author; ty
to the report, a message will be displayed when you attempt to
delete the report. The report will not be deleted and you can
then reenter the report to be deleted or leave the utili ty.
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Deleting The Report

After specifying the report name, the report is deLeted using
the UPDATE command. A final check is performed by the UPDATE
command to make sure no-one else is edi tting or browsing the
report. If someone is editting or browsing the report, the report
will not be deleted. If no-one is editting or browsing the
report, the report will be deleted and a message will be
dispLayed to indicate that the report has been successfuLly
deLeted.
Leaving The Delete Utility

Execution of the END command will return you to the Utili ties
Facili ty and exeoution of the MENU command will return you to
the Main Menu Faoiti ty. If you execute ei ther of these comnan~s
after entering the report name for the report delation, and
before executing the UPDATE command, the report will not be
deleted.
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REPORT DESCRIPTION/STATUS UTILITY

The Report Description/Status Utili ty provides the facili ty to
update the report description and the report status of an
existing report.
Figure 2.13
I

Report Description/Status Utili ty Screen

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------OSCRISTAT UTILITY : MENU END UPDATE RESTORE
HELP'

I ===)

1

1================================================================================1

I
I
I
I
I

(
1

REPORT NAME

I
I

REPORT DESCRIPTION

,

REPORT STATUS

===>
===>
===>

(T/TEMPORARY, P/PERMANENT>

I
I
I

,
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Specifying The Report Name

The name of the report that is to have its description and
status displayed is entered into the "REPORT NAME" field. You
must have READ and WRITE access to the report to display it's
description and status. If you have insufficient access authori ty
to the report, a message will be displayed when you attempt to
display the report description and status. The report description
and status will not be displayed, and you may then re-enter a
report that is to have it's current desoription and status
displayed, or leave the utili ty.
Displaying The Report Description/Status

On successful entry of a report name, the following fields are
displayed for the report
Report Description - a description of the report.
Report Status - the current status of the report. This may be
ei ther temporary or permanent.
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Entering The Report Desoription/Status
The following fields may be updated fOr the report:
Report Description - The description is a free-format text of
a maximum of 20 characters.
Report Status - The status may be set to temporary by entering
'T' or 'TEMPORARY', or to permanent by entering 'P' or
'PERMANENT' .
A 'temporary' report will be deleted by the Report Clean-Up
Job which runs weekly. if the last access date for the report is
more than 30 days ago. A 'permanent' report will not be deleted
by the Report Clean-Up Job. ( Refer the Technical Report for a
more detailed description of the,Report Clean-Up Utility).
Updating The Report Description/Status
The report description and status fieLds may be updated by
executing the UPDATE command.
A message wiLL be displayed to
indicate that the report description and status have been
successfully updated.
Restoring The Report Description/Status
The original report description and status fields may be
re-displayed at any time prior to execution of the UPDATE
command, by executing the RESTORE command.
A message wiLL be
displayed to indicate that the report description and status have
been successfuLly restored.
Leaving The Report Description/Status Utility
Execution of the END command will return you to the UtiL it ies
Facil i ty and execution of the MENU command wiLL return you to the
Main Menu Facil ity. If you execute ei ther of these commands after
entering the report description and status, and before executing
the UPDATE command, the report description and status will not be
updated.
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REPORT SECURITY UTILITY
The Report Security Utility provides the facility
the report access permissions.
Figure 2.14

to update

Report Security Utility Screen

I SECURITY UTILITY : MENU END UPDATE RESTORE

HELPI

I ===>
I
1================================================================================1

REPORT NAME
CURRENT GROUP 10

===>
===>
READ

WRITE

OWNER ACCESS
GROUP ACCESS.
OTHERS ACCESS

Specifying The Report Name
The name 0 f the repor t t ha t i s to have its secur i t y access
permissions displayed is entered into the "REPORT NAME" field.
You must have READ and WRITE access to the report for tha access
permission tags to be displayed. Only the owner of a report may
update the report access permission tags. If you have
insufficient access authority to the report, a message will be
displayed when you attempt to display or update the report access
permission tags.
The report security will either not be
displayed or not be updated, and you may then re-enter a report
that is to have it's current access permission tags displayed, or
leave the utility.
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Displaying The Report Security

On successful entry of a report name, the following fields are
displayed for the report
Current Group 10 - the current Unix group 10 of the owner of
the report.
Owner Access - the current read and wri te access permission
tags for the owner of the report.
Group Access - the current read and wri te access permission
tags for the group to which the owner belongs.
Others Access - the current read and wri te access permission
tags for other users.
Entering The Report Access Permission Tags

Only the owner, group and others access permission tags
for a report may be updated. These access permission tags
may pe set by entering 'V' for yes, or
or 'N' for no.
Updating The Report Security

The report securi ty access permission tags may be updated by
executing the UPDATE command.
A message will be displayed to
indicate that the report securi ty has been successfully updated.
Restoring The Report Security

The original report security access permission tags may be
re-displayed at any time prior to execution of lhe UPDATE
command, by executing the RESTORE command.
A message will be
displayed lo indicate that the report security has been
successfully restored.
Leaving The Report Security Utility

Ex e cut ion 0 f the END c omm and w ill ret urn you tot he Uti lit i e s
Facility and execution of the MENU command will return you to the
Main Menu Facility. If you execute either of these commands after
entering the report access permission tags, and before executing
the UPDATE command, the report securi ty will not be updated.
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TUTURIAL FACILITY
The Tutorial Facility provides on-line information regarding
the available facili ties of BURP, the general operations of BURP,
the commands and their execution procedures.
Accessing The TUTORIAL From The BURP MAIN MENU
To access a fully detailed explaination of BURP, select the
TUTORIAL option from the selection list. This may be achieved by
moving the Data Cell to the TUTORIAL option on the screen and
and pressing enter.
Figure 2.15

BURP Main Menu Screen

I MENU :

HELP I

I

I

1=================================================================================1
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B
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U
U
R R
P
B
B
U
BBBBB
UUUUU
R
R
P

BROWSE
EDIT
UTILITIES
TUTORIAL
EXIT

Display report data.
Create or update report data.
Perform utility functions.
Display information about BURP.
Terminate BURP session.

For HELP: press 'TAB' key once, then press 'ENTER'
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Accessing The TUTORIAL Using the HELP command

At all times within BURP, the Tutorial information is
available with the execution of the HELP command. Executing the
HELP command will present to you a small portion of the general
tutorial information, explaining to you, where you are wi thin
BURP, and the commands available. The Material presented will
only be pertinent to the current BURP facility.
Figure 2.16

Sample BURP screen

I CATALOGUE : MENU

END

LOCATE

HELP 1

I ===>
I
1=================================================================================1

REPORT CATALOGUE
I
REPORT
LAST
LAST
I
I
NAME
DESCRIPTION
STATUS
ACCESS
UPDATE
I
1---------------------------------------------------------------------------------1
I

1

I

I

I

I

Browsing The TUTORIAL Information

When the Tutorial Facility is accessed the first screen of
tutorial information will be presented to you for browsing.
To access the second and SUbsequent screens of informat ion, the
screens may be scrolled using the Scrolling Options explained
in the BURP ENVIRONMENT chapter of the manual. Alternatively,
you may simply press the Enter Key to present the next sequential
screen of detail.
Each screen of informat ion wi II indicate to you if another
screen follows. Once the last screen is reached, execution of
the scroll down (or pressing the Enter Key), will return to you
the beginning of the Tutorial Facility.
EXiting From The TUTORIAL Facility

When you no longer require the tutorial information, executing
the END command which wi II refurn you back to the faci l i ty you
where in when you asked for help.
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CANCEL COMMAND
The CANCEL command In EDIT
This command allows you to end the current EDIT session
without saving any changes made to the report. The report wilt
be restored to the same format as it was when it was last saved.
Upon successful execution of the CANCEL command you will be
returned to the Report Catalogue Screen. The Data Cell and
Command Cells are returned to the Home posi tion and a message is
displayed to indicate the status of the CANCEL command.

The CANCEL command In JOIN
The CANCEL command in JOIN, allows you to exit from the JOIN
Specification screen without joining the report. The original
report will have the same format as it did before you began the
Join operation.
Upon successful execution of the CANCEL command you will be
returned to the BROWSE Facility. The Data Cell and the Command
Cell are returned to the Home position and a message is displayed
to indicate that the JOIN operation was not carried out.

The CANCEL command In COLUMN Specifications
The CANCEL command in the COLUMN Specifioations screen, allows
you to cancel_ any changes that you have made to a report's
columns. When creating a new report, the creation of the report
may be cancelled by executing the CANCEL command.
Upon successful execution of the CANCEL command you will be
returned to ei ther the EDIT Facility, for an existing report, or
to the Report Catalogue Screen when cancelling a new report.
The
Data Cell and the Command Cell are returned to the Home posi tion
and a message is displayed to indicate the column changes or
report creation was cancelled.
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COLUMN COMMAND
The COLUMN command will allow you to change the column
speoifications of the report currently being editted.
Execution of the COLUMN oommand will display you the Column
Speoifioations Screen, for the entry of the ohanges to the
column specifications of the report. You may change the width and
number decimal specifications of existing columns and you may
insert, delete, move and copy columns. ( See the Column
Speo; fications Facility section in the manual and the ISRTCOL,
DLETCOL, MOVECOL and COPYCOL sections of t~e COMMAND chapter. )
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COPY COMMAND
This command copies an existing line of data from one
position in a report to another position in the report. After the
line has been copied, it will exist both in it's original
position and it's new posi tion.
The execution of the COpy command is a two-step process.
STEP 1. - Specifing The Line(s) To Be Copied
To copy one or more lines of a report, enter the number of
lines to be copied on the Data Entry Line. If no number is
entered the default is to copy one line. Move the Data Cell t,:,
the line to be copied and execute the COpy command. If the number
of lines to be moved is greater then one, lines will be copied
starting at the line indicated by the Data Cell and continuing
down the report for the specified number of lines. The maximum
number of lines to be copied at one time is twenty.
If the number entered is invalid, a message explaining the
error will be displayed on the message line and no lines will be
copied. The Data Cell and Command Cell will not be moved, and
you can re-enter the number on the Data Entry Line and execute
the COPY command again.
To copy remaining lines from the end of a report, posi tion
the Data Cellon the first line of the block to be copied and
enter a number great enough to copy all the remaining lines.
This number may be greater than the existing number of report
lines.
NOTE: The maxjmum of 20 lines still applies, so there must be
less than 20 lines after the line indioated by the Data
Cell for it to copy all remaining lines of the report.
After completion of step 1 the Data Cell is posi tioned at the
Home position and the Command Cell remains on the COpy command.
The number entered on the Data Entry Line is removed, and you
cannot change the number of lines to be copied wi thout restarting
the command.
STEP 2. - Specifing Where To Copy The Line(s) To
To copy lines to the appropriate place in the report, posi tion
the DATA-CELL on the line prior to where the lines are to be
copied to. When copying lines before the first line displayed on
the screen, position the Data Cell at the Home position and
execute the COPY command.
If the line proir to where the line(s) are to be "copied
after" is not currently displayed on the screen, you can soroll
the report, using the Scrolling Options, to display this line for
Positioning of the Data Cell.
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The report will then be re-displayed with the required number
of lines copied. Lines of the report will be shuffled down to
allow for the insertion of the copied lines. The Data CeLL
Is positioned on the first line that was copied. In those
circumstances where the lines were oopied after the last line on
the screen the whoLe report will have been scrolled by one line.
If the position of the Data Cell is invalid, a message
expLaining the errOr will be displayed, and no lines wiLL be
copied. The Data Cell wiLL not be moved and the Data Entry Line
will not be changed. You can then reposition the Data Cell to ~
valid position and execute the COpy command again.
Repeating Lines Using the COpy Command
You can use the COpy command to repeat a single line or a
block of lines, by positioning the Data Cell, in the second step,
on the line to be copied or on the last line of a block to be
copied.

Resetting The COpy Command
If, after step 1, it is decided not to proceed with the copy
operation (for example, if the number of lines you requested to
copy was incorrect), the COpy command can be cancelled by moving
the Command Cell off the'COPY command.
For example, to copy two lines starting from "ATKINSON"
enter the number two (2) into the Data Entry Line and position
the Data Cellon the line:8203671 ATKINSON BRUCE ROBERT
CREDIT

EDIT : MENU END
(STUDENTS) ===>

RETURN INSERT DELETE MOVE COPY

PRINT SAVE CANCEL HELP I

2
I
================================================================================1

CSCI 201 - MID SESSION EXAM RESULTS
STUDENT
NUMBER
STUDENT NAME
RESULT

I

I
I

-------1-----------------------------2------3-----------------------------------1.
8200356 ANDREWS RAYMOND GREG
PASS
I
8203671 ATKINSON BRUCE ROBERT
CREDIT
I
8212985 BAILEY GEOFF THOMAS
CREDIT
I
8200506 BAKER JOHN DAVID
PASS
I
CREDIT
I:
8204657 DAVIES MARK JOHN
8223456 FRANKLIN BEN
FAILED
In
8274803 JOHN LITTLE
CREDIT
f

,
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After step 1 of the COpy command the screen wi II appear as
follows, with the Data Cell situated at the Home posi tion.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------RETURN INSERT DELETE MOVE COpy
PRINT SAVE CANCEL HELP 1

I EDIT I MENU END

I (STUDENTS) ===> 2
I
1=================================================== INDICATE COpy 'AFTER' LINE =1
(
CSCI 201 - MID SESSION EXAM RESULTS
,
(STUDENT
1
(NUMBER
STUDENT NAME
RESULT
I

1-------1-----------------------------2------3-----------------------------------1
18200356 ANDREWS RAYMOND GREG
PASS
1
18203671 ATKINSON BRUCE ROBERT
CREDIT
I
18212985 BAILEY GEOFF THOMAS
CREDIT
,
18200506 BAKER JOHN DAVID
PASS
I
18204657 DAVIES MARK JOHN
CREDIT
I
18223456 FRANKLIN BEN
FAILED
I
18274803 JOHN LITTLE
CREDIT
!
I

I

After indicating where the lines are to be copied to the report
would appear as follows. with the Data Cell position on the first
line that was copied. Assume the lines are to be copied after
"FRANKLIN" •

I
t

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------EDIT I MENU END
RETURN INSERT DELETE MOVE COpy
PRINT SAVE CANCEL HELP I

(STUDENTS) ===>
I
1================================================================= LINES COPIED =1
I
CSCI 201 - MID SESSION EXAM RESULTS
1
I STUDENT
1
STUDENT NAME
RESULT
,
1NUMBER
1-------1-----------------------------2------3-----------------------------------1
18200356 ANDREWS-RAYMOND GREG
PASS
I
18203671 ATKINSON BRUCE ROBERT
CREDIT
I
18212985 BAILEY GEOFF THOMAS
CREDIT
1
18200506 BAKER JOHN DAVID
PASS
I
18204657 DAVIES MARK JOHN
CREDIT
I
18223456 FRANKLIN BEN
FAILED
I
18203671 ATKINSON BRUCE ROBERT
CREDIT
I
18212985 BAILEY GEOFF THOMAS
CREDIT
I
18274803 JOHN LITTLE
CREDIT
I
I

I
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COPYCOL COMMAND
This command copies an existing column of data from one
position in a report to another position in the report. After the
column has been copied, it will exist both in it's original
position and it's new posi tion.
The execution of the COPYCOL command is a two-step process.
STEP 1. - Specifing The Column(s) To Be Copied
To copy one or more columns of a report, enter the number
columns to be copied on the Data Entry Line~ If no number is
entered the defaul t i s to copy one column. Move the Data Cell
the type, width or number decimal field for the column or the
first column of a block to be copied and execute the COPYCOL
command.

o.
:0

If the number entered is invalid, a message explaining the
error will be displayed on the message line and no columns will
be copied. The Data Cell and Command Cell will not be moved, and
you can re-enter the number on the Data Entry Line and execute
the COPYCOL command again.
To copy remaining columns from the end of a report, position
the Data Cellon the first column of the blo~k to be copied and
enter a number great enough to copy all the remaining columns.
This number may be greater than the existing number of report
columns.
There is a restriction on the number of columns to be copied
at the one time. The maximum number of report columns is
restricted to 63 and the maximum report width is restricted to
126 characters. If the requested copy of columns will exceed
either of these two restrictions, then the columns will not be
copied and a message will be displayed to explain which
restriction is being violated.
After completion of step 1 the Data Cell is positioned at the
Home posi tion and the Command Cell remains on the COPYCOL
command.
The number entered o~ the Data Entry Line is removed,
and you cannot change the number of columns to be copied wi thout
restarting the command.
STEP 2. - Specifing Where To Copy The Column(s) To
To speci fy where the columns are to be copied after, position
the OAT A-CELL on the type, width or number decimal field of the
column prior to where the columns are to be copied after. When
copying columns before the first column displayed on the screen,
position the Data Cell at the Home position and execute the
COPYCOL command.
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If the column proir to where the column(s) are to be "copied
after" is not currently displayed on the screen, you can scroll
the report, using the Scrolling Options, to display this column
for positioning of the Data Cell. The number of columns to be
copied has been removed from the Data Entry Line. so you can
speci fy the number of lines to scroll the display of column
specifications.
The column specifications will be re-displayed wi th the
required number of columns copied. The column numbers will be
resequenced and the start and finish posi tions of the columns
will have been recalculated.
If the position of the Data Cell is invalid, a message
explaining the error will be displayed, and no columns will be
copied. The Data Cell will not be moved and the Data Entry Line
will not be changed. You can then reposition the Data Cell to a
valid posi tion and execute the COPYCOL command again.

Repeating Columns Using the COPYCOL Command
You can use the COPYCOL command to repeat a single column or a
block of columns, by positioning the Data Cell, in the second
step, on the column to be copied or on the last column of a block
to be copied.

Resetting The COPYCOL Command
If, after step 1, it
operation (for example,
copy was incorrect>, the
the Command Cell off the

is decided not to proceed wi th the copy
if the number of columns you requested to
COPYCOL command can be reset by moving
COPYCOL command.

For example, to COpy the two columns 2 and 3 after column 4.
enter the numQ~r two (2) into the Data Entry Line and position
the Data Cellon. say, the type field for the second column.
I
I

COLUMNS : UPDATE ISRTCOL DLETCOL MOVECOL COPYCOL
(CSCI211 ) ===> 2

CANCEL HELP \
,

\=================================================================================\

I
I

COLUMN

COLUMN
'NUMBER

TYPE
C/N

NUMBER
WIDTH DECIMALS

SPECIFICATIONS

START
POSN

,

FINISH
POSN

COLUMN
HEADING

,
t

1---------------------------------------------------------------------------------1
I
1
C
7
1
7
STUDENT NUMBER
I
I

2

C

30

I

3
4
5

N

2

1
I
I

0

N

2

0

N

2

0

9

38

STUDENT NAME

I

40
43
46

41
44
47

A1 10
10
A3 10

I

A2

I
I

I
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After step 1 of the COPYCOL command the screen will appear as
follows, wi th the Data Cell si tuated at the Home position.

I

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------COLUMNS : UPDATE ISRTCOL DLETCOL MOVECOL COPYCOl
CANCEL HELP

1 (CSCI21f ) ===>
1========:==========================================================::::=::=:=::::
I

I
I

COLUMN
NUMBER

TYPE
CIN

COlUMN SPECIFICATIONS
NUMBER
START FINISH
WIDTH OECIMALS
POSN
POSN

COLUMN
HEADING

1--------------------------------------------------------------------------------I
1
C
7
1
7
STUDENT NUMBER
I

2

C

30

I
I

3

N

2

0

40

4
5

N
N

2
2

0
0

43
46

I

9

38
41
44
47

STUDENT NAME
A1 10
A2 10
A3 10

I

'I

After indicating where the lines are to be copied to the column
speci fications will appear as follows:

I

COLUMNS : UPDATE ISRTCOL DLETCOL MOVECOL COPYCOL

CANCEL HELP 1

:==>

, (CSCI211 )

r

1===================================================== ============================/

I
I
I

COLUMN
NUMBER

TYPE
C/N

COLUMN SPECIFICATIONS
NUMBER
START FINISH
WIDTH DECIMALS
POSN
POSN

COLUMN
HEADING

I
I
I

1---------------------------------------------------------------------------------1
I
1
C
7
1
7
STUDENT NUMBER
I
I

2

C

30

9

38

STUDENT NAME

I

3

N

2

0

40

41

A1 10

I

I
I

4

N

2

0

43

44

5

C

30

46

75

A2 fO
STUDENT NAME

I
I

I

6

N

2

0

I

7

N

2

0

77
80

78
8t

At 10
A3 to

I
I

I

I

I
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DELETE COMMAND
This command deletes unwanted lines of data from a report.
To delete a line of a report, position the Data Cellon the
unwanted line and execute the DELETE command. Alternatively, if
a block of lines are to be deleted, starting from the line
indicated by the Data Cell, enter the number of lines to be
deleted on the Data Entry Line prior to executing the DELETE
oommand.
The repor t wi LL then be re-dispLaYed wi th the requi red number
of lines deleted. All remaining lines of the report will be
shuffled up to occupy the blank space. The Data Cell and Command
Cell will have been returned to the Home position.
Specifying The Number Of Lines Required
Enter the number of Lines required to be deleted on the Data
Entry Line. If this number is greater then Ohe, lines will be
deleted starting at the line indicated by the Data Cell and
continuing down the report for the specified number of lines.
If the number of lines is omitted then the default is to delete
one line.
If the number entered is invalid, a message explaining the
error will be displayed on the message line and no lines will be
deleted. The Data Cell and Command Cell will not be moved, and
you can re-enter the number on the Data Entry Line and execute
the DELETE command again.
To delete lines to the end of the report, move the DATA-CELL
to the first line of the block to be removed and enter a number
great enougb to delete all the remaining Lines. This number may
be greater then the existing number of report lines.
NOTE: The maximum of 20 lines still applies, so there must be
less than 20 lines after the line indicated by the Data
Cell for it to delete all remaining lines of the report.
Positioning The Data Cell
To deLete a line from a report, posi tion the Data CeLL on the
unwanted line or if more then one line is to be deleted, position
the Data Cellon the first line of the block to be deleted and
execute the DELETE command.
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For example, to delete two lines start ing from "ATKINSON"
enter the number two (2) into the Data Entry Line and posi t ion
the Data Cellon the l ine:8203671 ATKINSON BRUCE ROBERT
CREDIT

EDIT : MENU END
RETURN INSERT DELETE MOVE COpy
PRINT SAVE CANCEL HELP I
(STUDENTS) ===> 2
I
================================================================================1
CSCI 201 - MID SESSION EXAM RESULTS
I
STUDENT
I
NUMBER
STUDENT NAME
RESULT
I
-------1--------------------------~--2------3-----------------------------------1

8200356
8203671
8212985
8200506

ANDREWS RAYMOND GREG
ATKINSON BRUCE ROBERT
BAILEY GEOFF THOMAS
BAKER JOHN DAVID

PASS
CREDIT
CREDIT
PASS

I
I
I

I
I

After the DELETE command is executed the report will appear as
follows, with the Data Cell situated at the Home position.
I

EDIT I MENU END

RETURN INSERT DELETE MOVE COpy

PRINT SAVE CANCEL HELP /

I (STUDENTS) ===>

I

1================================================================ LINES DELETED =1
I
CSCI 201 - MID SESSION EXAM RESULTS
I
I STUDENT
I
I NUMBER
STUDENT NAME
RESULT
I
1-------1-----------------------------2------3-----------------------------------1
18200356 ANDREWS RAYMOND GREG
PASS
,
18200506 BAKER JOHN DAVID
PASS
I
18204657 DAVIES MARK JOHN
CREDIT
i
I
I

If the position of the Data Cell is invalid, a message
explaining the error will be displayed, and no lines will be
deleted. The Data Cell will not be moved and the Data Entry Line
wi II not be changed. You can then reposi tion the Data Cell to a
valid position and execute the DELETE command again.
NOTE:

You cannot delete the Report Heading or Column Heading
lines. Thus it is invalid to position the Data Cellon
either of these three l ;nes for the DELETE command.
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DLETCOL COMMAND
This command deletes unwanted columns of data from a report.
To delete a column of a report, posi tion the Data Cellon the
type, width of number decimal field of the unwanted column and
execute the DELETE command. Alternatively, if a block of columns
are to be deleted, starting from the column indicated by the Data
Cell. enter the number of columns to be deleted on the Data Entry
Line prior to executing the DELETE command.
The column specifications will then be re-displayed with the
required number of columns deleted.

Specifying The Number Of Columns Required
To delete one or more columns of a report, enter the number of
columns to be deleted on the Data Entry Line. If no number is
entered the default is to delete one column. Move the Data Cell
to the type, width or number decimal field for the column or the
first column of a block to be deleted and execute the DLETCOL
command.
If the number entered is invalid, a message explaining the
error will be displayed'on the message line and no columns will
be deleted. The Data Cell and Command Cell will not be moved, and
you can re-enter the number on the Data Entry Line and execute
the DLETCOL command again.
To delete columns to the end of the report, move the DATA-CELL
to the first column of the block to be removed and enter a number
great enough to delete all the remaining columns. This number may
be greater then the existing number of report columns.

Positioning The Data Cell
To delete a column from a report, posi tion the Data Cellon
the type, width or number decimal field of the unwanted column or
if more then one column is to be deleted, posi tion the Data Cell
on the first column of the block to be deleted and execute the
DLETCOL command.
The column specifications will be re-displayed wi th the
required number of columns deleted. The column numbers will be
resequenced and the start and finish positions of the columns
will have been recalculated.
If you attempt to delete all the columns of a report, a
new column will be automatically inserted.
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the position of the Dala Cell is inva·lid, a message
explaining the error will be displayed, and no columns will be
deleted. The Data Cell will not be moved and the Data Entry Line
will not be changed. You can then reposition the Data Cell to a
valid position and execute the DLETCOL command again.
If

For example, to delete two columns starting from column 2
enter the number two (2) into the Data Entry Line and posi tion
the Data Cellon the column:I

COLUMNS I UPDATE ISRTCOL DLETCOL MOVECOL COPYCOL

CANCEL

~jELP

i

I (C5CI211 ) ===> 2
I
1=================================================================================1

1

1 COLUMN
I

NUMBER

TYPE
C/N

COLUMN SPECIFICATIONS
NUMBER
START FINISH
WIDTH DECIMALS
POSN
POSN

I

COLUMN
HEADING

I
I

1-------------------------------------------------------------------------------1
I
1
C
7
1
7
STUDENT NUMBER
I
,

2

I

3

C
N

30
2

0

9
40

I
I

4
5

N
N

2
2

0
0

43
46

36
41
44
47

STUDENT NAME
A1 10
A2 10
A3 10

1
I
t

I

I

,

After the DLETCOL command is executed the column specifications
will appear as follows, wi th the Data Cell si tuated at the Home
position.

I
I

COLUMNS I UPDATE ISRTCOL DLETCOL MOVECOL COPYCOL
(CSCI211 ) ===>

CANCEL HELP I
I

1=================================================================================1
I

1 COLUMN
1 NUMBER

COLUMN SPECIFICATIONS
TYPE
NUMBER
START FINISH
C/N WIDTH DECIMALS
POSN
POSN

1

COLUMN
HEADING

1
I

1---------------------------------------------------------------------------------1
I
I
I

I

1

2

3

C
N
N

7
2

2

0
0

1

7

9

10
13

' 12

STUDENT NUMBER
A2 10
A3 10

1

1
I

I.
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END COMMAND

Execution of the ENO command will exi t you from the current
BURP facil i ty, and return you to the previous logical screen.
Execution of the END command in BROWSE will not save any
changes made to the report that you may have requested using the
PROJECT, JOIN, SELECT or SORT commands. Execution of the ENO
command in EOIT will automatically save the changes made to
the report.
If the ENO command is executed from wi thin any of the
Utilities no report processing is carried out. For example, if
you are in the Copy Facili ty and execute the ENO command ( prior
to executing the UPDATE command) then the report will not be
copied. The same si tuation applies to each of the other
Utilities.
The following table shows the screens which wiLL be returned
upon exeoution of the ENO command:
CURRENT SCREEN

SCREEN RETURNED TO

Report catalogue screen

Main BURP menu, or
utiLities menu screen
Report catalogue
Report catalogue
Utili ties menu
Utilities menu
Utili ties menu
Utilities menu
Utilities menu
Main BURP menu
Tutorial menu, or screen from
which HELP command was selected

Report being browsed
Report being editted
Copy report option
Rename report option
Delete report option
Description/status option
Repor t secur i t Y
Tutorial menu
Any screen of tutorial info.

t
I

~

Upon successful completion of the END command the Data Cell
and the Command Cell are returned to the Home position. If the
END command was executed from EDIT a message will be displayed
indicating the report was saved or created.
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FIND COMMAND

The FIND command allows you to find and display the next
occurence of a character string in the report being browsed or
editted.
The FIND command in EDIT

The search for the character string will begin from the
the Data Cell. If the Data Cell is at the Home
position, the search will start at the beginning of the first
line displayed on the screen.
POS! tion of

The FIND command in BROWSE

Since the BROWSE Facility does not have a Data Cell, the
search for a character string will always begin at the beginning
of the first line displayed on the screen.
Specifying The Character String

The FIND command searches the report for the character string
entered on the Data Entry Line. If no string is entered then an
error message will be d~splayed.

A character string is used to find the string exactly as
entered.
Example - ===> This
In this example, the string "This" would be found, but "this" or
"THIS" or any other variations would not be found. The report
is searched for an exact match.
- Quoted Strings
In some cases, you may wish to find a string containing blanks
blanks, or a string which could be interpret ted as containing
column indicators. Such a string must be contained within quotes
to remove ambiguity. A quoted string begins and ends with
double quotes.
Example - ===> "MR JONES"
Example - ===> "Smith & Jones"
Example - ===> "12"

Text Strings
A text string is used to find a character string regardless of
whether alphabetic characters are upper or lower case. A text
string is a quoted string that is preceded by the letter "T".
Example - ===> T"this"
In this example, the FIND command would locate the following
variations: "THIS", "this", "This" etc.
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Limiting The Search To Specified Columns

If columns are not specified then the whole of the report
will be searched for the string. However a search can be limited
to a single column by specifying the column number after the
string to be searched for.
Example - ===> JONES 1
In this example, the FIND command will search for the string
"JONES" in the first column of the report.
Alternatively the search can be limited to a range of columns
by specifying the column numbers after the string to be searched
for.
Example - ===> 234.56 1 3
In this example, the FIND command will search for the string
"234.56" in columns 1, 2 and 3 of the report.
If the string to be searched for can be interpretted as a
column number, then it must be a quoted string to remove any
ambiguity.
Example - ===> "23" 1 3
Results of the FIND Command

If the string is found the Data Cell will be positioned on
the column containing the string and the Command Cell will be
returned to the Home pas; tion. A message will be displayed to
inform you that the string has been found. If the string is not
currently on the screen, automatic scrolling will be performed
to bring the string into view. The Data Entry Line is cleared
of the search string.
If the string is not found, one of two messages will be
displayed. If the search for a character string started from the
beginning of the report the message "STRING XXXXX NOT FOUNO", is
displayed, where XXXXX is the string (or first five characters of
the string) being searched for. This message indicates to you
that the whole of the report has been searched and the string has
not been found. If the search began from elsewhere in the report,
the message "END OF REPORT REACHED" is displayed. This message
is to inform you that the string had not been located in that
portion of the report where the search started, to the end of
the report. You can use the RFIND command to continue searching
from the top of the report.
In ei ther of the above cases, the Data Cell {I f i t is
currently displayed in the BROWSE Facility> remains in its
current position and the Command Cell is returned to the Home
posi tion. The Data Entry Line is cleared of the string.
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HELP COMMAND
The HELP command allows you to obtain detailed information
regarding the facilities available within BURP.
Obtaining HELP From The BURP MAIN MENU
To obtain a full explaination Of BURP, its commands and
facili ties, select the TUTORIAL option from the seleotion list.
This may be acheived by moving the Data Cell to the TUTORIAL
option on the screen and pressing enter.
Executing HELP From A BURP Facility
When help is required in any of the BURP facili ties, execu log
the HELP command will present you with a small explaination of
where you are and the commands avai lable to you. The material
presented will only detail information pertinent to the ourrent
BURP f ac i lit y .
Upon successful execution of the HELP command, you will be
presented with tutorial information. Both the Data Cell and the
Command Cell will be at the Home position. To continue browsing
through the help information, the Enter Key is used to present
the next sequential screen of detail. Alternatively, you may
scroll forwards or backwards using the Scrolling Options
explained in the BURP ENVIRONMENT chapter of' this manual.
When you no longer need the help information, executing the
END command will return you back to the facility you where in
when you asked for HELP. The screen will be as you had left it,
except that the Data Cell and Command Cell will be at the Home
position.
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INSERT COMMAND
This command inserts bLank tines in between two existing
lines of a report or adds new lines to the beginning or end of a
report.
To insert blanks lines into a report, move the Data Cell to
the desired position in the report where you want the lines
inserted, enter the number of blank lines required on the Data
Entry Line and execute the INSERT command.
The report will then be re-displayed with the required number
of blank lines inserted. All current lines on the screen, below
the "insert" lines, are shuffled down to allow for the insertiort
of the new lines. The Data Cell is positioned on the first
"i nser t" line on the screen and the Command Cell is returned to
its Home position. In those circumstances where the new lines
were inserted after the last line on the screen the whole report
will have been scrolled up by one line.
Specifying The Number Of Lines Required
Enter the number of lines required to be inserted on the Data
Entry Line. If the number of lines is omitted then the default is
to insert one line. The maximum number of lines to be inserted
at one time is twenty. If the number entered is invalid, a
message explaining the error will be displayed on the message
line and no lines will be inserted. The Data Cell and Command
Cell will not be moved, and you can re-enter the number on the
Data Entry Line and execute the INSERT command again.
Positioning The Data Cell
To insert ~ines at the appropriate place in the report,
position the Data Cellon the line immediatly above the position
in the report where the new lines are to be placed. When
inserting a line before the first line displayed on the screen,
move the Data Cell to the Home position and execute the INSERT
command.
If the position of the Data Cell is invalid, a message
explaining the error will be displayed, and no lines will be
inserted. The Data Cell will not be moved and the Data Entry Line
will not be changed. You can then reposi tion the Data Cell to a
valid posi tion and execute the INSERT command again.
NOTE:

You cannot insert extra lines for the Report Heading or
Column Headings. Thus it is invalid to position the Data
Cellon either of these three lines for the INSERT
command.
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For example, to insert two blank line after "ATKINSON" place the
Data Cellon the line:8203671 ATKINSON BRUCE ROBERT
CREDIT

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------.

EDIT : MENU END
1 (STUDENTS> ===> 2
I

RETURN INSERT DELETE MOVE COpy

PRINT SAVE CANCEL

HELP I

I
1================================================================================1

1
esc I 201 - MID SESSION EXAM RESULTS
I
1STUDENT
,
STUDENT NAME
RESULT
I
1NUMBER
1-------1-----------------------------2------3---------------------------- ------1
18200356 ANDREWS RAYMOND GREG
. PASS
I
18203671 ATKINSON BRUCE ROBERT
CREDIT
1
CREDIT
1
18212985 BAILEY GEOFF THOMAS
PASS
I
18200506 BAKER JOHN DAVID
I

I

After the INSERT command is exeouted the report will appear as
follows, with the Data Cell si tuated on the new line.
t EDIT I MENU END
I (STUDENTS) ===>

RETURN INSERT DELETE MOVE COPY

PRINT SAVE CANCEL HELP I
I
1=============================================================== LINES INSERTED =1
I
CSCI 201 - MID SESSION EXAM RESULTS
I
1STUDENT
I
INUMBER
STUDENT NAME
RESULT
1
1-------1-----------------------------2------3-----------------------------------1
18200356 ANDREWS RAYMOND GREG
PASS
I
18203671 ATKINSON BRUCE ROBERT
CREDIT
I
I
I

18212985 BAILEY GEOFF THOMAS
18200506 BAKER JOHN DAVID
I

I
1

CREDIT
PASS

I
I
I
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ISRTCOL COMMAND
This command inserts blank columns in between two existing
columns of a report or adds new columns to the beginning or end
of a report.
To insert blanks columns into a report, move the Data Cell to
the desired position of the column specifications where you want
the columns inserted, enter the number of blank columns required
on the Data Entry Line and execute the ISRTCOL command.
The column specifications will be re-displayed wi th the
required number of columns inserted. The column numbers will be
resequenced and the start and finish positions of the columns
will have been recalculated.
Specifying The Number Of Columns Required
Enter the number of columns required to be inserted on the
Data Entry Line. If the number of columns is omi tted then the
default is to insert one column.
There is a restriction on the number of columns to be inserted
at the one time. The maximum number of report columns is
restricted to 63 and the-maximum report width is restricted to
126 characters. If the requested insertion of columns will exceed
ei ther of these two restr ict ions, then the columns wi II not be
inserted and a message will be displayed to explain which
restriction is being violated.
If the number entered is invalid, a
error will be displayed on the message
be inserted. The Data Cell and Command
and you can ~e-enter the number on the
execute the ISRTCOL command again.

message explaining the
line and no columns will
Cell will not be moved,
Data Entry Line and

Positioning The Data Cell
To insert columns at the appropriate place in the report,
position the Data Cellon the column immediatly above the
posi tion in the report where the new columns are to be placed.
When inserting a column before the first column displayed on the
screen, move the Data Cell to the Home position and execute the
ISRTCOL command.
If the position of the Data Cell is invalid, a message
explaining the error will be displayed, and no lines will be
inserted. The Data Cell will not be moved and the Data Entry Line
will not be changed. You can then reposition the Data Cell to a
valid position and ~~ecute the ISRTCOL .command again.
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For example, to insert two blank columns after column 2, place
the Data Cellon ei ther the type, width of number decimal field
for column 2 and enter 2 on the Data Entry Line:

--------------------------------------------------------------------------._-----COLUMNS I UPDATE ISRTCOL OLETCOL MOVECOL COPYCOL
CANCEL HELP I

I

I <CSCI211 ) ===> 2
1
1=================================================================================1
I
I
I

COLUMN

COLUMN
NUMBER

TYPE
CIN

NUMBER
WIDTH DECIMALS

SPECIFICATIONS
START FINISH
POSH
POSH

COLUMN
HEADING

I

1---------------------------------------------------------------------------------1
I

I

1. I
2

C
C

7

1

7

30

9
40
43
46

38
41
44
47

1

3

N

2

0

I

4
5

N

2

0

N

2

0

I

STUDE,NT NUMBER
STUDENT NAME

I

I

10

I

A2 10

I

A1

A3 10

I

I

,

After the ISRTCOL command is executed the column speci fications·
will appear as follows:

I

------------------------------~--------------------------------------------------

COLUMNS : UPDATE ISRTCOL DLETCOL MOVECOL COPYCOL

CANCEL HELP

I

I <CSCI211 ) ===>
,
1=================================================================================/
I

COLUMN
1 NUMBER
I

TYPE

COLUMN
NUMBER
WIDTH DECIMALS

SPECIFICATIONS
START FINISH
POSN
POSN

I

COLUMN
HEADING

I

I
1---------------------------------------------------------------------------------1
C/N

I

1

C

7

1

7

I

2

C

30

9

38

I
I
I
I

3
4
5
6

N
N

2
2

0
0

40

I

7

N

2

0

46

I

STUDENT NUMBER
STUDENT NAME

/
,
I
I

43

41
44
47

A1 10
A2 10
A3 10

I
I
I
I
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JOIN COMMAND

This command allows you to join an existing report
report that you are currently browsing.

to the

To join two reports together, enter the name of the second
report on the Data Entry Line and execute the JOIN command.
A check is performed to make sure that the second report exists
and that you have at least read access" to it.
After succesfully entering the name of the second report, and
executing the JOIN command, the Join Specification Screen will
be displayed. The Data Cell and the Command Cell will be
positioned at the Home position. It is on this screen that you
are able to enter the join specifications for the joining of I~e
two reports. (See the Join Spec; fications Facility section of
this manual for a description of the Join Specifications
facility).

~

Refer to the Report Environment Section of this manual for a
description of report aCCess modes.
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LINE COMMAND

The LINE command displays the "Secondary Command Selection
Line" for EDIT. The secondary command selection line contains the
commands to insert, delete, copy and move lines of report data.
The command line will remain displayed until the RETURN command
is exectued.
The Edit Facili ty Primary Command Selection Line is as fotlows
-----------------------------------------------------------------------~---------

EDIT : MENU END

COLUMN LINE FIND R,FIND SORT MATH

At ter execut i ng the LINE command,
Selection Line is displayed.

PRINT SAVE CANCEL HELP

the Secondary Command

-----------------------------------------------------~--------------------------

ED IT

I

MENU END'

RETURN INSERT DELETE MOVE COpy

PRINT SAVE CANCEL HELP I

I

BURP
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MATH COMMAND
This command allows the user to specify a mathematical equation
that will be applied to the lines of the report.
To apply a mathematical equation, the user must enter an equation
in the data entry line. The equation must contain a target oolumn
identifier and may be self referencing. The mathematical expression
involves combinations of constant factors, column numbers, preceeded
wit h a ; C ; t 0 dis tin 9 u ish the n from the con s tan t f act 0 r s. and the
following operators:

* -

multiplication
I - division
addi tion
- - subtraction
() - to order the precedence of evaluation
+ -

NB. operators

*

and I

take precedence over operators + and I

.

When the MATH command is used, the Data Entry Line is deciphered
to determine the equation to be applied to the lines of the report.
A typical math expression may look like

===>

02

= 03 *

«62.625 + 08 - 04) I (02 I 100»

When the syntax of the expression has been successfully
evaluated, the target column is checked to ensure that it is large
enough to hold the result of the expression for all lines in the
report. If the target is not large enough, the expression is not
evaluated and a message is returned to the user. If attempt is made
to divide by zero the intermediate result will be set to zero and an
error message is returned to the user.
When the ~yntax of the boolean expression has been successfully
evaluated, Any column specified in the mathematical equation will be
c he c k toe n sur e i t i s 0 f nume ric t y pe . I fan y v i 0 l a tat ion 0 f t his
rule is encountered, an error message will be displayed on the
screen, indicating which column is not numeric.

BURP
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An example. To sum the result of all 5 assignments, average them to
produce a mark out of 40 and add the result of the mid term and
final examination, the following mathematical equation would be
entered into the Data Entry Line, the command cell moved to the MATH
command and the ENTER KEY pressed.

COLUMN LINE FIND RFIND SORT MATH
PRINT SAVE CANCEL HELP I
* ({03 + 04 + eS + 06 + el> I 5) + 08 + 09
1
1=================================================================================1
I
CSCI 201 - STUDENT RESULTS
I
1STUDENT
Al A2 A3 A4 A5 ME FE TOT FINAL
I
(NUMBER
STUDENT NAME
10 10 10 10 10 20 40 100 GRADE
1
1-------1------------------------------2--3--4--5--6--7--8--9--10-----11----------1
18200356 ANDREWS RAYMOND GREG
5 4 6 7 3 11 28
PASS
I
18203671 ATKINSON BRUCE ROBERT
6 6 7 9 7 15 28
CREDIT
I
18212985 BAILEY GEOFF THOMAS
1 7 8 9 8 12 28
CREDIT
I
18200506 BAKER JOHN DAVID
5 6 6 6 6 11 27
PASS
I
18230175 BISHOP GREG ALLAN
6 7 7 7 8 16 29
CREDIT
I
18216826 BROWN JOHN DAVID
6 3 4 8 8 12 17
PASS
I
18134433 CARR ELIZABETH JANE
9 9 10 10 10 19 28
H DIST
1
18143870 CLARK JAMES ANDREW
7 7 9 8 8 15 27
CREDIT
I
18200173 COOPER PAUL FRANK
6 7 6 8 7 13 21
PASS
1
18215239 DAVIS STEVEN JOHN
8 9 9 8 8 18 31
DIST
I
18215493 DOYLE ANDREW PETER
9 10 10 10 10 19 37
HOIST
I
18248311 DUFFY MAUREEN ALICE
4 4 6 6 8 12 20
PASS
1
18211036 EDWARDS PETER JOHN
6 6 9 7 9 13 22
CREDIT
I
18222727 EVANS JUDITH ALISON
7 7 7 7 8 12 19
CREDIT
1
8 8 9 9 10 16 32
DIST
1
18218692 FARRAR MELISSA JANE
3 3 7 7 6 11 20
PASS
I
18208973 FISHER EDDIE
18210065 FRANKLIN ROSS MICHAEL
7 7 7 6 6 14 31
CREDIT
1
i

EDIT : MENU END

I (CSCI201 ) ===> 010 = 4

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------The result of applying the mathematical equation to the report
following:

is the

EDIT : MENU END
COLUMN LINE FIND RFIND SORT MATH
PRINT SAVE CANCEL HELP 1
{CSCI 201 > ===>
1
1=============================================== EQUATION SUCCESSFULLY EVALUATED =1
I
CSCI 201 - STUDENT RESULTS
1
1STUDENT
A1 A2 A3 A4 A5 ME FE TOT FINAL
I
STUDENT NAME
10 10 10 10 10 20 40 100 GRADE
1
I NUMBER
1-------1------------------------------2--3--4--5--6--7--8--9--10-----11----------1
16200356 ANDREWS RAYMOND GREG
5 4 6 7 3 11 28 59 PASS
I
18203671 ATKINSON BRUCE ROBERT
6 6 7 9 7 15 28 71 CREDIT
I
16212985 BAILEY GEOFF THOMAS
7 7 6 9 8 12 28 72 CREDIT
I
18200506 BAKER JOHN DAVID ~
5 6 6 6 6 11 27 62 PASS
I
18230175 BISHOP GREG ALLAN
8 7 7 7 8 16 29 73 CREDIT
I
I
I

I. . .
I. . .

18216692 FARRAR MELISSA JANE
16208973 FISHER EDDIE
18210065 FRANKLIN ROSS MICHAEL

8
3
7

6
3
7

9
7
7

9 10 16 32
7 6 11 20
6 6 14 31

83 DIST
52 PASS
67 CREDIT

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

I
I
I
I
I
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MENU COMMAND
The MENU command returns the user to the BURP MAIN MENU
screen to select one of the facilities available within BURP or
to terminate the BURP session.
The list shows the screens from which the Menu command may be
executed
-

Ed i t Fac i lit Y
Browse Facility
Report Catalogue Facility
Utilities Menu Facility
Print Report Facility
Copy Report Facility
Rename Report Facility
Delete Report Facility
Description/Status Utility
Report Security Utility

The MENU Command In BROWSE
The MENU command in the BROWSE facil i ty allows you to exi t
from BROWSE and return to the BURP MAIN MENU screen. Execution of
the MENU command in BROWSE will not save any changes made to the
report using the PROJECT, JOIN, SELECT or SORT commands.
The MENU Command In EDIT
The MENU command in the EDIT facili ty allows you to exi t from
EDIT and return to the BURP MAIN MENU screen. Execution of the
MENU command in EDIT, automatically saves any changes made to the
report.
The MENU Command In A Utility
The MENU command in any of the Utilities allows you to exit
from the Utili ty and return you to the BURP MAIN MENU screen.
Execution of the MENU command from with a Utility will not
carry out any report processing. For example, if you are in the
Copy Facil ity and execute the MENU command ( prior to executing
the UPDATE command) then the report will not be copied. The
same situation applies to each of the other Utilities.
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Upon successful completion of the MENU command the BURP MAIN
MENU screen is returned (see below). The Data Cell and the
Command Cell are returned to the Home position. If the MENU
command was executed from EDIT a message will be displayed
indicating that the report was saved or created.

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

1 MENU I

HELP I

1
I
1=================================================================================1

,
,
J

J

BBBBB
B

I
I
J

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
1

B

B

BBBBB
B
B
B
B
BBBBB

BROWSE
EDIT
UTILITIES
TUTORIAL
EXIT

U
U
U

B

U
U

U

UUUUU

-

U
U

U
U

U
U

RRRRR
R
R

PPPPP
P
P
P
P
PPPPP

R
R
RRRRR
P
R R
R
R
P
R
P
R

Display report data.
Create or update report data.
Perform utility functions.
Display information about BURP.
Terminate BURP session.

1 For HELP : press 'TAB key once, then press 'ENTER'

I
I
I
I
I

,
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I

,
I
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MOVE COMMAND
This command moves an existing line of data from one position
in a report to another position in the report. After the line has
been moved it will exist only in it's new position.
The execution of

the MOVE command is a two-step process.

STEP 1. - Specifing The Line(s) To Be Moved

To move one or more lines of a report, enter the number of
lines to be moved on the Data Entry Line. If no number is entered
then the default is to move one line. Move the Data Cell to the
line to be moved and execute the MOVE command. If the number of
lines to be moved is greater the one, lines will be moved
starting at the line indicated by the Data Cell and continuing
down the report for the specified number of lines. The maximum
number of lines to be moved at one time is twenty.
If the number entered is invalid, a message explaining the
error will be displayed on the message line and no lines will be
moved. The Data Cell and Command Cell will not be moved, and you
can re-enter the number on the Data Entry Line and execute the
MOVE command again.
To move remaining lines from the end of a report, position
the Data Cellon the first line of the block to be moved and
enter a number great enough to move all the remaining lines.
This number may be greater then the existing number of report
lines.
NOTE: The maximum of 20 lines still applies, so there must be
less than 20 lines after the line indicated by the Data
Cell for it to move all remaining lines of the report.
After completion of step 1 the Data Cell is positioned at the
Home position and the Command Cell remains on the MOVE command.
The number entered on the Data Entry Line is removed, and you
cannot change the number of lines to be moved wi thout restarting
the command.
STEP 2. - Specifing Where To Move The Line(s) To

To move lines to the appropriate place in the report, posi tion
the Data Cellon the line prior to where the lines are to be
moved to. When moving lines before the first line displayed on
the screen position the Data Cell at the Home position and
execute the MOVE command.
If the line proLr to where the line(s) are to be "moved after"
is not currently displayed on the screen, you can scroll the
report, using the Scrolling Options, to display this line for
positioning of the Data Cell.
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The report will then be re-displayed with the required number
of lines moved. Lines of the report will be shuffled up and down
to allow for the insertion of the lines and to fill any space
created by moving the lines. The Data Cell is positioned on the
first line that was moved. In those circumstances where the lines
were moved after the last line on the screen the who~e report
will have been scrolled up by one line.
If the position of the Data Cell is invalid, a message
explaining the error will be displayed, and no lines will be
moved. The Data Cell will not be moved and the Data Entry Line
will not be changed. You can then reposition the Data Cell to Q
valid posi tion and execute the MOVE command again.
NOTE:

You may not indicate the "after" line, in the second Slep
of the MOVE command, as being one of the lines which are
to be moved.

Resetting The MOVE Command

If, aft e r s t e p 1, i t i s dec ide d not top roc e e d wit h the mo ve
operation (for example, if the number of lines you requested to
move was incorrect), the MOVE command can be cancelled by moving
the Command CeLL off the MOVE command.
For example, to mOYe two lines starting from ~ATKINSON"
enter the number two (2) into the Data Entry Line and position
the Data Cellon the line:8203671 ATKINSON BRUCE ROBERT
CREDIT
I EDIT I
I

~ENU END
(STUDENTS) ===) 2

RETURN INSERT DELETE MOVE COpy

PRINT SAVE CANCEL HELP

J==================;======================================~==~===================

1
CSCI 201 - MID SESSION EXAM RESULTS
1STUDENT
I NUMBER
STUDENT NAME
RESULT
1-------1-----------------------------2------3----------------------------------18200356 ANDREWS RAYMOND GREG
PASS
18203671 ATKINSON BRUCE ROBERT
CREDIT
18212985 BAILEY GEOFF THOMAS
CREDIT
18200506 BAKER JOHN DAVID
PASS
18204657 DAVIES MARK JOHN
CREDIT
18223456 FRANKLIN BEN
FAILED
18274803 JOHN LITTLE
CREDIT
I
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After step 1 of the MOVE command the screen will appear as
follows, with the Data Cell si tuated at the Home position.

EDIT l MENU END
RETURN INSERT DELETE MOVE COPY
PRINT SAVE CANCEL HELP I
(STUDENTS) ===> 2
I
1=================================================== INDICATE MOVE 'AFTER' LINE =1
1
CSCI 201 - MID SESSION EXAM RESULTS
I
I STUDENT
I
I NUMBER
STUDENT NAME
RESULT
I
I

I

1-------1-----------------------------2------3-----------------------------------1
18200356 ANDREWS RAYMOND GREG
PASS
I
18203671 ATKINSON BRUCE ROBERT
CREDIT
I
18212985 BAILEY GEOFF THOMAS
CREDIT
1
18200506 BAKER JOHN DAVID
PASS
1
18204657 DAVIES MARK JOHN
CREDIT
1
18223456 FRANKLIN BEN
FAILED
I
18274803 JOHN LITTLE
CREDIT
I
I
1

After indicating where the lines are to be moved the report would
appear as follows, wi th the Data Cell position on the first line
that was moved. Assume the lines where moved after "FRANKLIN".

I EDIT I MENU END
RETURN INSERT DELETE MOVE COpy
PRINT SAVE CANCEL HELP I
1 (STUDENTS) ===>
1
1================================================================== LINES MOVED =1
I
CSCI 201 - MID SESSION EXAM RESULTS
I
ISTUDENT
I
1NUMBER
STUDENT NAME
RESULT
I
1-------1-----------------------------2------3-----------------------------------1
18200356 ANDREWS RAYMOND GREG
PASS
I
18200506 BAKER JQHN DAVID
PASS
I
18204657 DAVIES MARK JOHN
CREDIT
1
18223456 FRANKLIN BEN
FAILED
I
18203671 ATKINSON BRUCE ROBERT
CREDIT
I
16212985 BAILEY GEOFF THOMAS
CREDIT
I
18274803 JOHN LITTLE
CREDIT
t
I

I
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MOVECOL COMMAND
This command moves an existing column of data from one
position in a report to another position in the report. After the
column has been moved it will exist only in it's new posi tion.
The execution of

the MOVECOL command is a two-step process.

STEP 1. - Spec;fing The Column(s) To Be Moved

To move one or more columns of a report, enter the number 0 1
columns to be moved on the Data Entry Line. If no number is
entered then the default is to move one oolumn. Move the Data
Cell to the tpye, width or number decimal field for the column to
be moved and execute the MOVECOL command. If the number of
columns to be moved is greater the one, columns will be moved
starting at the column indicated by the Data Cell and continuing
down the columns for the specified number of columns.
If the number entered is invalid, a message explaining the
error will be displayed on the message line and no columns will
be moved. The Data Cell and Command Cell will not be moved, and
you can re-enter the number on the Data Entry Line and execute
the MOVECOL command again.
To move remaining columns from the end of ,a report, posi t ion
the Data Cellon the first column of the block to be moved and
enter a number great enough to move all the remaining columns.
This number may be greater than the existing number of report
columns.
After completion of step 1 the Data Cell is posi tioned at the
Home position and the Command Cell remains on the MOVECOL
command.
The number entered on the Data Entry Line is removed,
and you cannot change the number of columns to be moved without
restarting the command.

STEP 2. - Speoifing Where To Move The Column(s) To
To move columns to the appropriate place in the report,
position the Data Cellon the type, width or number decimal field
of the oolumn prior to where the columns are to be moved to. When
moving oolumns before the first oolumn displayed on the soreen
position the Data Cell at the Home position and execute the
MOVECOL command.
If the column proir to where the column(s) are to be "moved
after" is not currently displayed on the soreen, you oan soroll
the oolumn specifications, using the Scrolling Options, to
display this column-for positioning of the Data Cell.
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The oolumn specifioations will be re-displayed wi th the
required number of columns moved. The column numbers will be
resequenoed and the start and finish positions of the oolumns
will have been recalculated.
If the position of the Data Cell is invalid, a message
explaining the error will be displayed, and no lines will be
moved. The Data Cell will not be moved and the Data Entry line
will not be changed. You can then reposition the Data Cell to a
valid posi tion and execute the MOVECOl command again.

NOTE:

You may not indicate the "after" column. in the second
step of the MOVECOl command, as being one of the columns
which are to be moved.

Resetting The MOVECOL Command
If, af ter step 1, it
operation (for example,
move was incorrect), the
the Command Cell off the

is dec i ded not to proceed wi th the move
if the number of columns you requested to
MOVECOl command can be reset by mcving
MOVECOL command.

For example, to move two lines starting from column 2 to after
the last column, enter the number two (2) into the Data Entry
line and position the Data Cellon the type width or number
decimal field for oolumn 2
I

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------COLUMNS I UPD~TE ISRTCOL DLETCOL MOVECOL COPYCOL
C~NCEL HELP I

I (CSCI211 ) ===> 2
1
1=================================================================================1

I
I
I

COLUMN

COLUMN
NUMBER

TYPE
NUMBER
CIN WIOJH DECIMALS

SPECIFICATIONS
START FINISH
POSN
POSN

COLUMN
HEADING

1
I
I

1---------------------------------------------------------------------------------1
I

1

C

7

1

7

I

2

C

30

9

36

,

3

N

2

0

40

41

A1 10

I

I
I

4
5

N
N

2
2

0
0

43
46

44
47

A2 10
A3 10

I
1

I

STUDENT NUMBER

I

STUDENT NAME

I

I
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After step 1 of the MOVECOL command the screen will appear as
follows. with the Data Cell situated at the Home position.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------CANCEL P-ELP I

I COLUMNS : UPDATE ISRTCOL DLETCOL MOVECOL COPYCOL

I (CSCI211 ) ===>
I
f=============================================:===================================1

f
I
1

COLUMN
NUMBER

TYPE
C/N

COLUMN SPECIFICATIONS
NUMBER
START FINISH
WIDTH DECIMALS
POSN
POSN

I
I
I

COLUMN
HEADING

1---------------------------------------------------------------------------------1
I
1
C
7
I
1
7
STUDENT NUMBER
I
I
I

2
3

C
N

30
2

0

9
40

I
I

4
5

N
N

2
2

0
0

43
46

41
44

STUDENT NAME
A1 10
A2 10

47

A3 10

38

I

I
I
I

I

I

After indicating where the columns are to be moved the column
speci fications appear as follows:

I

COLUMNS I UPDATE ISRTCOL DLETCOL MOVECOL COPYCOL

CANCEL HELP I

I (CSCI211 ) ===>
I
1=================================================================================1

I

COLUMN
I NUMBER
I

TYPE
C/N

COLUMN
NUMBER
WIDTH DECIMALS

SPECIFICATIONS
START FINISH
POSN
POSN

COLUMN
HEADING

I
I
I

1---------------------------------------------------------------------------------1
I
1
C
7
t
7
STUDENT NUMBER
1
I
I
I
t
I

2
3
4
5

N
N

C
N

2
2
30
2

0
0
0

9
12
15
46

10
13
44
47

A2 10
A3 10

STUDENT NAME
A1 10

I
I
I
I
I
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PRINT COMMAND
The PRINT Command In The Browse Facility
This oommand allows you to obtain a hard oopy of the report
that you are browsing in it's ourrent form. If a report has been
projeoted, seleoted, joined and/or sorted you may obtain a print
of it without having to save the report first. Exeoution of the
PRINT oommand will display to you the Print Speoifications
Screen. It is on this soreen that you are able to enter the print
specifications for the printing of the report. (See the Print
Specifioations Faoili ty section of this manual for a desoription
of the Print Speci fioations Screen).

The PRINT Command In The Edit Facility
This oommand allows you to obtain a hard copy of the report
that you are editting in it's current form. If a report has been
updated, you may print it without having to save the data first.
Execution of the PRINT command will display to you the Print
Speoifioations Soreen. It is on this screen that you are able to
enter the print speci fications for the printing of the report.
(See the Print Specifications Facility section of this manual for
a description of the Print Speoifioations Screen).
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PRO'-'ECT COMMAND

The PROJECT command allows you to suppress the display of
selected columns and to rearrange the order of the display of
selected columns.
Specifying The Columns To Be Projected The columns to be projected (i .e. kept in the report) are
entered in the DATA ENTRY LINE. The order in which the column
numbers are entered in the DATA ENTRY LINE is the order in which
they will appear in the resultant report. The column numbers ~ G
renumbered from left to right.
For E>eample :-

-_._----.
I BROWSE : MENU END FINO RFIND PROJECT SELECT JOIN SORT REStORE PRINT SAV~ HELP I
I (STUDENTS) ===> 3 2 1
I
1================================================================================1
1
CSCI 201 - MID SESSION EXAM RESULTS
I
I
ISTUDENT
INUMBER
STUDENT NAME
RESULT
1
1-------1-----------------------------2------3-----------------------------------1
18200356 ANDREWS RAYMOND GREG
PASS
I
18203671 ATKINSON BRUCE ROBERT
CREDIT
I
18212985 BAILEY GEOFF THOMAS
CREDIT
I
18212985 BAILEY GEOFF THOMAS
HOIST
I

If the PROJECT command is submi tted from the above screen the
resultant report would be .

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

1 BROWSE I MENU END FINO RFIND PROJECT SELECT JOIN SORT RESTORE PRINT SAVE HELP 1
,
1 (STUDENTS) ===>
1============================================================ PROJECT COMPLETED =1
I
CSCI 201 - MID SESSION EXAM RESULTS
I
I
STUDENT
I
IRESULT
STUDENT NAME
NUMBER
,
1------1-----------------------------2-------3-----------------------------------1
IPASS
ANDREWS RAYMOND GREG
8200356
1
ICREDIT ATKINSON BRUCE ROBERT
8203671
1
ICREDIT BAILEY GEOFF THOMAS
8212985
,
IH DIST BAILEY GEOFF THOMAS
8212985
I

Speci fying Suppression of Duplicate Lines If a projection with suppression is required the column numbers
are entered on the DATA ENTRY LINE followed by an's'. In this
case the projection will be performed and any duplicate lines
will be suppressed.
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For example :-

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------RESTORE PRINT SAVE HELP 1

I BROWSE I MENU END FIND RFIND PROJECT SELECT JOIN SORT
1 (STUDENTS) ===> 1 2 s

I
1================================================================================1

CSCI 201 - MID SESSION EXAM RESULTS
I
1STUDENT
1
I NUMBER
STUDENT NAME
RESULT
I
1-------1-----------------------------2------3-----------------------------------1
18200356 ANDREWS RAYMOND GREG
PASS
I
18203671 ATKINSON BRUCE ROBERT
CREDIT
I
18212985 BAILEY GEOFF THOMAS
CREDIT
I
18212985 BAILEY GEOFF THOMAS
HOIST
I
I

If the PROJECT command is submi tted from the above screen
resultant report would be .
I BROWSE I MENU END FINO RFIND PROJECT SELECT JOIN SORT
1 (STUDENTS) ===)

RESTORE PRINT SAVE HELP 1

1============================================================
I
CSCI
I
I RESULT

201 - MID SESSION EXAM RESULTS
STUDENT NAME

the

PROJECT COMPLETED

I
=1
I
1
I

1------1--------------------~~-------2-------------------------------------------1

18200356 ANDREWS RAYMOND GREG
18203671 ATKINSON BRUCE ROBERT
18212985 BAILEY GEOFF THOMAS

I

1
1
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RETURN COMMAND

The RETURN command returns you to the "Primary Command
Selection Line" of EDIT from the "Secondary Command Selection
Line". The commmand line wi II remain displayed unt i l the LINE
command is executed.
The Edi t Facility Secondary Command Selection Line is as follows
------------------------------------------------------------------------------~-

EDIT : MENU END

RETURN INSERT DELETE MOVE COPY

PRINT SAVE CANCE" riElP I
I

After executing the RETURN command, the Primary Command
Selection Line is displayed.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------EDIT : MENU END

COLUMN LINE FIND RFINO SORT MATH

PRINT SAVE CANCEL HELP I
I
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RESTORE COMMAND
The RESTORE Command In The Browse Facility
This oommand allows you to redisplay a report
saved format.

in it's existing

If a report has been projeoted, seleoted, joined and/or
sorted, then restoring the report will redisplay it unmodified.
(i .e. The RESTORE oommand oancels any ohanges you have made to
the report since the last time it was saved).
Upon suooessful exeoution of the RESTORE oommand, the Command
Cell will be returned to the Home position and a message will
be displayed, informing you that the report has been restorec.

The RESTORE Command In The Report Seourity Faoility
After entering the new report aocess permission tags, and
prior to exeouting the UPDATE oommand, the original aocess
permission tags may be redisplayed by exeouting the RESTORE
command. After restoring the aocess permission tags, the Command
Cell and the Data Cell are returned to the Home position and a
message is displayed to indicate that the restore has taken
place.

The RESTORE Command In The Desoription/Status FaciLity
After having entered a new report description or ohanging the
report status, and prior to executing the UPDATE command, the
original report description and status may be redisplayed by
executing the RESTORE command. After the restore, the Command
Cell and the Data Cell are returned to the Home position and a
message is dLsplayed to indioate that the restore has taken
plaoe.
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RFIND COMMAND
The RFINO command allows you to continue searching for an
occurence of a character string in the report being browsed or
editted.
Continuing a String Search
You can continue searching for successive string occurrence~
by repeatedly executing the RFINO command. After the "last"
occurence of the string has been found, the RFINO command can ~'l?
used again to continue the search, wrapping around from the
bottom of the report to the top of the report.
The RFINO command continues to search for the string enter,d
for the FINO command. You may change this string by entering the
new search string on the Data Entry Line and executing the RFIND
command. (See the FIND command section in this manual for the
speci fications of the search string).
Results of the RFIND Command
If the string is found the Data Cell will be positioned on
the column containing the string and the Command Cell will
remain on the RFIND command. A message will be displayed to
inform you that the string has been found. If the string is not
currently on the screen, automatic scrollin~ will be performed
to bring the string into view.
If the string is not found, one of two messages will be
displayed. If the search for a character string started from the
beginning of the report the message "STRING XXXXX NOT FOUND",
is displayed, where XXXXX is the string (or the first five
characters of the string) being searched for. This message
indicates to you that the whole of the report has been searched
and the string has not been found. If the search began from
elsewhere in the report, the message "END OF REPORT REACHED"
is displayed. This message is to Inform you that the string had
not been located in that portion of the report starting from the
posi tion indicated by the Data Cell to the end of the report.
In ei ther of the above cases, the Data Cell remains in its
current position and the Command Cell is left on the RFIND
command.
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SAVE COMMAND
This command allows you to save a copy of
you are currently displaying.

the report

that

Saving Reports in BROWSE
When in BROWSE, reports may be PROJECTED, SELECTED, JOINED,
or SORTED and then saved into a new report using the SAVE
command. Saving a report in BROWSE is achieved by entering a new
report name on the Data Entry Line and executing the SAVE
command. If a report already exists under the speci fied narne an
error message will be displayed and the report will not be saved.
The Data Cell remains on the SAVE command and you may re-enter &
report name and execute the SAVE command again.
Saving Reports in EDIT
When in EDIT, reports may be changed using the BURP facili ties
provided. Once you have finished edi tting a report, you may save
the changes in a new report, or save the changes to the report
as you make them.
To save report changes in a new report, enter the new report
name on the Data Entry L'ine and execute the SAVE command. This
process will not change the original report in any way. If a
report already exists under the speci fied name a error message
wi II be displayed and the report will not be saved. The Data
Cell remains on the SAVE command and you may re-enter a report
name and execute the SAVE command again.
To save report changes in an existing report execute the
SAVE command without entering anything on the Data Entry Line.
Speoifying The Report Name

When executing the SAVE command you may specify the name of
the report name under which the current report will be saved.
The report name must be aplhanumeric or contain the national
characters '@','#', or ' $ ' . The first character must be
aplhabetic. The maximum length of a report name is eight
characters.
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If a report name is entered on the Data Entry Line the
name must be unique. That is, a report wi th this speci fied name
cannot already exist.
Examples of valid and invalid report names are givem below
Fred
StudExam
MEM01
MEMOM10

-

@two
a234/89
JohnResult -

Valid
Valid
Valid
Valid
Invalid ( First character is not aplhabetic )
Invalid ( Illegal character 'I' )
Invalid ( Report name too long)

Execution Of The SAVE Command
The SAVE command takes information from the work file and if
a report name has been specified creates a new report containing
the current report being viewed on the screen. Alternatively, if
no report name is specified on the EDIT screen, the SAVE command
updates the existing report wi th any changes which have been
made.
After successfully executing the SAVE command, the Data Entry
Line will have been cleared and a message to sa~ the report has
been saved wi II be displayed. If the SAVE command was
unsuccessful, any character string which may have been entered
will remain on the Data Entry Line.
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SELECT COMMAND
This command allows the user to speci fy a boolean equation that
will be applied to the lines of the report. Any report Line which does
not satisfy the boolean equation will be removed from the report.
To apply a selection equation, the user must enter an equation in
the data entry line. The boolean equation may involve combinations of
constant factors, column numbers, preceeded with a 'c' to distinguish
then from the constant factors, and the following operators:
equal to
< - less than
not equal to
<= - less than or equal to
& - and ( join operator)
> - greater than
I - or ( join operator)
>= - greater than or equal to
() - to order the precedence of operations
= -

<> -

When the SELECT command is used, the Data Entry Line is
deciphered to determine the boolean equation to be applied to the
lines of the report. Specification of a character constant involving
blank characterer must be enclosed in double quotes, eg "H DISTil .
A typical selection may look Like

===>

02

= 03

& (05 <> "H DIST"

I 06

>=

23.72)

When the syntax of the boolean expression has been successfully
evaluated, any column to column comparison or column to constant
comparison will be checked for type compatibi lity. That is, numeric
columns may only be compared wi th numeric columns or numeric
constants. If any violatation of this rule is encountered, an error
message will be displayed on the screen, indicating which coLumns
are incompatible.
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An example. To find all students who enrolled in 1982 and were
awarded a HIGH DISTINCTION, the following boolean equation would be
entered into the Data Entry Line, the command cell moved to the
SELECT command and the ENTER KEY pressed.

I
I

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------BROWSE : MENU END FIND RFIND PROJECT SELECT JOIN SORT RESTORE
PRINT SAVE HELP I

(CSC1201 ) ===> 01 >= 82 & (03 = "H DIST" I 04 = "H DIST")
I
1=================================================================================1
I
CSCI 201 - STUDENT RESULTS
I
1STUDENT
FINAL FINAL
I
1NUMBER
STUDENT NAME
GRADE GRADE
I
1-------1------------------------------2------3------4----------------------------1
16200356 ANDREWS RAYMOND GREG
PASS
CREDIT
I
18203671 ATKINSON BRUCE ROBERT
CREDIT CREDIT
I
18212985 BAILEY GEOFF THOMAS
CREDIT CREDIT
I
8200506 BAKER JOHN DAVID
PASS
PASS
I
8216826 BROWN JOHN DAVID
PASS
CREDIT
I
8134433 CARR ELIZABETH JANE
HOIST DIST
f
8143870 CLARK JAMES ANDREW
CREDIT PASS
I
8200173 COOPER PAUL FRANK
PASS
CREDIT
I
8215493 DOYLE ANDREW PETER
HOIST HOIST
I
8248311 DUFFY MAUREEN ALICE
PASS
PASS
I
8211036 EDWARDS PETER JOHN
CREDIT DIST
I
8218892 FARRAR MELISSA JANE
DIST
DIST
I
8208973 FISHER EDDIE
DIST
HOIST
,
CREDIT DIST
I
8213490 FORBES GRAEME DAVID
8200567 FRANKLIN DOUGLAS IAN
DIST
DIST
1
8203040 GALE PAUL ROBERT
HOIST CREDIT
I
8217800 GALLOWAY TREVOR BRIAN
DIST
DIST
I

The result of applying the boolean equation to the report
following:

is

the

BROWSE I MENU END FINO RFIND PROJECT SELECT JOIN SORT RESTORE
PRINT SAVE HELP I
(CSC1201 ) ===>
I
================================================== REPORT SUCCESSFULLY SELECTED =1
CSCI 201 -STUDENT RESULTS
I
STUDENT
FINAL FINAL
I
NUMBER
STUDENT NAME
GRADE GRADE
1
-------1------------------------------2------3------4----------------------------1
8215493 DOYLE ANDREW PETER
HOIST HOIST
1
8208973 FiSHER EDDIE
DIST
HOIST
I
8203040 GALE PAUL ROBERT
HOIST CREDIT
I
******************************** END OF REPORT **********************************1 .
I
I,

I :

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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SORT COMMAND
The SORT command aLLows you to resequence the Lines in a
report. A report may be sorted as a whoLe or on a number of
coLumns.

Specifying A Report Sort
To perform a sort on the entire Line of a report the required
report sequence is entered in the DATA ENTRY LINE. That is :==> a
This wiLL resuLt in the report being sorted in ascending order.
NOTE: If nothing is entered on the DATA ENTRY LINE when the
SORT command is executed then the above sort wilL be
performed.

==>

d

This wiLL result

==>

in the report being sorted in descending order.

s

This wilL resuLt in the report being sorted in ascending order,
if it is not aLready in descending order, and all multiple
occurrences of a line will be suppressed.

Speoifying A CoLumn Sort
To perform a sort on selected columns of a report the
column numbers are entered in the DATA ENTRY LINE in the order of
precedence.
NOTE: A maximum of 9 columns may be specified as sorting
cr iter ia.
Speci fying Ascending/Descending Order An 'a' is entered after the column number if it is to be sorted
in ascending order. A 'd' is entered after the column number if
it is to be sorted in desoending order. If neither are specified
after the column number then the column will be sorted in
ascending order.
Speci fying A Numeric Sort As well as speci fying ascending or descending after each column
number a 'n' may be entered to perform a numeric sort. A numeric
sort may onLy be speci fied for columns which have a numeric
column type.
Speci fying Suppression Of Duplicate Keys To suppress the display of lines which have duplicate information
in the columns on which the sort is being performed, an's' is
entered on the DATA ENTRY LINE.
EXAMPLES

==> 1 4dn
This will sort column 1 into asoending order and coLumn 4 in
numeric descending order.
==> 4 d 3 a 2 d
This will firstly sort, column 4 in descending order, then column
3 in ascending order and finaly, column 2 in descending order.
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---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

I BROWSE : MENU END FIND RFIND PROJECT SELECT JOIN SORT RESTORE
PRINT SAVE HELP I
I (CSCI201 ) ===> 10 n d s
I
1=================================================================================1
1
CSCI 201 - STUDENT RESULTS
I
ISTUDENT
A1 A2 A3 A4 AS ME FE TOT FINAL
I
1NUMBER
STUDENT NAME
10 10 10 10 10 20 40 100 GRADE
I
1-------1------------------------------2--3--4--5--6--7--8--9--10-----11----------1
18200356 ANDREWS RAYMOND GREG
5 4 6 7 3 11 28 59 PASS
I
18203671 ATKINSON BRUCE ROBERT
6 6 7 9 7 15 28 71 CREDIT
I
18212985 BAILEY GEOFF THOMAS
7 7 8 9 8 12 28 72 CREDIT
I
18200506 BAKER JOHN DAVID
5 . 6 6 6 6 11 27 62 PASS
1
18230175 BISHOP GREG ALLAN
8 7 7 7 8 16 29 73 CREDIT
I
18216826 BROWN JOHN DAVID
6 3 4 8 8 12 17 63 P~SS
1
18134433 CARR ELIZABETH JANE
9 9 10 10 10 19 28 96 HOIST
I
18143870 CLARK JAMES ANDREW
7 7 9 8 8 15 27 73 CREDIT
I
18200173 COOPER PAUL FRANK
6 7 6 8 7 13 21 61 PASS
I
18215239 DAVIS STEVEN JOHN
8 9 9 8 8 18 31 82 DIST
I
18215493 DOYLE ANDREW PETER
9 10 10 10 10 19 37 96 H DIST
I
18248311 DUFFY

M~UREEN

ALICE

18211036 EDWARDS PETER JOHN
18222727 EVANS JUDITH ALISON
18218892 FARRAR MELISSA JANE
18208973 FISHER EDDIE
ICNTL-L : LEFT
CNTL-R: RIGHT

4

6
7
8
3
CNTL-P:

4

6

6

8 12 20

S4 PASS

6 9 7 9 13 22 72
7 7 7 8 12 19 70
8 9 9 10 16 32 83
3 7 7 6 11 20 52
PREY
CNTL-N: NEXT

I

CREDIT
CREDIT
DIST
PASS

1
1
I
I
I

----------------------------~----------------------------------------------------

If the SORT command is submi tted from the above screen the
resultant report would contain column 10 in numeric descending
order and will suppress any lines which have duplicate contents
inc 0 l umn 1O. That is: -

I BROWSE : MENU END FIND RFIND PROJECT SELECT JOIN SORT RESTORE
PRINT SAVE HELP 1
1 (CSCI201 ) ===>
,
1================================================================ SORT COMPLETED =1
I
CSCI 201 - STUDENT RESULTS
I
A1 A2 A3 A4 AS ME FE TOT FINAL
I
ISTUDENT
1NUMBER
STUDENT NAME
10 10 10 10 10 20 40 100 GRADE
1
1-------1------------------------------2--3--4--5--6--7--8--9--10-----11----------1
18134433 CARR ELIZABETH JANE
9 9 10 10 10 19 28 96 H DIST
I
18218892 FARRAR MELISSA JANE
'8 8 9 9 10 16 32 83 DIST
I
6 9 9 6 6 18 31 82 D1ST
I
16215239 DAVIS STEVEN JOHN
18230175 BISHOP GREG ALLAN
8 7 7 7 8 16 29 73 CREDIT
I
18212985 BAILEY GEOFF THOMAS
7 7 8 9 8 12 28 72 CREDIT
1
18203671 ATKINSON BRUCE ROBERT
6 6 7 9 7 15 28 71 CREDIT
I
18222727 EVANS JUDITH ALISON
7 7 7 7 8 12 19 70 CREDIT
I
18216826 BROWN JOHN DAVID
6 3 4 8 8 12 17 63 PASS
1
16200506

B~KER

JOHN DAVID

S

18200173 COOPER PAUL FRANK
18200356 ANDREWS RAYMOND GREG
18248311 DUFFY MAUREEN ALICE
16208973 FISHER EDDIE
1******************************** END OF
I
I

ICNTL-L : LEFT

CNTL-R: RIGHT

6

6

6

6 11 27

62 PASS

I

6 7 6 8 7 13 21 61 PASS
1
5 4 6 7 3 11 28 59 PASS
I
4 4 6 6 8 12 20 54 PASS
I
3 3 7 7 6 11 20 52 PASS
1
REPORT **********************************1

CNTL-P: PREY

I
1

CNTL-N: NEXT

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

1
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SUBMIT COMMAND
The SUBMIT Command In The Join Specifications Facility
Reports are joined together according to the join
speci fications by executing the SUBMIT command. If the join
specifications are complete, the report will be joined and the
Browse Facility will be redisplayed to continue browsing the
resulting report. A message is displayed informing you that the
reports where joined. If the join speci fications are incomplete,
an error message will be displayed.

The SUBMIT Command In The Print Facility
A report will be printed according to the print speci ficaticns
by executing the SUBMIT cOlnmand. Upon successful execution of the
SUBMIT command, you will be returned to the facili ty you where
in, when you decided to print the report. The screen will appear
exactly as it was before, with the exception of the position of
the Data Cell and the Command Cell. Both will have returned to
the Home position. A message will also be displayed to indicate
that the report has been queued for printing.
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UPDATE COMMAND
The UPDATE Command In The Copy Report Facility
This command allows you to copy one report into another.
Checks are done to make sure that you have at least read access~
to the report that you wish to copy and that no report already
exists wi th the same name as the new report. Execution of the
UPDATE command will copy the original report and create a new
report wi th the report name specified. (See the Copy Report
Utility section of the manual for a description of the Copy
Copy Report Facili ty).
Upon successful execution of the UPDATE command, you will be
presented wi th a message to indicate to you that the report was
copied. The Data Cell and Command Cells are returned to the
Home posi tion.
The UPDATE Command In The Rename Report Facility
This command allows you to rename an existing report. Checks
are done to make sure that you have at Least update access" to
the report you are about to rename and that no report already
exists wi th the same name as the new report name. A check is also
done to make sure no-one, is cur ren t l y ed itt i ng or brows i ng the
report. Execution of the UPDATE command will rename the report.
(See the Rename Report Utili ty section of this manuaL for a
description of the Rename Report Facility).
Upon successful execution of the UPDATE command, you will be
presented wi th a message to indicate to you that the report was
renamed. The Data Cell and Command Cells are returned to the
Home position.
The UPDATE Command In The Delete Report Facility
This command allows you to delete an existing report. Checks
are done to make sure that you have at least update access" to
the report you are about to delete and that no-one is currently
edi tting or browsing the report. Exeoution of the UPDATE command
will delete the report. (See the Oelete Report Utility section of
this manual for a description of the Delete Report Facility>.
Upon successful execution of the UPDATE command, you will be
presented with a message to indicate to you that the report was
deleted. The Data Cell and Comnand Cells are returned to the
Home pasi tion .

.. Refer to the Report Environment Section of
description of report access modes.

this manual

for a
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The UPDATE Command In The Description/Status Facility
This command allows you to change the description and status
of an existing report. Checks are done to make sure that you
have at least update access" to the report. Execution of the
UPDATE command will update the report description and report
status with the description and status currently displayed on
the screen. (See the Description/Status Utility section of this
manual for a description of the Description/Status Facilities).
Upon successful execution of the UPDATE command, you will be
presented with a message to indicate that the report's
description and status has been changed. The Data Cell and
Command Cells are returned to the Home position.
The UPDATE Command In The Security Facility
This command allows you to change a report securi ty access
modes. Checks are made to make sure that you have at least
update access" to the report. Execution of the UPDATE command
will update the securi ty modes with the values currently
displayed On the screen. (See the Security Utili ty section of
this manual for a description of the Security Facility).
Upon successful execution of the UPDATE cownand, you will be
pre sen ted wit h a me s sag e· t 0 i n die ate t hat the sec uri t y tag s
have been changed. The Data Cell and Command Cells are returned
to the Home position.
The UPDATE Command In The Column Specifications Facility
The Column Specifications Facili ty allows you to insert,
delete move and copy columns and to change column widths and
number decimals ( See Column Speci fication Facility section of
this manual for-a full description of the Column Specification
Faci l i ty ). To apply these changes to the report. the UPDATE
command is executed.
Upon successful execution of the UPDATE
speci fied are made and you are returned to
Screen. The Data Cell and the Command Cell
Home pos; t ion. A message is displayed. to
columns have been updated.

~

command, the changes
the Edi t Facil ity
are returned to the
inform you that the

Refer to the Report Environment Section of this manual
description of report access modes.

for a
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Access Permissions For Report XXXXXXXX Updated

This message is displayed on the report SECURITY utility
screen following the successful update of the read or wri te
access permission tags for the owner, group, or users of a
report.
Blank String Invalid

This message is displayed on the BROWSE and EDIT facili ty
screens if the user tries to enter a blank character string, and
blanks are not permissible. The situation may be recti fied by
entering a number on the data entry line and performing the
required command.
Column Copied

This message is displayed on the COLUMN SPECIFICATIONS
facili ty screen following the successful copy of a column from
one posi tion in the report to another position within the report.
Column Copy WilL Exceed Report Width Maximum Of 'XXX

This message is displayed on the COLUMN SPECIFICATIONS
facili ty screen if the requested report column copy would cause
the report to exceed the maximum report width allowable.
Column DeLeted

This message is displayed on the COLUMN SPECIFICATIONS
facili ty screen following the successful deletion of a column
from the report.
Column Inserted

This message is displayed on the COLUMN SPECIFICATIONS
facili ty screen folloWing the successful insertion of a column in
the report.
CoLumn Moved

This message is displayed on the COLUMN SPECIFICATIONS
facili ty screen following the successful move of a colwnn from
one posi tion in the report to another position within the report.
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Column Update Request Cancelled
This message is displayed on the EDIT facil ity screen if the
user executed the COLUMN command, but then returned to the EDIT
facil ity screen by exeoution of the CANCEL command wi thout
updating the report column speoi fioations.

CoLumn XX Does Not Exist
This message is displayed on the COLUMN SPECIFICATIONS
facil i ty or PRINT utility screens if the entered column does not
exist in the report.

Column XX Has A Character Column Type
This message is displayed on the EDIT facil ity screen
following execution of the MATH command if one of the report
columns speoified in the mathematical equation has a column type
of character. The error situation may be reoti fied by re-entering
the mathematical equation, ensuring that all the speci fied
columns are of type numeric, and executing the MATH command.

CoLumn XX Is Not Known To Report
This message is displayed following exeoution of the FIND,
SELECT or MATH commands qn the BROWSE and EDIT facility screens
if the entered column does not exist in the report.

Column XX Is Not Numerio
This message is displayed on the BROWSE and EDIT facili ty
screens following execution of the SORT command wi th one of the
columns In the sort speoification being of type character. The
si tuation may be reoti fied by re-entering the sort speoification,
ensuring that the specified columns have a numeric column type,
and pressing enter.

Column XX Not Found
This message is displayed following execution of the PROJECT
and SORT oommands on the BROWSE and EDIT faoil ity soreens if the
specified column does not exist in the report.

CoLumn XX - Type IncompatibLe With String
This message is displayed on the BROWSE faoili ty soreen
following exeoution of the SELECT command with entry of a boolean
expression containing a comparison between a numeric report
column and a character string.
The situation may be recti fied by
re-entering the boolean expression on the data entry line,
ensuring that comparisons are made between report columns and
strings of the same -type, and pressing enter.
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Columns Updated Successfully
This message is displayed on the EDIT facility screen
following the successful update of the report column
speci f icat ions.

CoLumns XX And VY - Type Incompatible
This message is displayed on the BROWSE facility screen
following execution of the SELECT command wi th a boolean
expression entered containing a comparison between a numeric
report column and a character report column. The si tuation may bo
recti fied by re-entering the boolean expression on the data entry
line, ensuring that all comparisons are made between report
columns of the same column type, and pressing enter.

Copy Command Cancelled
This message is displayed on the EDIT facili ty screen
following the successful cancellation of the line COPY commarld.

Copy Invalid On This Line
This message is displayed on the EDIT facili ty screen
following execution of the COPY command if the user has
posi tioned the Data CelL on the report heading or column heading
lines. The situation may be rectified by tabbing the Data Cell to
a line wi thin the actual report which is to be copied, and
pressing enter.

Copy Specifications Incomplete
This me,.age is displayed on the COPY REPORT utili ty soreen
following execution of the UPDATE command wi thout entering ei ther
the "from" or "to" report name. The si tuation may be recti fied by
entering the report name on the data entry line, tabbing the Data
Cell to the required report field, and pressing enter.

Copy Will Exceed Column Maximum Of XX
This message is displayed on the COLUMN SPECIFICATIONS
facili ty screen if the requested copy of report columns would
cause the number of columns in the current report to exceed the
maximum allowable.

Copycol Command Cancelled
This message is displayed on the COLUMN SPECIFICATIONS
facili ty screen following the successful cancellation of the
COPYCOL command.

Current Description/Status Redisplayed
This message is displayed on the DESCRIPTION/STATUS utili ty
screen following the successful exeoution of the RESTORE command.
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Current Description/Status Redisplayed
This message is displayed on the DESCRIPTION/STATUS utili ty
screen following the successful execution of the RESTORE command.

Current Permissions For Report XXXXXXXX Displayed
This message is displayed on the report SECURITY utility
screen following the successful retrieval and display of the
current access permissions for the report.

Data Base Access Error
This message is displayed on the EDIT and CATALOGUE facil i ty,
or on the DESCRIPTION/STATUS, RENAME, COpy and DELETE report
utility screens if an unexpected error occurs while trying to
access the data base.

Data Entered Exceeds Column Width
This message is displayed on the EDIT facil ity screen if the
width of the data entered exceeds the current width for the
column specified.
Deletion Invalid On This Line
This message is displayed on the EDIT facil ity screen
following execution of the DELETE command if the user has
positioned the Data Cellon the report heading or column heading
lines. The si tuation may be recti fied by tabbing the Data Cell to
a line wi thin the actual report which is to be deleted, and
pressing enter.

Duplioate Cutumns Specified
This message is displayed on the BROWSE facili ty screen
following execution of the PROJECT command if the same column
number has been specified twice.

End Of Report Reached
This message is displayed on the EDIT and BROWSE facility
screens upon reaching the bottom of the current report being
displayed.

Enter Access Permission
This message is displayed on the report SECURITY util i ty
screen following execution of the UPDATE command without all the
required access permission tags having been entered.
The
situation may be recti fled by entering an access permission on
the data entry line,. tabbing the Data Cell to the appropriate
access permission tag field, and pressing enter.
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Enter Command Or Select Report
This message is displayed on the report CATALOGUE facili ty
screen if the user presses enter without first selecting a
command or a report.
The situation may be rectified by
performing one of the following:
tabbing the Command Cell to the
required command and pressing enter, tabbing the Data Cell to the
required report name and pressing enter, or entering the required
report name on the data entry line and pressing enter.
Enter Copy Specifications
This message is displayed on the COpy report utility screen
following execution of the UPDATE command without ei ther of the
required report names having been entered. The si tuation may be
recti fied by entering a report name on the Dala Entry line,
tabbing the Data Cell to the required report name field, and
pressing enter.
Enter Decimals Specification
This message is displayed on the COLUMN SPECIFICATIONS
facili ty screen following execution of the UPDATE command
number of decimal places required for a particuLar coLumn
been entered. This si tuation may be recti fied by entering
decimaL specification on'the data entry line, tabbing the
CelL to the required field, and pressing enter.

if the
has not
a
Data

Enter Description
This message is displayed on the report DESCRIPTION/STATUS
utili ty screen following execution of the UPDATE command wi thout
a report description having been entered. The situation may be
recti fied by entering a report description of up to 20 characters
on the data entry line, tabbing the Data Cell to the report
description field, and pressing enter.
Enter

~oin

Specifications

This message is displayed following execution of the SUBMIT
command on the JOIN SPECIFICATIONS faci L i ty SCl-een wi thout the
entry of join numbers in the report columns on which the join is
to be performed.
The si tuation may be recti fied by entering the
join numbers on the data entry line, tabbing the Data Cell to the
required report column field, and pressing enter.
Enter New Report Name
This message is displayed on the BROWSE facility
foLLOWing execut ion of the SAVE command wi thout the
new name under which the report is to be saved. The
be rectified by entering a new report name of up to
on the data entry line, and pressing enter.

screen
entry of the
situation may
8 characters
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Enter Project Specifications
This message is displayed on the BROWSE facil i ty screen
following execution of the PROJECT command wi thoul entry of the
report column numbers which are to be projected.
The situation
may be rectified by entering the required column numbers on the
data entry line, and pressing enter.

Enter Rename Specifications
This message is displayed on the RENAME report utili ty screen
if the user presses enter while the Data Cell is at the HOME
posi tion wi thout entering a report name on the data entry line.
The si tuation may be recti fied by entering a report name of up tJ
8 characters on the data entry line, tabbing the Data Cell to U"8
required report name field, and pressing enter.

Enter Report Name
This message is displayed on the DESCRIPTION/STATUS, SECURITY,
or DELETE report utility screens if the user tries to execute a
command or enter data on the screen before a report name has been
entered.
The sl tuation may be rect, fied by entering a report
name on the data entry line, tabbing the Data Cell to the report
name field, and pressing enter.

Enter Report Name You Wish To Locate
This message is displayed on the report CATALOGUE screen
following execution of the LOCATE command without a report name
having been entered. The situation may be rectified by entering a
report name of up to 8 characters on the data entry line. and
pressing enter.

Enter Report To Be Joined
This message is displayed on the BROWSE facili ty screen
following execution of the JOIN command wi thout entry of the name
of the report to be joined wi th the current report.
The
si tuation may be rectified by entering the required report name
on the data entry line, and pressing enter.

Enter 'Search' String
This message is displayed on the BROWSE facility screen
following execution of the FINO command wi thout the entry of a
string to be searched for on the data entry line.
The situation
may be reotified by entering a valid search string on the data
entry line, and pressing enter.
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Enter SeLect Specification

This message is displayed on the BROWSE facili ty screen
following execution of the SELECT command-without a boolean
expression entered on the data entry line.
The si tuation may be
rectified by entering a valid boolean expression on the data
entry line, and pressing enter.
Enter Type Specification

This message is displayed on the COLUMN SPECIFICATIONS
facility screen following execution of the UPDATE command wi thout
the column type specification having been entered.
The si tuation
may be recti fied by entering a 'C' (character) or an 'N'
(numeric) on the data entry line, tabbing the Data Cell to the
type specification field, and pressing enter.
Enter Type Specification First

This message is displayed on the COLUMN SPECIFICATIONS
facility screen if the user tries to enter a column width
specification without having first entered a column type
speci fication.
The situation may be recti fied by entering a 'c'
(character) or an 'N' (numeric) on the data entry line, tabbing
the Data Cell to the type speci fication field, and pressing
enter.
Enter Width Specification

This message is displayed on the COLUMN SPECIFICATIONS
faCility screen if the Data Cell is positioned on the width
specification field and a column width speci fication has not been
entered on the data entry line.
The situation may be reotified
by entering the column width specification on the data entry
line, and pressing enter.
Enter Width Specification First

This message is displayed on the COLUMN SPECIFICATIONS
facility soreen if the user tries to enter a column decimals
specification without having firs,t entered a column width
specification. The si tuation may be recti fied by entering the
column width speci fication on the data entry line, tabbing the
Data Cell to the width specification field, and pressing enter.
Entered Access Is Invalid

This message is displayed on the report SECURITY utili ty
screen if the user tries to enter an access permission tag which
is not one of the following: 'Y', 'N', or '_'. The error
si tuation may be rectified by entering one of the above access
permissions on the data entry line. tabbing the Data Cell to the
required access permission tag field, and pressing enter.
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Entered Status Is Invalid
This message is displayed on the DESCRIPTION/STATUS utili ty
screen if the user tries to enter a report status which is not
one of the following:
permanent, temporary, p, or t. The error
si tuation may be rectified by entering one of these values on the
data entry line, and pressing enter.

Equation Being Evaluated
This message is displayed on the EDIT facili ty screen
following selection of the MATH command while the entered
mathematical equation is being evaluated.

Equation Successfully Evaluated
This message is displayed on the EDIT facili ty screen
following the successful execution of the MATH command.

Excessive Columns Specified
This message is displayed on the PRINT utility screen
following a length of 35 characters being exceeded when entering
the columns to be totalled.
The situation may be rectified by
entering the columns to be totalled on the data entry line to a
maximum of 35 characters~ tabbing the Data Cell to the total
columns field, and pressing enter.

Extraneous Information In Find Specification
This message is displayed following execution of the FIND
command on the BROWSE and EDIT facility screens j f the entered
search string is incomplete. The si tuation may be rectified by
entering a val id search string on the data entry line, and
pressing enter._

Incomplete Delete Specifications
This message is displayed on the DELETE report utility screen
following execution of the UPDATE command without a report name
having been entered. The situation may be rectified by entering a
rep art name ant he d a t a en try lin e, tab bin g the 0 a t aCe l l tot he
report field, and pressing enter.

Indioate Column To Copy
This message is displayed on the COLUMN SPECIFICATIONS
facil; ty screen following execution of the COPYCOL command
without specifying the column in the report which is to be
copied.
The situation may be recti fied by tabbing the Data Cell
to the column width pr column format field of the report column
to be copied. and pressing enter.
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Indicate Column To Delete

This message is displayed on the COLUMN SPECIFICATIONS
facili ty screen following execution of the DLETCOL command
without specifying the column In the report which is to be
deleted.
The si tuat ion may rect if ied by tabbing the Data Cell
the column width or column format field of the first report
column to be deleted, and pressing enter.

to

Indicate Column To Move

This message is displayed on the COLUMN SPECIFICATIONS
facili ty screen following execution of the MOVECOL command
wi thout specifying the column in the report which is to be moved.
The situation may be rectified by tabbing the Data Cell to the
column width or column format field of the first report column to
be moved, and pressing enter.
Indicate Copy 'After' Column

This message is displayed on the COLUMN SPECIFICATIONS
facility screen following execution of the COPYCOL command
wi thout speci fying the posi t ion in the report to which the
columns are to be copied to.
The si luation may be recti fied by
tabbing the Data Cell to the column width or column format field
of the line prior to whgre the columns are to be copied, and
pressing enter. Columns may be copied before,the first column of
the report be tabbing the Data Cell to its HOME pos! t ion, and
pressing enter.
Indicate Copy 'Afler' Line

This message is displayed following execution of the COpy
command on the EDIT facili ty screen wi thout speo; fying the
position in the report after which the lines are to be copied.
The s i tuat ion may be rect i f ied by tabbi ng the Data Cell to the
line prior to where the lines are to be copied, and pressing
enter.
Lines may be copied to the top of a report by tabbing the
Data Cell to its HOME position, and pressing enter.
Indicate Field To Update

This message is displayed on the COLUMN SPECIFICATIONS
facili ty, or the PRINT, DESCRIPTION/STATUS, SECURITY, RENAME,
COpy or DELETE report utili ty screens if the user has entered
data on the data entry line and pressed enter without selecting
which field is to be updated. The situation may be recti fied by
tabbing the Data Cell to the required field, and pressing enter.
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Indicate Line To Be Copied
This message is displayed following execution of the COpy
command on the EDIT facil i ty screen wi thout speci fying which line
in the report is to be copied. The situation may be rectified by
tabbing the Data Cell to the first line to be copied, and
pressing enter.

Indicate Line To Be Moved
This message is displayed
command on the EDIT facili ty
in the report is to be moved.
tabbing the Data Cell to the
enter.

following execution of the MOVE
screen wi thout speci fying which lind
The situation may be rectified by
first line to be moved, and pressing

Indicate Line To Delete
This message is displayed following execution of the DELETE
command on the EDIT faci li ty screen without speci fying which line
in the report is to be deleted. The situation may be rectified by
tabbing the Data Cell to the first line to be deleted, and
pressing enter.

Indicate Move 'Afler' Column
This message is displayed on the EDIT facil i ty screen
following execution of the MOVECOL command wi thout specifying the
position in the report to which the columns are to be moved.
The
situation may be rectified by tabbing the Data Cell to the column
width or column format field of the column line prior to where
the columns are to be moved, and pressing enter. Columns may be
moved before the first column of a report by tabbing the Data
Cell to its HOME position, and pressing enter.

Indicate Move 'After' Line
This message is displayed on the EDIT facil i ty screen
following execution of the MOVE command wi thout speci fying the
posi tion in the report to which the lines are to be moved.
The
situation may be rectified by tabbing the Data CeLL to the line
prior to where the lines are to be moved, and pressing enter.
Lines may be moved to the top of a report by tabbing the Data
Cell to its HOME position, and pressing enter.

Insertion Invalid On This Line
This message is displayed on the EDIT facili ty screen
foL lowi ng execut ion of the INSERT command if the Data Cell is
posi tioned on ei ther the report heading or column heading line.
The situation may be rectified by tabbing the Data Cell to the
line immediately above the posi tion in the report where the lines
are to be inserted, and pressing enter. Lines may be inserted
before the first line of a report by tabbing the Data CelL to its
HOME posi tion, and pressing enter.
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Insertion Will Exceed Column Maximum of XX
This message is displayed on the COLUMN SPECIFICATIONS
facility screen if the requested insertion of columns would cause
the report to exceed the maximum number of columns allowable.
Insertion Will Exceed Report Width Maximum Of XXX
This message is displayed on the COLUMN SPECIFICATIONS
facili ty screen if the requested insertion of columns would cause
the report to exceed the maximum report width allowable.
Insuffioient Access Authority
This message is displayed on the CATALOGUE facil i ty, or
DESCRIPTION/STATUS, SECURITY, RENAME, COPY, or DELETE report
utility screens if the user tries to access or update a report to
which he has insufficient access.
Read access is required for
browsing or copying a report.
Read and write access is required
for editting, renaming, or deleting a report, or updating the
report description and status. Only the owner of a report may
update the report securi ty.
Insufficient Access Authority

Join Cancelled

This message is displayed on the BROWSE facility screen
following execution of the JOIN command on a report to which the
user has insufficient access.
Read and write access to a report
is required for successful exeoution of the JOIN command,
otherwise cancellation of the JOIN command will oocur.
Integer Must Be In The Range 1 To 20
This message is displayed on the EDIT tacil; ty screen
following execution of any of the line commands if the entered
integer is not within the range 1 to 20. The situation may be
reoti fied by entering an integer wi thin the required range on the
data entry line and pressing enter.
Invalid Column Specification
This message is displayed on'the PRINT utility screen, or on
the BROWSE and EOIT facility screens following execution of the
PROJECT or SORT commands if the entered oolumn does not exist
within the report.
The sl tuation may be reoti fied by entering a
valid column specifioation on the data entry line, and pressing
enter.
Invalid Column Specification: XX Not Numeric
This message is displayed on the PRINT utility screen
following a request for the totalling of a non-numerio column.
The sl tuation may be rectified by entering the column numbers of
numerio columns to be totalled on the data entry line, and
pressing enter.
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Invalid Copy 'After' Column

This message is displayed on the COLUMN SPECIFICATIONS
faoility soreen following exeoution of the COPYCOL oommand with
the Data Cell positioned on one of the report oolumn lines which
is to be oopied. The situation may be reotified by tabbing the
Data Cell to the column width or oolumn format field of the
column line prior to where the columns are to be copied, and
pressing enter. Columns may be copied before the first column in
a report by tabbing the Data Cell to its HOME position, and
pressing enter.
Invalid Copy 'After' Line

This message is displayed on the EDIT facility screen
following execution of the line COpy command wi th the Data Celt
posi tioned on one of the report lines which is to be copied.
The
situation may be rectified by tabbing the Data CeLL to the report
Line prior to which lines are to be copied, and pressing enter.
Lines may be copied to the top of a report by tabbing the Data
Cell to its HOME position, and pressing enter.
Invalid Copy Specification

This message is displayed on the EDIT facility screen
folLowing execution of the COPY command wi th an invaLid integer
entered on the data entry line.
The si tuation may be rectified
by entering a valid integer on the data entry line, and pressing
enter.
Invalid Decimals Specification

This message is displayed on the COLUMN SPECIFICATIONS
facility screen following entry of a non-numeric decimals
specification.
The si tuation may be rectified by entering a
numeric column decimals specification on the data entry line, and
pressing enter.
Invalid Decimals Specification Update - Must Be Blank

This message is displayed on the COLUMN SPECIFICATIONS
facility screen following entry of a column decimals
specification for a column of type character. The decimals
specification must remain blank for a character column type.
Invalid Delete Specification

This message is displayed on the EDIT facility screen
following execution of the DELETE command with an invalid integer
entered on the data entry line. The si tuation may be rectified by
entering a valid integer on the data entry l ina, and pressing
enter.
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Invalid Description

This message is displayed on the DESCRIPTION/STATUS util i ty
screen following entry of a report description which exceeds (he
maximum length of 20 characters. The situation may be rectified
by entering a report description of up to 20 characters in length
on the data entry line, and pressing enter.
Invalid Input String

This message is displayed on the BROWSE and EDIT facili ty
screens following entry of a string which is not a valid numeric
value. An error will occur if one of the following is entered:
a
non-numeric value, a sign only, a sign followed by anolher sign,
or a sign followed by a decimal point.
The situation may be
rectified by entering a vali.d numeric value on the data entry
line, and pressing enter.
Invalid Insert Specification

This message is displayed on the EDIT facili ty screen
following execution of the INSERT command wi th entry of an
invalid integer on the data entry line.
The si tuation may be
rectified by entering a valid integer on the data entry line, and
pressing enter.
Invalid Move 'After' Column

This message is displayed on the COLUMN SPECIFICATIONS
facility screen following execution of the MOVECOL command wi th
the Data Cell positioned on one of the report column lines which
is to be moved. The si tuation may be rectified by tabbing the
Data Cell to the column width or column format field of the
column line prior to where the columns are to be moved, and
pressing enter. Columns may be moved before the first column in a
report by tabbing the Data Cell to its HOME position, and
pressing enter.
Invalid Move 'After' Line

This message is displayed on 'the EDIT facility screen
following execution of the line MOVE command with the Data Cell
positioned on one of the report lines which is to be moved.
The
situation may be rectified by tabbing the Data Cell to the report
line prior to which lines are to be moved, and pressing enter.
Lines may be moved to the top of a report by tabbing the Data
Cell to its HOME posi tion, and pressing enter.
Invalid Move Specification

This message is"displayed on the EDIT facili ty screen
following execution of the MOVE command with an invalid integer
entered on the data entry line.
The si tuation may be rectj tied
by entering a valid integer on the data entry line, and pressing
enter.
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Invalid 'Number Of Columns' To Copy
This message is displayed on the COLUMN SPECIFICATIONS
facility screen folloWing entry of a non-numeric number of
columns on the data entry line. The situation may be rectified by
entering the number of the columns to be copied on the data entry
line, and pressing enter.

Invalid 'Number of Columns' To Delete
This message is displayed on the COLUMN SPECIFICATIONS
facility screen following entry of a non-numeric number of
columns on the data entry line. The situation may be recti fied by
entering the number of the columns to be deleted on the data
entry line, and pressing enter.

Invalid 'Number Of Columns' To Insert
This message is displayed on the COLUMN SPECIFICATIONS
facility screen following entry of a non-numeric number of
columns on the data entry line. The situation may be recti fied by
entering the number of the columns to be inserted on the data
entry line, and pressing enter.

Invalid 'Number Of Columns' To Move
This message is displayed on the COLUMN SPECIFICATIONS
facili ty screen following entry of a non-numeric number of
columns on the data entry line. The situation may be rectified by
entering the number of the columns to be moved on the data entry
line, and pressing enter.

Invalid Number Of Copies
This message is displayed on the PRINT utili ty screen
following entry of the number of copies of a report to be printed
which is not in the range 0 to 9.
The situation may be rectified
by entering a value within the abovementioned range on the data
entry line, and pressing enter.

Invalid 'Number Of Lines' To Scroll
This message is displayed on the COLUMN SPECIFICATIONS or
BROWSE facility screens following entry of a non-numeric number
of lines to be scrolled. The situation may be recti fied by
entering a numeric number of lines on the data entry line and
requesting the report to be scrolled.

Invalid Print Specification - Enter 'V' or 'N'
This message is -displayed on the PRINT utili ty screen
follOWing entry of a report print spec! fication which was not 'y'
or 'N'. The situation may be recti fied by entering one of these
values on the data entry line, and pressing enter.
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Invalid Quote Position
This message is displayed on the BROWSE and EDIT facili ty
screens following execution of the FIND command if the entered
searoh string oontains a quote. The si tuation may be recti fied by
entering a valid search string on the data entry line, and
pressing enter.
Invalid Report Name
This message is displayed on the CATALOGUE facility, and
DESCRIPTION/STATUS, SECURITY, RENAME, and COpy report utili ty
screens following entry of a report name which either does not
begin with a letter, or contains characters other than letters,
numbers, or the national characters @,", or $.
The si tuation m3Y
be rectified by entering a val id report name on the data entry
line, and pressing enter.
Invalid Report Name - Cannot Be Current Report
This message is displayed on
following execution of the JOIN
current report name on the data
may not be joined wi th itself.
entering a valid report name on
enter.

the BROWSE facility screen
command wit h t he en try 0 f the
entry line.
The ourrent report
The situation may be reoti fied by
the data entry line, and pressing

Invalid Report Name - Too Long
This message is displayed on the BROWSE faoility screen
following entry of a report name exceeding 8 oharacters in
length. The sl tuation may be reoti fied by entering a report name
of up to 8 oharacters on the data entry line, and pressing enter.
Invalid Sort Specification
This message is displayed on the BROWSE and EDIT faoili ty
soreens following execution of the SORT command with an invalid
order ori teria. The situation may be rectified by entering a
valid sort specifioation with an order criteria of 'a'
(asoending) or 'd' (desoending) on the data entry line, and
pressing enter.
'
In~alid

Type Specification

Must Be 'e' Or 'N'

This message is displayed on
facili ty screen following entry
whioh is not 'c' (character) or
be rectified by entering one of
line, and pressing enter.

the COLUMN SPECIFICATIONS
of a column type speci fication
'N' (numerio>.
The situation may
these values on the data entry
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Invalid Width Specification
This message is displayed on the COLUMN SPECIFICATIONS
facility screen following entry of a non-numeric column width
specification.
The situation may be rectified by entering a
numerio oolumn width speoifioation on the data entry line, and
pressing enter.
Invalid Width Specification - Cannot Be Zero
This message is displayed on the COLUMN SPECIFICATIONS
faci li ty screen following entry of a column width speci fication
of zero. The si tuation may be recti fied by entering a column
Width speoi fication greater than 2 on the data entry line,
and pressing enter.
Join Cancelled
This message is displayed on the BROWSE faeili ty screen
following the successful cancellation of the JOIN command.
Join Number Already Exists
This message is displayed on the JOIN SPECIFICATIONS facili ty
screen following the entering of a join number that has already
been speci f ied for that'report. The si tuation may be recti fied
by entering a unique join number on the data entry line, tabbing
the Data Cell to the required report column field, and pressing
enter.
Join Number Exceeds Column Length
This message is displayed on the JOIN SPECIFICATIONS facili ty
screen following the entering of a join number join number which
exceeds the length of the report column which is to be joined.
Join Number XX: Incompatible Lengths
This message is displayed on the JOIN SPECIFICATIONS facili ty
screen following execution of the SUBMIT comnand wi th the join
number XX speci fied on two report columns of differing lengths.
The situation may be rectified by executing the SUBMIT comnand
ensuring that join numbers are only specified for report columns
of equal length.
Join Number XX: IncompatibLe Types
This message is displayed on the JOIN SPECIFICATIONS facility
screen following execution of the SUBMIT command wi th the join
number XX speci fied on two report columns of differing data
types.
The situat~on may be recti fied by executing the SUBMIT
command ensuring that join numbers are only speci fied for report
columns of the Sama data type, that is, either both columns are
of type character or both columns are of type numeric.
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Join Numbers Must Be Numeric
This message is displayed on the JOIN SPECIFICATIONS facili ty
screen following the pressing of a non-numeric key. The situation
may be recti fied by entering a numeric join number on the data
entry line, tabbing the Data Cell to the required report column
field, and pressing enter.

Lines Copied
This message is displayed on the EDIT facility screen
following the successful execution of the COpy command.

Lines Deleted
This message is displayed on the EDIT facili ty screen
following the succe.ssful execution of the DELETE command.

Lines Inserted
This message is displayed on the EDIT faci li ty screen
following the successful execution of the INSERT command.

Lines Moved
This message is displayed on the EDIT facili ty screen
follOWing the successful execution of the MOVE command.

Move Command Cancelled
This message is displayed on the EDIT facili ty screen
following the successful cancelLation of the MOVE command.

Move Invalid On This Line
This message is displayed on the EDIT facility screen
follOWing execution of the MOVE command wi th the Data Cell
posi tioned on the report heading or the report column heading
line.
The situation may be rectified by tabbing the Data Cell
a line within the actual report which is to be moved, and
pressing enter.

Movecol Command Cancelled
This message is displayed on the COLUMN SPECIFICATIONS
facility screen following the successful cancellation of the
MOVECOL command.

Negative Number Invalid
This message is displayed on the BROWSE and EDIT faci lity
screens following entry of a negative number if negative
numbers are not permissible.

to
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New Report Not Created
This message is displayed on the report CATALOGUE facility
screen following the suocessful cancellation of the oreation of a
report.

No Command Selected
This message is displayed on the BROWSE facility screen if the
user presses enter whi le the Command Cell is still on the home
position. The situation may be recti fied by tabbing the Comnand
Cell to the required command and pressing enter.

No Match Found For Join Number XX
This message is displayed on the COLUMN SPECIFICATIONS
facility screen following execution of the SUBMIT cOIl~nand with
join number XX only speci fied on a report column in one of the
reports to be joined.
The si tuation may be rectified by entering
the join number XX on the data entry line, tabbing the Data Cell
to the required report column Which is to be joined from the
other report, and pressing enter.

No Terminating Quote For Comparison String
This message is displayed on the BROWSE facility screen
followi ng execut ion of the SELECT command wi th a boolean
expression entered containing an unmatched quote. The situation
may be recti fied by entering a val id boolean expression on the
data entry line, and pressing enter.

No Terminating Quote For String
This message is displayed on the BROWSE and EDIT facil ity
screens following execution of the FIND command if the entered
search string was not terminated by a quote.
The 5i tuation may
be rectified by re-entering the search string on the data entry
line (ensuring that it is enclosed by quotes), and pressing
enter.

Number Not In Allowable Range
This message is displayed on the BROWSE and EDIT facil ity
screens following entry of a number which is not between the
minimum and maximum value allowable.
The situation may be
recti fied by entering a number within the allowed range on the
data entry line, and pressing enter-.
Numeric Width Specification Must Be Greater Than 2

This message ;s p;splayed on the COLUMN SPECIFICATIONS
facility screen following entry of an invalid column width
speci fication. The si tuation may be rectified by entering a
column width speci fication greater than 2 on the data entry line,
and pressing enter.
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Numeric Width Specification Must Be Less Than XX

This message is displayed on the COLUMN SPECIFICATIONS
facil ity screen following entry of an invalid column width
speci fication. The situation may be rectified by entering a
column width specification less than the value stated in the
message on the data entry line, and pressing enter.
Place Data CellOn The Required Field

This message is displayed on the JOIN SPECIFICATIONS facil i ty
screen if enter is pressed wi th the Data Cellon its HOME
position.
The situation may be recti tied by tabbing the Data
Cell to one of the report column fields currently displayed on
the screen, and pressing enter.
Print Request Cancelled

This message is displayed on the CATALOGUE, BROWSE and EDIT
facil i ty screens following the successful cancellation of the
print request for a report.
Print Request Submitted

This message is displayed on the CATALOGUE, BROWSE and EDIT
facili ty screens following the successful submission of a report
print request.
Project Completed

This message is dispLayed on the BROWSE facili ty screen
follOWing the successful execution and completion of the PROJECT
command.
Rename Specifications IncompLete

This message is displayed on the RENAME uti li ty screen
follOWing execution of the UPDATE command without the entry of
one of the report names. The si tuation may be recti fied by
entering a report name of up to 8 characters on the data entry
line, tabbing the Data Cell to the required report name field,
and pressing enter.
Report Already Exists

This message is displayed on the EDIT and BROWSE facil; ty
screens following entry of a report name which is already in
existence. The si tuation may be rectified by entering a unique
report name of up to 8 characters on the data entry line, and
pressing enter.
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Report Being Projected
This message is displayed on the BROWSE facili ty screen during
execution of the PROJECT command.

Report Being Restored
This message is displayed On the BROWSE facili ty screen during
exeoution of the RESTORE convnand.

Report Being Retrieved
This message is displayed on the report CATALOGUE facili ty
soreen during retrieval of the seleoted report from the data
base.

Report Being Saved
This message is displayed on the EDIT and BROWSE faci li ty
screens during exeoution of the SAVE command.

Report Being Selected
This message is displayed on the BROWSE facili ty screen during
execution of the SELECT command.

Report Being Sorted
This message is displayed on the EDIT and BROWSE facil ity
screens during execution of the SORT command.

Report Is Currently Being Editted
This message is displayed on the report CATALOGUE facili ty
screen if the user tries to edi t a report which is currently
being edi tted by another user.

Report Is Currently In Use
This message is displayed on the DELETE or RENAME report
utility screens if the report selected for deletion or renaming
is currently being editted or browsed by another user.

Report Name Exceeds 8 Characters
This message is displayed on the CATALOGUE facili ty, or
DESCRIPTION/STATUS, SECURITY, RENAME, COPY, or DELETE report
utility soreens following entry of a report name exceeding 8
characters in length., The situation may be rectified by entering
a report name of up to 8 characters on the dala,enlry line, and
pressing enter.
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Report Name Invalid
This message is displayed on the EDIT and BROWSE facili ty
screens following entry of a report name which ei ther does not
begin wi th a letter, or oontains character's other than letters,
numbers, or the national characters ~,#, or $.
The situation may
be rectified by entering a valid report name on the data entry
line, and pressing enter.
Report Print Being Created
This message is displayed on the PRINT utili ty screen
following the successful submission of a report -print request.
Report Restored
This message is displayed on the BROWSE facil i ty screen
following the successful execution of the RESTORE command.
Report Successfully Selected
This message is displayed on the BROWSE facil i ty screen
following the successful execution of the SELECT co~nand.
Report XXXXXXXX Deleted
This me s sage i s dis p lay e don the 0 ELET E 'r e po r t uti lit y s c r e en
following the successful deletion of a report.
Report XXXXXXXX Does Not Exist
This message is displayed on the report SECURITY utili ty or
BROWSE facility screen following entry of a non-existent report
name. The si tuation may be rectified by entering a valid report
name on the data entry line, and pressing enter.
Report XXXXXXXX Exists
This message is displayed on the COpy and RENAME report
utili ty screens following entry of a 'new' report name which
already exists. The si tuation may be recti fied by entering a
unique report name on the data entry line, and pressing enter.
Report XXXXXXXX Not Found
This message is displayed on the CATALOGUE facili ty, or
DESCRIPTION/STATUS, RENAME, COPY, and DELETE report util i ty
screens following entry of a report name which does not exist.
The situation may be recti fied by entering an existing report
name on the data entry line, and pressing enter.
Report XXXXXXXX Saved
This message is displayed on the EDIT and BROWSE facility
screens following successful execution of the SAVE command.
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Select Column For Join
This message is displayed on the JOIN SPECIFICATIONS faciLi ty
screen following execution of the SUBMIT command without
selection of a column on which the join is to take place. The
situation may be recti fied by entering a join number on the data
entry line, tabbing the Data Cett to the report column which is
to be joined, and pressing enter.
Select Desired Function
This message is displayed on the TUTORIAL or UTILITIES option,
or the main BURP menu facili ty screen if the user has pressed
enter wi thout selection of a function. The 5i lualion may be
rectified by tabbing the Data Cell to lhe required function, and
pressing enter.
Select Field
This message is displayed on the report DESCRIPTION/STATUS
utili ty screen if the user presses enter withoul moving the Data
Cell from ils HOME posi tion. The si tuation may be recti fied by
tabbing the Data Cell to the required field, and pressing enter.
Select Required Field
This message is displayed on the PRINT utility screen
following entry of information on the data entry line without the
selection of a field to be updated.
The si tuation may be
rectified by tabbing the Data Cell to the appropriale field, and
pressing enter.
Sort Completed
This message is displayed on the BROWSE and EDIT facili ty
screens following the successful execution and completion of
SORT command.

the

Sort Terminated Abnormally
This message is displayed on the BROWSE and EDIT facility
screens following execution of the SORT command if a bad status
is returned from the system.
String XXXXXXXX Found
This message is displayed on the EDIT and BROWSE facili ty
screens following execut ion of the. FIND command if the enlered
search string has been located within the report.
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string XXXXXXXX Not Found
This message is displayed on the EDIT and BROWSE facili ty
screens following execution of the FIND command if the entered
search string has not been located wi thin the report.

Target Column Width Too Small For Result
This message is displayed on the EDIT facil i ty screen
following execution of the MATH command if the result of the
mathematical equation exceeds the width of the resultant column
speci fied. The si tuation may be rectified by re-entering the
mathematical equation selecting a larger resultant column,
tabbing the Command Cell to the MATH command, and pressing enter.

There Are No Numeric Columns
This message is displayed on the PRINT utili ty screen
following the specification that all report columns are to be
totalled, if none of the columns in the repor t have a column type
of numeric.

Tilda Invalid In Data Entered
This message is displayed on the EDIT facili ty screen
following entry of the character tllda on the data ent~y line.
tilda may not be contained in any data entered:

Too Many Digits After Decimal Point
This message is displayed on the EDIT facility screen
following entry of a number containing more digits after the
decimal point than the maximum number allowable.
The situation
may be rectified by entering a number with less digi ts after the
decimal point on the data entry line, and pressing enter.

Too Many Integers Entered
This message is displayed on the EDIT facility screen
following entry of a number containing more digi ts before the
decimal point, or the assumed decimal point, than the maximum
number allowable.
The sl tuation 'may be recti fied by entering a
number with less digi ts before the decimal point on the data
entry line, and pressing enter.

Too Many Join Keys: Maximum 9
This message is displayed on the JOIN SPECIFICATIONS facility
screen following execution of the SUBMIT command wi th more join
keys specified than allowable. The situation may be rectified by
specifying up to 9 join keys, tabbing the Command Cell to the
SUBMIT command, and pressing enter.

A
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Too Many Sort Keys: Maximum 9
This message is displayed on the BROWSE and EDIT facili ty
screens following execution of the SORT comnand wi th more sort
keys speci fied than allowable. The situation may be rectified by
specifying up to 9 sort keys on the data entry line, tabbing the
Command Cell to the SORT command, and pressing enter.
Type Specification Update Invalid

Original Column

This message is displayed on the COLUMN SPECIFICATIONS
faci l i ty screen following execut ion of the UPDATE command wi th
the type speci flcation for an original column changed.
If the
report column type speci fication for an original column is
character, this may not be updated to numeric, and vice versa.
Unexpected Data Base Error: XXXX
This message is displayed on the BROWSE or JOIN SPECIFICATIONS
facili ty screen if an unexpected error occurs while trying to
access a report in the data base.
Unexpected Status Error
This message is displayed on the report SECURITY utility
screen if the display oi restoration of the current access
permission tags for a report produces a status error.
Update Unsuccessful

Column Specifications Incomplete

This message is displayed on the COLUMN SPECIFICATIONS
facility screen following execution of the UPDATE command without
entry of the report column type or report column width
specification.
The si tuation may be recti fied by entering the
required speci fication on the data entry line, tabbing the Data
Cell to the appropriate field, and pressing enter.
Update Unsuccessful - Column Specifications Inconsistent
This message is displayed on the COLUMN SPECIFICATIONS
facility screen following execution of the UPDATE command and
entry of one of the following:
- a humeric report column type and a report column width
specification less than the number of decimals required plus
three.
- a numeric report column type and a report column width
specifioation greater than the maximum numeric width allowable.
- a character report column type and a decimals speci fication
field which is not blank.
The situation may be recti fied by entering the required
specification on the data entry line, tabbing the Data Cell to
the appropriate field •. and pressing enter-.
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Updating Report Columns
This message is displayed on the COLUMN SPECIFICATIONS
facili ty screen jf the report columns are currently being
updated.
Width Must Be 3 Greater Than Decimal Specification
This message is displayed on the COLUMN SPECIFICATIONS
facility screen following entry of a report column width which
does not exceed the decimal specification by at least 3.
The
si tuation may be rectified by entering an appropriate column
width on the data entry line, and pressing enter.
Width Update Will Exceed Report Width Maximum of XXX
This message is displayed on the COLUMN SPECIFICATIONS
faoili ty screen if the requested update of the report column
width would cause the report to exceed the maximum width
allowable.
XX Columns Copied
This message is displayed on the COLUMN SPECIFICATIONS
facility screen following the successful oOPY of report columns
from one position in the report to another.
XX Columns Deleted
This message is displayed on the COLUMN SPECIFICATIONS
facility screen following the successful deletion of report
columns.
XX Columns Inserted
This message is displayed on the COLUMN SPECIFICATIONS
facility screen following the successful insertion of report
columns.
XX Columns Moved
This message is displayed on the COLUMN SPECIFICATIONS
facility screen following the successful move of report columns
from one position in the report to another.
XXX Is Not A Numeric Constant
this message is displayed on the EDIT facility screen
following execution of the MATH command if a constant speci fied
in the mathematical equation is not numeric. The si tuaticn may be
rectified by re-entering the mathematical equation on the data
entry line ensuring that all constants are numeric, and pressing
enter.
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XXX Is Not A Valid Column Boundary
This message is displayed on the BROWSE and EDIT facili ty
screen following execut ion of the FIND cOllmand wi th a column
boundary which is not numeric. The situation may be reotified by
entering a valid search string containing numeric column
boundaries on the data entry line, and pressing enter.

XXXXXXXX And VYYYYYYY Joined
This message is displayed on the JOIN SPECIFICATIONS facil; ty
screen following the successful join of the two reports XXXXXXXX,
and YYYYYYYY.

XXXXXXXX And YYYVYYYY Joined, Report Truncated
This message is displayed on the JOIN SPECIFICATIONS facil i ty
screen following the successful join of the two repol-La XXXXXXXX,
and YYYYYYYY, where the resultant report has been truncated.

XXXXXXXX Copied To VYYYYYYY
This message is displayed on the COPY report utility screen
following the successful copy of report XXXXXXXX to report
YYYYYYYY.

XXXXXXXX Renamed To YYVYYYYY
This message is displayed on the RENAME report utility screen
following the successful rename of report XXXXXXXX to YYYYYYYY.

Zero Divide -

Intermediate Result Set To Zero

This message is displayed on the EDIT facili ty screen
following execution of the MATH conmand jf the mathematical
equation produced a denominator of zero.

Zero Not Permissible
This message is displayed on the EDIT or COLUMN SPECICATION
faci l i ty screens following entry of the value zero j f zero's are
not allowable.
The si tuation may be rectified by entering a
number other than zero on the data entry line, tabbing the Data
Cell to the reqUired field, and pressing enter.
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Welcome to the BURP How-To ManuaL. This manuaL explains how to
use BURP to produce and process reports.
The How-To Manual is not intended to be used alone, but in
conjunction wi th the other BURP manuals. For example, complete
details of all commands are not presented in this manual.
Instead, you are referred to the Reference Manual, which contains
complete details and many examples.
To get started wi th using BURP, read this manual carefully.
This manuaL explains basic BURP concepts and guides you through
some prerequisi te procedures.
As you work wi th BURP. help is not far away. BURP has an on-line
HELP FACILITY that is context sensi t ive; the screen of heLp text
that appears when you execute the HELP command is tailored to the
work you are currently doing.
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GENERAL DESCRIPTION
A report can be viewed as a series of horizontaL lines of data
formatted into variabLe width verticaL columns ( fields ), with
each Line consisting of a set of related data. Reports may be
considered as being independant or relational wi th respect to
each other.
The BUSINESS REPORT PROCESSER - BURP - is a fourth generation
language which provides a range of functions which allow
flexability of movement within a report and the total report
library, and provides a variety of display, editting, sorting and
searching options, and certain mathematical operations on reporl
items.
BURP is designed to be run on the UNIX Operating System and
is connected to by executing the command 'BURP' from the
/u/p/321/g5/devt directory.
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BURP REPORT CONCEPTS
Report Definition
A report can be viewed as a series of horizontal lines of data
formatted into variable width, vertical columns ( fields ), with
each horizontal line consisting of a set of related data.

Report Name
The name of a report is unique and can be a maximum of 8
characters. It must start with an alphabetic character and
can contain alphanumeric and national ( @ # $ ) characters.

Report Specification Restrictions
The repor t can be a max imum of 126 characters wi de and
the length of the report is restricted to the l imi t of the
hardware/software environment.
A report can contain a maximum of 63 columns. Each column
is separated by a blank character, which is included in the
width of the report. There are two types of columns - character
and numeric. Only the numeric column is restricted to a width
of 16 characters for mathematical calculation purposes.
Column speci fications for a report are not fixed upon its
creation.
.

Report Storage
The report data is stored in a flat file and the report
speci f ications are stored on a database.

Report Security
Each report has its own access permission tags which
specify the accessing permissions of users for that report.
A report has permission tags for the owner of the report ( the
person who created the report ), the group which the owner
belongs to, and for all users of BURP. For each of these, the
owner of the report can set up the permission tags in the
Report Securi ty Ut il i ty to READ and/or WRITE access. Read access
gives only browse, print and copy access to a report, whereas
wri te access gives you browse, edi t, print, copy, rename, delete
and update access to a report.
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BURP SCREEN CONCEPTS
Conmand Line
The Command Line is the first line of every screen. It
displays the name of the current facility, followed by the
commands available in that facility. ( see Figure 2.1 )
Figure 2.1

Browse Faci l i ty Command Line

IBROWSE I MENU END FINO RFIND PROJECT SELECT JOIN SORT RESTORE
I
I

PRINT

SAVE HELP/
I
I

I

Conmand Cell
The Command CeLL is an inverse-video portion that is used to
indicate the command to be executed.
The Command CelL is always visible on the screen and the
'HOME' pos i t jon 0 f t he Command Ce LLis the f ac i Lit y name j n the
top Left-hand corner of the screen.
A command is selected by moving the Command Cell across the
Command Line to the requir'ed command. The Command CeLL is moved
by using the 'TAB' key to move j t forwards across the Command
Line and by using the 'ESCAPE' key to move j t backwards.
A command is executed by moving the Command CeLL to the
required command and pressing the 'ENTER' key.

Data Cell
The Data CeLL is an inverse-video portion that is used to
seLect a menu o~tion or to indicate a field to update.
The Data CeLL is always visible on the screen and the 'HOME'
po sit ion 0 f the 0 a t a Ce l l j s the f a c i lit y name i nth e top
left-hand corner of the screen.
The Data Cell is moved by using the arrow keys: down arrow to
move down the screen, up arrow to move up the screen, left arrow
to move left across the screen and right arrow to move right
across the screen.
ego
A menu option is selected by moving the Data CelL to the
required option and pressing the 'ENTER' key.
ego
A field to be updated is indicated by moving the Data CelL
to the required field and pressing the 'ENTER' key.
NOTE: To select a menu option or to indicate a field to update,
the Command Cell must be at its 'HOME' position.
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Data Entry Line

The Data Entry Line is the second line of each screen which
involves data entry. The Data Entry Line is to the right of lhe
of the '===)' symbol. This symbol only appears when there is
a Data Entry Line for that particular screen, otherwise the
second line of the screen is blank.
On some screens, the Data Entry Line is preceded by the
current report name enclosed in brackets. ( see Figure 2.2 )
Figure 2.2

Browse Facili ty Command Line and Data Entry Line

---------------------------_._--------------------------------------------------IBROWSE I MENU END FIND RFIND PROJECT SELECT JOIN SORT RESTORE
I (REPORT ) ===)

PRINT SAVE HELPI
I
I

I
I

The Data Entry Line is used to enter data
or to enter information for the execution of
Cursor is used on the Data Entry Line and i t
the Data Entry Line by using the 'CLEAR' key
and the 'HOME' key to move it backwards.

for updating fields
commands. The
may be moved along
to move; t forwards

Message Line

The Message Line is the'third line of every screen.
to display informatory messages. ( see Figure 2.3 )
Figure 2.3

It

is used

Browse Faci li ty Command Line and Data Entry Line
and Message Line, displaying a message.

IBROWSE I MENU END FIND RFIND PROJECT SELECT JOIN SORT RESTORE
PRINT SAVE HELPI
I (REPORT ) ===>
I
1========================================================== NO COMMAND SELECTED =1
I
1

I

Report Display

A report may be displayed in the Browse or Edi t Faci li ties.
The report is displayed as follows,: ( see Figure 2.4 )
Report Name - the name of the report currently being browsed
or editted. It is displayed on the second line of the screen,
enclosd wi thin brackets.
Report Heading - the heading of the report is displayed on
the fourth line of the screen.
Report Column Headings - the headings for each column of
report data are bounded by the width of the column and are
displayed on the fifth and sixth lines of the screen.
Column Number Line - the column numbers for each column are
displayed on the seventh line of the screen.
Report Data Section - the report data is displayed on lhe
remaining section of the screen ( exclUding the very last line ).

BURP
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report.

IEDIT l MENU END
RETURN INSERT DELETE MOVE COpy
PRINT SAVE CANCEL HELPI
I(STUDENTS) ===>
1
1================================================================================1
I
CSCI 201 - MID SESSION EXAM RESULTS
I
ISTUDENT
I
STUDENT NAME
RESULT
I
1NUMBER
1-------1------------------------------2------3----------------------------------1
18200356 ANDREWS RAYMOND GREG
PASS
I
18203671 ATKINSON BRUCE ROBERT
CREDIT
18212985 BAILEY GEOFF THOMAS
16200506 BAKER JOHN DAVID
A report may be a maximum of 126 characters wide. The screen
can only display BO characters at the one time. Also, a report
may be longer than the 16 lines of repor t data that can be
displayed at the one time. So, scrolling options are prOVided
to scroll the report display horizontally and vertically.
( ref e r f 0 1 1ow i n g sec t ion - S c r 0 1 lin gOp t ion s )
The Report Heading, Report Column Headings and the Column
Number Line are only scrolled horizontally so that they are
always displayed on the screen. Whereas, the Report Data Section
may be scrolled horizontally ( wi th the headings) or vertically.

Scrolling Options
The display of data may be scroLLed using the ScroLL ing
Options provided for that particular screen. The Scrolling
Options available for a particular screen are d~splayed on the
bot t am lin e 0 1 the s ere en. ( see Fig u r e 2. 5 ) The y are :
CNTL-L
will scroll to the left-most data
CNTL-R
will scroll to the right-most data
CNTL-P
will scroll to the prev page of data
CNTL-N
wi It scroll to the nex t page 01 data
Data may be scrolled vertically a certain number of lines or
horizontally a certain number of characters by entering the
number on the Data Entry Line and executing the Scroll Option.
Scrolling of a report is confined to the report boundaries, ie.
a horizontal scroll request will scroll to lhe furthest edge of
the report data; this edge is dependent on the total report width.
Figure 2.5

Browse Facil

16208973 FISHER EDDIE
16210065 FRANKLIN ROSS MICHAEL
ICNTL-L : LEFT CNTL-R: RIGHT

j

ty Scrolling Options

PASS
CREDIT
CNTL-P : PREV CNTL-N : NEXT
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Entering Data
Data may be entered into a field by moving the Data Cell to
the field to be updated, entering the required data on the Data
Entry Line and pressing the 'ENTER' key. ( see Figure 2.6 )
The Data Entry Line will be cleared and the data will appear
in the field indicated by the Data Cell. However, if the data
entered on the Data Entry Line is invalid in some way, i t will
not be moved to the field, i t will remain on the Data Entry
Line and an error message wi II be displayed explaining why the
data is inval id.
Figure 2.6

Edi t Faci l i ty Step one, enter

'STUDENT' repor t.
data and position

IEDIT : MENU END
RETURN INSERT DELETE MOVE COpy
I(STUDENTS} ===) HOIST

the Data Cell.

PRINT SAVE CANCEL HELP)
I

1================================================================================1

I
CSCI 201 - MID SESSION EXAM RESULTS
I
ISTUDENT
I
STUDENT NAME
RESUL T
1
INUMBER
1-------1------------------------------2------3----------------------------------1
18200356 ANDREWS RAYMOND GREG
PASS
I
CREDIT
I
18203671 ATKINSON BRUCE ROBERT
18212985 BAILEY GEOFF THOMAS
1
18200506 BAKER JOHN DAVID
Step

IEDIT : MENU END
I(STUDENTS) ===)

two,

after

pressing

'ENTER',

RETURN INSERT DELETE MOVE COPY

the

field

is

updated.

PRINT SAVE CANCEL HELPt
I

1================================================================================1

1
CSCI 201 - MID SESSION EXAM RESULTS
I
ISTUDENT
I
INUMBER
STUDENT NAME
RESULT
I
1-------1------------------------------2------3----------------------------------1
18200356 ANDREWS RAYMOND GREG
PASS
I
CREDIT
I
18203671 ATKINSON BRUCE ROBERT
HOIST
I
18212985 BAILEY GEOFF THOMAS
18200506 BAKER JOHN DAVID
To do a simple change of a field, such a mistyped character,
redisplay the incorrect field on the Data Entry Line. Afield can
be redisplayed by moving the Data Cell to that field and using
CNTL-D. Now, move the cursor to the mistyped character and change
i t , using the 'CLEAR' and 'HOME' keys to move the cursor.
Then
press 'ENTER' to update the field. If this redisplaying option is
available, then CNTL-D will be displayed on the bottom line of
the screen, with the scrolling options.
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BURP FACILITIES AND UTILITIES

Main Menu Facility

The Main Menu Faci li ty is the facil i ty you connect to when
you start your BURP session. You can choose one of the facilities
displayed on the screen:
Browse Facili ty - to browse a report
Edit Facility - to edit a report
Utilities Facility - to perform utility functions
Tutorial Facility - to display BURP tutorial information
Exi t Facil i ty - to end a BURP session
Report Catalogue Facility

The Report Catalogue Faciltiy displays the existing reports
in BURP, in alphabetical order. The catalogue of reports is
displayed for the selection of a report to ei ther browse, ed; tor
print.
The following information is displayed for each report
Repor t Name : t he un i que name 0 f a repor t
Report Description: a short text to describe the report,
maintained in the Description/Status Utility and defaults to
the Report Name. ( refer to the Description/Status Utility
section in this chapter. )
Report Status
indicates if the report has a temporary or
permanent status, maintained in the Description Status Utility
and defaults to temporary. ( refer to the Description/Status
Utility section in this chapter)
Last Access Date
date the report was last browsed or editted.
Last Update Date
date the report was last editted.
Browse Facility

The Browse Faci l i ty displays the report selected from the
Repor t Ca tal ogue F ac i lit y.
You may browse a report which is currently being editted or
browsed by someone else using BURP.
You must have at least READ access to a report to be allowed
to browse it. ( Report access is explained in a previous section
of 'THE REPORT' and in the BURP Reference Manual)
The Browse Facil; ty allows you to browse the report data wi th
the option to create a new report. A new report may be created
by using the relational commands provided in this facility to
project, select, join and sort the report being browsed. Also,
the altered version of the report may just be printed, without
actually saving the report.
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Ed i t Fac i lit y
The Edit Facility displays the existing report seLected trom
the Report CataLogue Faci L i ty or the new report speci f ied In
the Repor t Ca tal ogue F ac i lit y •
You may edi t a report which is currently being browsed but
not currently being edi tted by someone eLse using BURP.
You must have WRITE access to a report to be allowed to edi t
it. ( Report access is explained in a previous section of 'THE
REPORT' and in the BURP Reference Manual)
The Edit Facility aLLows you to update the report heading,
the column headings, the column speci fications, and the report
data.
Column Specifications Facility
The CoLumn Speci fications Facil i ty displays the coLumn
speci fications of the report being created or updated in the
current Edj t session.
When a new report is specified for creation in the Report
Catalogue Facility, you will be required to specify the report's
coLumn specifications before you wilL be dispLayed the report in
the Edit Facility for creating.
The coLumn speci fications of a report may be changed after
it is created. You may insert, delete, move and copy columns of
report data. The column width and number of decimaLs can also be
changed. Only the type of 'an existing column may not be altered.
Utilities Facility
The Utilities Facility is a menu facility which displays the
report utilities available for selection
Print Report - to print a report
Copy Report - to copy a report
Rename Report - to rename a report
Delete Report - to delete a report
Report Description/Status - update report description/status
Report Security - to update report security
Print Report Utility
The Print Report UtiLity displays the print specifications
required to obtain a hard copy of a report. The report to be
printed is selected from the Report Catalogue Facili ty which is
displayed when the Print Report Util i ty is selected from the
Uti lit j es F ac j lit y .
Print specifications include the number of copies required,
centreing of headings and totalling of numeric columns.
Copy Report utility
The Copy Report Utility provides the facility
of an existing report.

to create a copy
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Rename Report Utility
The Rename Report Utili ty provides
existing report.

the

facil i ty

to rename

an

the

facility

to

an

Delete Report Utility
The Delete Report
existing report.

Utility provides

delete

Report Description/Status Utility
The Report Description/Status Utility provides the facility
update the report description and the report status of an
existing report.

to

Report Security Utility

the

The Report Security Utility provides
report access permissions.

the

facility

to update

Tutorial Facility
The TutoriaL Facility provides on-line information regarding
the available facilities of BURP, the general operations of BURP,
the commands and their execution procedures.
At all times, the HELP command is available. Execution of the
Help command wiLL temporarily display a relevant section of
the Tutorial Facility.
After reading the displayed 'heLp' information, you can
return to the screen where you executed the HELP command from,
by executing the END command.
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USING EDIT FACILITY
A new report can be created
following these steps:

in

the BURP Edit

Facili ty

by

Selecting The Edit Facility
Select the Edi t Facili ty option from the BURP Main Menu
Screen. ( see Figure 3.1 ) The Report Catalogue Facility will
displayed tospeci fy the report to be edi t ted.
Figure 3.1

I

MENU

BURP Main Menu Screen Edi t Faoi l i ty opt ion.

Data Cell

indicating

I

be

the

HELP

I

1
I

1=============================='===================================================1
I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

,
,
I
I
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B
R
P
UUUUU
R
BBBBB

I

I
I
I

BROWSE
EDIT

I
I

TUTORIAL
EXIT

UTILITIES

Display report data.
or update report data.
Perform utiLity functions.
Display Information about BURP.
Terminate BURP session.

Crea~e

I

I

I For HELP: press 'TAB' key once, then press 'ENTER'

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Specifying The New Report Name

To spec; ty a new report, enter the name of the new report
on the Data Entry Line of the Report Catalogue Screen and press
the 'ENTER' key. ( see Figure 3.2 )
The new report name must be unique, a maximum of B characters,
s tar t wi t han a l ph a be tic c h a r act e r an d co n t a ina l ph a n urne rIc
and/or national ( @ B $ ) characters.
If the new report name is valid, the Column Specifications
Screen will be displayed for the specification of the report"s
columns.
Figure 3.2

Report Catalogue Screen - speci lying
of the new report "CSCI211".

the creation

I CATALOGUE : MENU END LOCATE
HELP I
1 ===> CSCI211
I
1=================================================================================1
I
REPORT CATALOGUE
I
REPORT
LAS T
LAS T
I
I
I
NAME
DESCRIPTION
STATUS
ACCESS
UPDATE
I

1---------------------------------------------------------------------------------1

ADDRESS
BUDGET
COURSES
CSCI101
CSCI102
CSCI201
CSCI311
CSCI321
ENVIRON
FACULTY
LECTURER
I
MAJOR
I
MONTHSAL
I
PARTYLST
I
PHONENOS
I
STUDLIST
I
SUBJECT
I CNTL-P : PREV
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

COMMON USE ADDRESS
THE LATEST BUDGET
UNIVERSITY COURSES
CSCI101 STUDENT MARKS
CSCI102 STUDENT MARKS
CSCI201 STUDENT MARKS
CSCI311 STUDENT MARKS
CSCI321 STUDENT MARKS
ENVIRONMENTAL STUDY
UNIVERSITY FACULTIES
UNIVERSITY LECTURERS
UNIVERSITY MAJORS
MONTHLY SALES
INVITE LIST - PARTY
USEFUL PHONE NUMBERS
1986 STUDENT LIST
UNIVERSITY SUBJECTS
CNTL-N : NEXT

PERMANENT
TEMPORARY
PERMANENT
PERMANENT
PERMANENT
PERMANENT
PERMANENT
PERMANENT
TEMPORARY
PERMANENT
PERMANENT
PERMANENT
PERMANENT
TEMPORARY
PERMANENT
PERMANENT
PERMANENT

20/03/85

18/05/86
30/05/86

26/01/86
18/05/86

I

1

30/01/86
30/01/86
30/01/86

15/07/86

I
I

06/10/86

1

15/01/86

30/01/86

12/09/86

I
I

30/01/86

21/04/86
04/04/86
21/04/86
21/04/86
21/04/86
30/04/86
12/05/86

11/04/86
30/05/86

30/05/86
30/05/86
30/04/86
15/05/86
21/03/86

03/05/86
30/05/86

21/04/86

1
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

26/01/86
08/04/86
21/04/86

Entering Column Specifications

The column speci lications for the new report must be defIned
belore you can enter the actual report data. For each column, the
following details must be entered:
Type - There are two types of columns; character (C) and
numeric CN). Columns should be speci fied as character unless they
are to contain numbers lor mathematical purposes.

I

BURP
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Width - A character column must be at least one character
wide. A numeric column width must include an extra character for
a sign, thus it must be at least two characters wide. If the
numeric column is to have decimals, then the width must also
include characters for at least one number before the decimal
point and the decimal point itself. The maximum width of a
numeric column is 16, to preserve precision in mathematIcal
calculat ions.
Number Deciamls - number of decimals are only entered for a
numeric column to speci fy the number of integers after the
decimal point.
The total width of the report is restricted to 126 characters.
The width of a report includes the width of each column and a
blank character between each column. The report width restrictIon
will restrict the insertion of columns and the specification of
column widths. The total number of columns possible is 63. These
would have to all be character type columns, one character WIde.
Also, there must be at least one column in a report. When you
begin to enter your column speci fications, a new first column
will be automatically created. This first column will also be
created j f you at tempt to delete all the columns of a repor t.
( see Figure 3.3 )
Figure 3.3

Column Speci fications Screen - the ini tal screen
wi th the first column already created for CSCI211

--------------------------------~------------------------------------------------

I COLUMNS I UPDATE ISRTCOL DLETCOL MOVECOL COPYCOL
CANCEL HELP I
I
I (CSCI211 ) ===>
1=================================================================================1
I
COLUMN SPECIFICATIONS
I
I COLUMN
TYPE
NUMBER
START FINISH
COLUMN
I
C/N WIDTH DECIMALS
POSN
POSN
HEADING
I
I NUMBER

1---------------------------------------------------------------------------------1

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

1

I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
,
I
I

ICNTL-P : PREY

CNTL-N: NEXT

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

I
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Columns can be inserted, deleted, moved and copied by
executing the following commands:
ISRTCOL - to insert new column(s) - by indicating the coLumn
prior to where the column(s) are to be inserted wi th the Data
Cell, entering the number of columns to be inserted on the Data
Entry Line and executing the ISRTCOL command. The default IS
to insert one coLumn.
DLETCOL - to deLete coLumn(s) - by indicating the coLumn or
the first column of a block to be deLeted wi th the Data Cell,
entering the number of columns to be deleted on the Data Entry
Line and executing tl1e DLETCOL command. The defauLt is to delete
one column.
MOVECOL - to move column(s) in two steps - firstly by
indicating the column or the first column of a block to be moved
wi th the Data Cell, entering the number of columns to be moved on
the Data Entry Line and executing the MOVECOL command.
Secondly
by indicating the column prior to where the column(s) are to be
moved and executing the MOVECOL command again. To compLete the
second step, DO NOT move the Command Cell off the MOVECOL
command, otherwise the command wiLL be automatIcally canceLled.
COPY COL - to copy colurnn(s) in two steps - this command IS
executed in the same way as the MOVECOL command.
While entering the column speci fications, the column numbers
are automatically created and displayed on the screen. Also,
when you enter the width of the coLumn, the start and finish
POSI t ions of
the columns wi thin the report are calculated and
displayed; the last finish'position being the current report
width.
Figure 3.4

I

Column Speci fications Screen - the columns for
students assignment and examination results In
CSCI211 course have been entered.

COLUMNS I UPDATE ISRTCOL DLETCOL MOVECOL COPYCOL

the

CANCEL HELP I

I (CSC1211 ) ===>
I
1=================================================================================1
COLUMN

I

, COLUMN
I NUMBER

TYPE
C/N

NUMBER
WIDTH DECIMALS

SPECIFICATIONS
START FINISH
POSN
POSN

I

COLUMN
HEADING

J

I

1---------------------------------------------------------------------------------j
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C

7

1

7

I
I
I
1
I
I
I
I
I

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

C
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N

30
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
3

9
40
43
46
49
52
55
58
61

38
41
44
47
50
53
56
59
62

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
1
I

I

11

C

6

64

69

I

1

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

I

I
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The column headings of existing columns would be displayed to
aid the updating of columns. When a new report is cl-eated, they
are blank and are entered in the Edi t Faci l i ty along wi th the
report data.
When you have finished entering the column speci ficat,ons,
you execute the UPDATE command to create the report columns.
( see Figure 3.4) After successfully creating the columns, the
Edit Facility screen is displayed for the entry of report data.
To cancel the creation of a report, you can execute the CANCEL
command and be returned to the Report Catalogue Screen.
Entering Report Data
The report data is entered in the Edi t Faci l i ty as described
previously in the BASIC CONCEPTS Section.
The report heading and column headings may now be entered.
The report heading may be as long as the maximum report width
of 126 characters and the column headings are bounded by the
width of their respective columns. Even though the Data Entry
Line is only 64 characters long in the Edi t Facil i ty, you may
enter a heading longer than the Data Entry Line. Just cont inue
typing and the heading will be scrolled to the left, character by
character. The cursor may be moved forwards and backwards along
the Data Entry Line to redisplay the heading to check it before
you enter it into the report.
Also, to have leading blanks In
your heading, enter a - to begin your heading so that the leading
blank characters are not removed.
(see Figure 3.5 )
A new report has no lines. To start enteri'ng data into the
columns you must first insert a blank line or lines into the
report. There are four commands to manipulate lines of report
data - discussed in greater detail in the Reference Manual.
They are on the secondary command line of the Edit Screen. ThIs
secondary command line can be displayed by executing the LINE
command. The secondary command line has a RETURN command to
redisplay the original command line. The four line commands are
INSERT - to insert blank line(s) - by indicating the lIne
p rio r tot he lin e t 0 be ins e r ted, en t e r i n g the n um be r 0 f linest 0
be inserted on the Data Entry Line, and executing the INSERT
command. The default is to insert one line.
DELETE - to delete line(s) - by i,ndicating the line or the
first line of a block of lines with the Data Cell, entering the
number of lines to be deleted on
the Data Entrv. Line and
,
executing the DELETE command. The default is to delete one line.
MO VE - t a mo vel i n e ( s) i n two s t e p s - fir s t ly by i n d i cat I n g
the lin e 0 r the fir s t lin e 0 f a b l 0 c k 0 f lin est 0 be mo v e d wit h
the Data Cell, entering the number of lines to be moved on the
Data Entry Line and executing the MOVE command. Secondly, by
indicating the line prior to where the line{s) are to be moved.
and executing the MOVE command again. To complete the second
step, DO NOT move the command cell off the MOVE command,
or the command will be automatically cancelled.
COPY - to copy line{s) in two steps - this command IS
executed in the same way as the MOVE conmand.
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Steps to enter a report heading wi th
and longer than the data entry line.

First 64 characters entered
blanks indicated by the .....

for

the report
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leading blanks

heading,

with

leading

1 EDIT : MENU END
COLUMN LINE FIND RFIND SORT MATH
PRINT SAVE CANCEL HELP'
/(CSCI211 ) ===) ....
CSCI 211 - STUDENT ASSIGNMENT AND EXAMINATION RESULTS - 191
1================================================================================1
I
I

1-------1------------------------------2--3--4--S--6--7--8--9--10-----11---------1
I

I

The report heading is now entered, and the first 3 char-acter-s
been scrolled of the left end of the Data Entry Line.

have

I EDIT : MENU END
COLUMN LINE FIND RFIND SORT MATH
PRINT SAVE CANCEL HELPI
I(CSCI211 ) ===)
CSCI 211 - STUDENT ASSIGNMENT AND EXAMINATION RESULTS - 1986 I
1================================================================================1
I
I

,
I

1-------1------------------------------2--3--4--5--6--7--8--9--10-----11---------1
I

I
The heading is entered
Heading Line.

I EDIT : MENU END
!(CSCI211 ) ===>

and

is

displayed

in

COLUMN LINE FIND RFIND SORT MATH

full

on

the Repot-t

PRINT SAVE CANCEL HELPI
I

I=================~==============================================================1

I

CSCI 211 - STUDENT ASSIGNMENT AND EXAMINATION RESULTS - 1986

I

,
I

1-------1------------------------------2--3--4--5--6--7--8--9--10-----11---------1
I

I

All the Column Headings have been entered for the student number
and name, five assignments worth 10 marks each, a mid sessIon
exam worth 20 marks ,a final exam worth 40 marks, a final mark
out of 100 and the grade.

I EDIT : MENU END
COLUMN LINE FIND RFIND SORT MATH
PRINT SAVE CANCEL HELPI
I(CSCI211 ) ===>
!
1================================================================================1
I
CSCI 211 - STUDENT ASSIGNMENT AND EXAMINATION RESULTS - 1986
I
A1 A2 A3 A4 AS ME FE TOT FINAL
!
ISTUDENT
STUDENT NAME
10 10 10 10 10 20 40 100 GRADE
1
INUMBER
1-------1------------------------------2--3--4--5--6--7--8--9--10-----11---------1
I

!
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Once you have inserted blank lines, you may enter data into
the columns. The data to be entered into a column is checked
against the column speci fications for that column.
If the column specifications were not adequate, you can
execute the COLUMN command to return to the Column Speci f icatlons
screen, to update the column speci fications. The only restriction
which will now apply is that you cannot change the type of an
existing column. You will still be able to insert, delete, move
and coPY columns and change their widths and number decimals.
WARNING: Any change in the width or number of decimals for a
column will result in either truncation or padding of report data
in t ha t co l umn.
There are other commands available to aid the creation ot
a report. They are mentioned here; a more detailed description
of these commands may be found in the Reference Manual.
FIND and RFINO - to search for a character string - by
entering the string on the data entry line, and execut Ing the
FIN 0 c omm and. To con tin u e sea r chi n 9 for t his s t r I n g, you can the n
repeatedly execute the RFIND command. The occurrence of a string
wi II be indicated wi th the Data Cell.
SORT - to sort report data, by columns into ascending or
descending order - by entering the column numbers on the Data
Entry Line and executing the SORT command. Columns are sorted
into ascending order unless a 'd' follows the column number to
request descending order.
MATH - to apply an ari thmetical formula to numeric columns of
data, to either update an existing column 0/-, to generate data
for a new column. The new column must be created prior to the
application of the arithmetic formula.

Saving The New Report
Once the entry of report data is completed, the report can be
saved and created by executing one of three commands:
SAVE - the new report will be created and you wi II remain In
t he Ed i t F ac i lit y •
END - the new report will be created and you will be returned
to the Report Catalogue Screen.
MENU - the new report will be created and you will be returned
to the BURP Main Menu Screen.
The new report will be created wi th a temporary status and a
report description containing ,the report name. These may be
changed in the Report Description/Status Utiltiy ( See SectIon 9
of this manual >. The access permissions will be c/-eated as
follows: you wi II have READ and WRITE access, and so will your
group, however, other users of BURP will have only READ access.
These may be changed in the Report Securi ty Utili ty ( see
Section 10 of this manual >.

Cancelling The New Report
Execution of the CANCEL command wi II allow you to end the Ed. t
session without creating the report, prOVided you have not
previously executed the SAVE command. You will be returned to
the Report Catalogue Screen.
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USING BROWSE FACILITY
A new report can be created in the BURP Browse Faci li ty,
existing reports, by following these steps

from

Selecting The Browse Facility
Select the Browse Facil i ty option from the BURP Main Menu
Screen. The Report Catalogue Facili ty will be displayed to select
the report to be browsed and used to create the new report.

Selecting The Report To Browse
To select the report, ei ther enter the name of the report on
the Data Entry Line of the Report Catalogue Screen and press the
'ENTER' key or indicate the report wi th the Data Cell and press
the 'ENTER' key. If the report you wish to indicate is not
currently displayed on the screen, you can use the scrolling
options to scroll the catalogue of reports or you can use the
LOCATE command to automatically scroll the catalogue to that
report. To locate the report entry, enter the report name on the
Data Entry Line and execute the LOCATE command.
After successfully selecting an existing report, the Browse
Facil j ty Screen will be displayed for the creatIon of the new
report by using the relational co~nands available.

Creating The New Report Using Relational Commands
The Browse Faci l i ty prOVides relational type commands to
change the content of the existing report. The commands available
are :
PROJECT - to project columns of the report, ie. to suppress
the display of selected columns and to rearrange the order of the
display of se~ected columns - by entering the column numbers of
the columns to be projected on the Data Entry Line, and executing
the PROJECT command. The unsuppressed columns are renumbered.
Duplicate lines of data, created by the projection of columns,
may be suppressed by entering an's' on the Data Entry Line wi th
the column numbers.
SELECT - to apply boolean expressions to columns of data to
suppress the display of lines of data that do not satisfy the
boolean expression being applied - by entering the boolean
expression on the Data Entry Line and executing the SELECT
command. The boolean expression involves combinations of constant
factors,column numbers, preceeded wi th a 'c' to distinguish them
from the constant factors, and the following boolean operators
::: - equa l to
< - l es s than
<> - no t aqua l to
<= - l es s t han or equa l to
> - greater than
& - and ( join operator)
>= - greater than or equal to
I - or ( JOIn operator)
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JOIN - to join another report to the report being browsed by entering the report name of the report to be joined on the
Data Entry Line and executing the JOIN command to be returned tile
Join Speci f icat ions Screen for the speci f icat ion of the I-epol-t
columns on which the reports are to be joined. After speci fylng
the columns, you execute the UPDATE con~and to perform the jOin,
or you execute the CANCEL command to cancel the joining of the
two reports: you will be returned to the Browse Facility SCI-een.
SORT - to resequence the lines of data in the report, Into
ascending or descending order - by entering the column numbers
on the Data Entry Line and executing the SORT command. Columns
are sorted into ascending order unless a 'd' follows the column
number to request descending order.
After applying these commands to modify the display of repol-t
data, you can redisplay the original report data by executing the
RESTORE command.
Saving The New Report
After you have completed modi tying the existing report, you
can save the modi f ied report in a new report, by entering the
name of the new report on the Data Entry Line and executing the
SAVE command.
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USING COpy UTILITY

A new report can be created in the BURP Copy Util i ty,
following these steps:

by

Selecting The Utilities Facility

Select the Uti l i ties Faci li ty from the BURP Main Menu Screen.
Tile Utilities Menu Screen will be displayed.
Selecting The Copy Report Utility

Select the Copy Report Utili ty from the Utilities Menu SCI-een.
The Copy Report Uti li ty Screen will be returned for the
specification of the report to be copied and the report to be
created.
Specifiying The Copying Of A Report

Ths speci fications for copying reports are discussed
manual in the HOW TO COPY A REPORT Section.

in this
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following these steps
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in the BURP Ed; t Facil

I

ty by

Selecting The Edit Facility
Select the Edit Facil i ty option from the BURP Main Menu
Screen. The Report Catalogue Facil i ty will be displayed to select
the report to be edi tied.
Selecting The Report To Edit

To select the report, ei ther enter the name of the report on
the Data Entry Line of the Report Catalogue Screen and press the
'ENTER' key or indicate the report wi th the Data Cell and press
the 'ENTER' key. If the report you wish to indicate is not
currently displayed on the screen, you can use the scrollIng
opt ions to scroll the catalogue of repor ts or you can use the
LOCATE command to automat ically scroll the catalogue to that
report. To locate the report entry, enter the report name on the
Data Entry Line and execufe the LOCATE commal\d.
After successfully selecting an existing report, the Edit
Facility Screen will be displayed for the modification of the
existing report.
Updating Report Data

The report data is updated in the Edit Facility as desr;;ribed
previously in the BASIC CONCEPTS Section and In the HOW TO
CREATE A REPORT, Entering Report Data Using The Edi t Faci l I ty
Section.
The repor t head i ng and co 1umn head i ngs may be upda ted, the
column speci fications may be updated and the report data may be
updated.
Saving The Updated Report

Once the updating of report data is completed, the report can
be saved into the current report of into a new report. One of
the following commands can be used to save the updated report
SAVE - the updated report may be saved in the current report
or into the new report name speci f ied on the Data Entry Line, by
executing this command. You will remain in the Edi t Facil i ty.
END - the updated report will be saved into the current report
and yoU will be returned to the Report Catalogue Screen.
MENU - the updated report wi II be saved into the current
report and you will be returned to the BURP Main Menu Screen.
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Cancelling The Report Changes
Execut ion of the CANCEL command wi L L al Low you to end the Ed it
session wi thout saving the changes made to the report ( since the
last execution of the SAVE command ). You will be returned to the
Report CataLogue Screen.
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USING PRINT UTILITY
A report can be printed
following these steps:

from

the BURP Print

Utility

by

Selecting The Utilities Facility
Select the Uti l i ties Facili ty from the BURP Main Menu Screen.
The Utili ties Menu Screen will be dsiplayed.

Selecting The Print Utility
Select the Print Utility f,"om the Utilities Menu Screen.
The Report Catalogue Screen will be displayed to select the
report to be printed.

Selecting The Report To Print
To select the repor t, either enter the name of the repor t on
the Data Entry Line of the Report Catalogue Screen and press the
'ENTER' key or indicate the report wi th the Data Cell and press
the 'ENTER' key. If the report you wish to indicate is not
currently displayed on the screen, you can use the scrolling
options to scroll the catalogue ot reports or you can use the
LOCATE command to automatically scroll the catalogue to that
report. To locate the report entry, enter the report name on the
Data Entry Line and execute the LOCATE con~and.
After successfully selecting an existing report, the Print
Specifications Screen will be displayed for the entry the
necessary information to print the report.

Entering The Print Specifications

r he f 0 l l ow i n g p r i n t s pee ,i f i cat ion s are r e qUI red t 0 be
entered :
Copies - the number of copies ot the report to be p,-.nted.
The default is one.
Centre Heading - indicate i f the report heading is to be
centred wi th respect to the report data. The defaul t is 'Y', to
centre the heading.
Centre Report - indicate j f the report data is to be centred
on the page. Default is 'Y', to centre the report data.
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Total Columns - the numet-ic columns of the repot-t to be
totalled are speci fied by entering the column numbers or by
e n t e r i n g 'a l l' ; f all the n ume ric col um n s are t 0 bet 0 tal led. The
report heading, column headings and column numbers are
dis p lay e d a t the bot tom 0 f the s c r e e n t 0 a; d the s p e c i f i cat Ion
of the column numbers to be totalled. This display of the
report headings and column numbers may be scrolled horizontalLy
using the scrolling options.
Print Totals OnLy - indicate if only the totals of the
columns speci f ied in the 'TOTAL COLUMNS' field are to be printed
without the report data. Defaults to 'N', to print the totals
wi th the report data.
Submitting The Print Request
After entering the print specifications, the report can be
printed by executing the SUBMIT command. You will be returned
to the Report Catalogue Screen, so you can ei ther select another
report to print or leave the Print Utility.
Cancelling The Print Request
Execution of the CANCEL command will return you to the Report
Catalogue Screen wi thout printing the report.

FROM EDIT FACILITY
A report can be printed from the Edit Facility by executing
the PRINT command. Execution of the PRINT command will
display you the Print Specifications Screen for the entry of
necessary information for the printIng of the report. ( see
previous Section on Using fhe Print Utility)
The current version of the report will be printed, ie. you
do not need to save any modi fications to the report to have
them printed.

FROM BROWSE FACILITY
A report can be printed from the Browse Facili ty by executing
the PRINT command. Execution of the PRINT command will
display you the Print Speci fications Screen for the entry of
necessary information for the printing of the report. ( see
previous Section on Using The Print Util i ty )
The current version of the report will be printed, Ie. you
do not need to save any modi f ications to the report to have
them printed.
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USING THE BURP - COpy REPORT UTILITY
The COpy Report Utility provides the facility to create a copy
of an existing report.
A report is copied by entering the name of the ,-eport you Wish
to copy (ie. the Original report), into the "COpy FROM REPORT"
field, entering the name of the new report into the "COpy TO
REPORT" field and executing the UPDATE command. A message IS
displayed to indicate if the report has been copied. The new
report will have the default report security access# assigned to
it.
To exi t from the Copy Report Util i ty simply execute the MENU
or END commands. Remember, the repor t i s no t cop i ed un til the
UPDATE command has been performed. If you exit from the Copy
Report Utili ty before executing the UPDATE command then the
report will not be copied.
Lim ita t ions

*
*

The FROM or Original report must already exist and you must
have at least READ access# to that report.
The TO report must be the name of a non-existing report.

Figure 6.1

Copy Ut i l i ty Soreen

I COpy UTILITY I MENU END UPDATE

HElPI

I ===>
I
1================================================================================1
I

I

J

I
I
I

I
I

I

COpy FROM REPORT ===>

I

I
I

I

COpy TO REPORT

===)

I

I
I

»

Refer to "The Report", in "BASIC CONCEPTS" section tor an
explalnat10n of report access modes.
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USING THE BURP - RENAME REPORT UTILITY
The Rename Report Utility provides the faciLity to change the
name of an existing report.
A report is renamed by entering the name of the Original
report into the "REPORT NAME" field, entering the new name af the
report inta the "NEW REPORT NAME" field and then executing tile
UPDATE command. A message is then displayed, informing yau that
the report has been renamed. The report wilL retain the same
report security access» as it had before it was renamed.
To exi t from the Rename Repot-t Ut i l i ty simply execute the MENU
or END commands. Remember, the report will not be renamed untl l
the UPDATE conmand has been performed. If you ex; t from the
Rename Report Uti l i ty before executing the UPDATE command tile
report name wiLL remain unchanged.
Lim ita t ions

*
*
*

You must have at Least WRITE access» to the report you are
abo u t tor en ame .
The report may not be currentLy being ed; tted or browsed.
No report must currentLy exist under the new name.

Figure 7.1

Rename Util

j

ty Screen

I RENAME UTILITY I MENU END UPDATE
HELPI
===>
I
1================================================================================1
I

,

I

I
1
I

I
1
I

I

REPORT NAME

===>

I

1

I
I

NEW REPORT NAME

===>

I

I
I

" Refer to "The Report", in "BASIC CONCEPTS" section for an
explalnat ion of report access modes.
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USING THE BURP - DELETE REPORT UTILITY
The Delete Report Utility provides the facility to delete an
existing report.
Are p 0 r t i s del e ted bye n t e r i n g the name 0 f the rep 0 r t you
wish to delete into the "REPORT NAME" field and executing the
UPDATE command. A message is then displayed, informing you that
the report has been deleted.
To exit from the Delete Report Utility simply execute the MENU
or END commands. Remember, a report is not deleted until the
UPDATE command has been performed. If you exi t from the Delete
Report Utili t'1 before executing the UPDATE command then the
report will remain.
Lim ita

*
*

t ions

You must have at least WRITE accessij to the report you are
about to delete.
The report may not be currently beIng edi tted or browsed.

Figure 8.1
I

Delete Utility Screen

DELETE UTILITY I MENU END UPDATE

HELPl

I ===>
I
1================================================================================1

I
I
I
I

,
I
I
,

I

I

REPORT NAME

===>

I

f

I
I

ij Refer to "The Report", in "BASIC CONCEPTS" sectIon for an
explaination of report access modes.
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USING THE BURP - REPORT DESCRIPTION/STATUS UTILITY
To update a report's description the Report Uescrlptlon/Status
Utility is used.
The report description is a free format text field which
describes the report. By entering a report name into the "REPORT
NAME" fie l don the s c r e en, the cur r en t des c rip t Ion and s tat us I 0 ,the report will be displayed. Updating the description IS
achieved by entering a new descript ion into the "REPORT
DESCRIPTION" field and executing the UPDATE command. The delault
description, upon creation, is the report name.
After entering the new description and prior to executing the
UPDATE command, the original description may be redisplayed by
executing the RESTORE command. A message will be displayed to
indicate the result of any command executed.
To exi t from the Report Description/Status Utili ty simply
execu t e t he MENU 0 r END commands. Remember, the repor t
description wi II not be updated unt Il the UPDATE comnand has been
performed. If you exit from the Report DescrIptIon/Status Utility
before executing the UPDATE command then the report description
will not be changed.
Lim ita t ions

*

You must have at

Figure 9.1

least WRITE access»

to the report.

Report Description/Status Utili ty

I DSCR/STAT UTILITY I MENU END UPDATE RESTORE
HELPI
1 ===>
I
1================================================================================1
I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I

I

REPORT NAME

===>

I

I

I

I

REPORT DESCRIPT ION ===>

I

I

I

I

REPORT STATUS

===>

(TEMPORARY/PERMANENT)

I

I

I

ft

Refer to "The Report", in "BASIC CONCEPTS" sectIon
explaination of report access modes.
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USING THE BURP - REPORT DESCRIPTION/STATUS UTILITY
To update a report's status the Report Description/Status
Uti lit y is used.
A report's status is ei ther TEMPORARY or PERMANTENT. A
permanent report will not be deleted by the 'Clean-Up' joblt. A
temporary report may be deleted by the 'Clean-Up' Job if the last
a c c e s s d ate 0 f the rep 0 r t i s mo r e t he 30 day sag o. Bye n t e /. , n 9 a
report name into the "REPORT NAME" tield on the screen, the
the current description and status for that report will be
displayed. Updating the status is achieved by entering a ' I ' Of
'P' <tor temporary or permanent respectively or alternatively
entering "Temporary" or "Permanent" into the "REPORT Sl'ATUS"
field and execut ing the UPDATE command. Refer to I igure 9.1 la/an image of the screen. The default status, upon creation, IS
temporary.
After entering the new status and prior to executing the
UPDATE command, t he or i gina l, repor t s tat us may be red i sp l ayed by
executing the RESTORE command. A message will be displayed to
indicate the result of any command executed.
To exi t from the Report'Description/Status Utility SImply
execute the MENU or END commands. Remember, the report status
w j l l no t be upda ted un til t he UPDATE command has been pe r I o/-med .
If you exit from the Report Description/Status Utility before
executing the UPDATE command then the report status will not be
changed.
Lim ita t ions

*

»»
»

You must have at

least WRITE

access~1t

to the report.

Refer to "The Report", in "BASIC CONCEPTS" section tor an
explaination of report access modes.
Reter to the Techincal Report for a full description of the
'Clean-Up' job.
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USING THE BURP - REPORT SECURITY UTILITY
To update a report's security statuses the Report Secu/-Ity
Utility IS used.
By entering a report name into the "REPORT NAME" I ield on the
screen; the current report security information is displayed
along wi th your current group id. The sect ion, "The Repo/-t" In
"BASIC CONCEPTS" has a lull description 01 report securi ty modes
and their meanings. Updating 01 the access modes IS perlormed by
en t e r i n g a 'Y', t 0 allow a par tic u l a r a c c e S s 0 r a ' N' 0 r
t0
deny a particular access and then executing the UPDATE command.
After entering the new permission tags and prior to executing
the UPDATE oommand, the original access permission tags may be
redisplayed by executing the RESTORE command. A message wi II be
displayed to indicate the result of any command executed.
To exit from the Report Security Utility simply execute the
MENU or END commands. Remember, the report statuses wIll not be
upda ted un t i l t he UPDATE command has been per formed. I f you e x It
from the Report Security Utility before executing the UPUATE
command then the report statuses will not be updated.
Lim ita t ions

*

Only the OWNER of
tags.

Figure 11.1

the report may change the access permission

Repor t Secur i ty Ut

I

l i ty

I SECURITY UTILITY I MENU END UPDATE RESTORE
HELPI
===>
1
1================================================================================1
I

1
I
I

I
I
I

I

REPORT NAME

===>

I

I

I

I

CURRENT GROUP 10

===>

I

I

I

I

READ

I

I

I

OWNER

ACCESS·

1

GROUP

ACCESS

I

I

I

I

EXECUTE

1

1

I

WRITE

1

OTHERS ACCESS

I

